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1.0

Introduction

1.

These are the written argument filed on behalf of the Coalition of the Alberta Wilderness
Association and Grassy Mountain Group (“Coalition”) with respect to the Joint Review
Panel’s (“JRP” or the “Panel”) consideration of Benga Mining Limited’s (“Benga”)
applications 1 under the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada’s (“IAAC”) Reference No.
80101 for the Grassy Mountain Coal Project (“Project”).

2.

The Project involves an open pit mine for extracting bituminous coal suitable for
steelmaking, a coal handling and preparation plant with associated infrastructure, an
overland conveyor system paralleling an existing access corridor and connecting to a rail
load out facility and a new section of rail track. 2 The Project will be located in southwest
Alberta, approximately 150km southwest of Calgary in the Crowsnest Pass and will
cover areas within Townships 08 and 09 and Ranges 03 and 04 West of the 5th Meridian.
The steelmaking coal processing facility will be located approximately 7km north of
Blairmore. 3

3.

The Coalition was granted full participation rights in this matter by the Panel on June 29,
2020 in the Panel’s June 29 letter and confirmed in the August 10, 2020 letter 4.

4.

The members of the Coalition, the descriptions of their lands and locations relative to the
mine permit boundary are as follows:
No

Name

Legal Land Description
(if applicable)

1

Fran Gilmar, Mitch and Rose
Bonertz
Larry and Barb Donkersgoed,
Donkersgoed Feeders Ltd.
Ed and Shannon
Donkersgoed, Berdina Farms
Ltd.
Norman and Connie
Watmough, Tyler Watmough,
Sun Cured Alfalfa Cubes Inc.
Shirley Kirby

SW30-8-3-W5M

Location relative to
the mine permit
boundary
Within mine boundary

SW19-8-3-W5M

Within mine boundary

SW19-8-3-W5M

Within mine boundary

SE19-8-3-W5M

Adjacent to the mine
boundary

Plan 1014575 Block 19

7km south of the

2
3
4
5

The applications are: Coal Conservation Act Application Nos. Coal Conservation Act Application Nos. 1844520,
1902073, Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act Application No. 001-00403427; the Water Act
Application Nos. 001-00403428, 001-00403429, 001-00403430, 001-00403431, and Public Lands Act Application
Nos. MSL160757, MSL160758, LOC160841, LOC160842, and LOC970943
2
Benga’s Application, CIAR 42, Doc 115588E, Section A, page A-1
3
Benga’s Submissions dated August 2020, Doc Ref 503, #135835E pdf 4.
4
JRP’s letter to Ackroyd LLP on behalf of the Coalition, Doc Ref 474, Document 135729E.
1
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Lot 25
6

John and Rae Redekopp

Plan 991 2103 Block 2
Lot 1

7

David Rothlin and Kari Lehr

Plan 9811164, Block 1
Lot 1

8

Vern Emard

SE30-8-3-W5M

9.

Alberta Wilderness
Association

N/A

northern portion of the
mine boundary
2 to 3 km southeast of
the northern portion of
the mine boundary
3 to 4 km southeast of
the northern portion of
the mine boundary
Adjacent to the mine
boundary
N/A

5.

A map showing the locations of the Coalition’s members lands was filed as CIAR 752.

6.

The Coalition’s argument (“Argument”) includes its replies to matters raised in Benga’s
written argument (“Benga’s Argument”). To the extent that any matter is not specifically
mentioned in this Argument, the Coalition’s position remains as stated in the Coalition’s
submissions 5 and the oral testimonies of its members and expert witnesses. The nonspecific response should not be construed as agreement with the position advanced by
Benga.

7.

References to “Paragraph” or “Paragraphs” in the sections below are references to the
particular paragraph or paragraphs from Benga’s Argument or this Argument.

8.

Dr. Bewley gave the following response to a question from Mr. O’Gorman at 20Tr,
p.4172:
24

So I was i nvo l ved i n t h is p a r ticu la r

25

resp on se f rom a p oi n t o f vi ew o f i n st re am f low n eed s i n

26

some o f t he calcu lation s t h at you s ee here.

It's

1

· t ' s d e f i n i t ,e y a n import a nt ques t · o n ..

If w,e ge

2

k i nd o f que s ti o n s r e l a te d t o mi i g a io

scenari o s a nd

3

k i nd o f wa ter vo u mes i

4

ma y d i v ert t o s omeone e l s e , b u t I can j u s t ta l k f rom a

5

k i nd o f i str,e am f low n ee d s a s a p ro ect i on

6

5

Okay .

n o

t o se d i ffereI t sc,e nar · o s , I

he f i s h a spec t o n ... hi s ..

CIAR 553.
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'- o

I j us t wan

unus al ta c ti c h ere t o
o -- a mi n u e or t wo f o r some

9.

It seems odd that a Benga witness would have to resort to “tactics” in order to answer
questions at the hearing about Benga’s application.

10.

Mr. Houston jumped in regularly to answers questions that were put to other Benga
witness. This was not helpful and reduced the time allotted to intervener counsel to crossexamine the Benga witness panels. Mr. Houston’s constant interruption and refusal to
permit Benga’s consultants to answer questions regarding their reports was inefficient
and lengthened the hearing time considerably. Perhaps that was a deliberate "tactic" used
by Benga for the hearing process.

11.

Mr. Houston regularly summarized “what he heard” his fellow panel members say in
response to questions that were not put to him. This was not helpful and reduced the time
allotted to intervener counsel to cross-examine the Benga panels. Perhaps that was also a
deliberate “tactic” used by Benga for the hearing process.

2.0

The Public Interest

12.

The Joint Review Panel in the Northern Gateway Project 6 defined “public interest”
follows:
“The public interest is the interest of all Canadians. The public interest
includes environmental, social, and economic considerations. Would
Canada and Canadians be better off or worse off if the project were
approved?”

13.

The above described considerations that form the public interest are consistent with
factors identified in Section 3 of the Responsible Energy Development Act General
Regulations 7 (“REDA Regulations”), which the Panel, as the Regulator is required to
consider in determining applications before it.

14.

Section 3 of REDA Regulations provides:
For the purposes of section 15 of the Act, where the Regulator is to
consider an application or to conduct a regulatory appeal, reconsideration
or inquiry in respect of an energy resource activity under an energy
resource enactment, the Regulator shall consider

6https://iaac-aeic.gc.ca/050/documents_staticpost/cearref_21799/97178/Connections_-

_Report_of_the_Joint_Review_Panel_for_the_Enbridge_Northern_Gateway_Project_(Volume_1).pdf 16.
7 REDA Regulations, Alta Reg. 90/2013.
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(a) the social and economic effects of the energy resource activity,
(b) the effects of the energy resource activity on the environment,
and
(c) the impacts on a landowner as a result of the use of the land on
which the energy resource activity is or will be located.
15.

Section 15 of Responsible Energy Development Act (“REDA”) requires that the Alberta
Energy Regulator (“Regulator” or “AER”) considers the factors stated in the regulations
including the interests of the landowners in determining an application before it.

16.

Benga is of the position that its Project will deliver “significant” economic development
at the local, regional, and provincial levels and that the Project will not cause any
significant adverse environmental effects. 8 As has been shown by the Coalition and its
experts, that is not the case. The economic impact numbers, which Benga is erroneously
interpreting as benefits, are over-stated, unreliable and not capable of being replicated.
The residual environmental effects are significant and adverse and continue to remain so
despite Benga’s proposed mitigations. The Project’s impacts on landowners remain
adverse despite Benga’s proposed mitigations.

17.

In the Coalition’s views, the approval and development of the Project will have
significant adverse social, economic and environmental effects or costs that will exceed
any economic benefits. The Coalition submits that approval of the proposed Project is not
in the public interest and ought to be denied in accordance with the Panel’s authority as
the Regulator.

3.0

Requested Disposition

18.

The Coalition respectfully requests that the Panel as the Regulator under the REDA deny
Benga’s applications for approval of the Project.

19.

The Coalition further requests that the Panel as a review panel under CEAA 2012
determine that the Project is likely to cause significant adverse environmental effects
despite the proposed mitigations for the Project and that the magnitude of these effects
will exceed the Project’s benefits.

20.

Although some of the Coalition’s experts (for instance, Mr. Thompson and Mr.
Farquharson) suggested some terms and conditions for inclusion in an approval should
the Panel decide to approve the Project, the Coalition submits that determination of the
Project should be based on assessment of all aspects of the Project’s impacts on the
environment, social, economic components. A consideration of all aspects of the
Project’s impacts shows that the Project is not in the public interest overall and should be
denied.

8

CIAR 962, PDF 8, paragraphs 5 and 6.
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Further, the poor quality of the evidence, the lack of worst-case conservatism in the
assessment of impacts, and the conflicting evidence presented at the hearing all weigh in
favour of denying the Project. The Coalition submits that there are no terms or conditions
under which the Project benefits could ever outweigh the Project’s costs. The Coalition
submits that the Project application and permits should be denied.
Review Framework

22.

The Alberta Energy Regulator and the Federal Minister of Environment through the
Impacts Assessment Agency of Canada have jurisdiction to review and determine
Benga’s applications.

23.

The Regulator’s jurisdiction to review applications is founded on the REDA. 9. REDA
mandates the Regulator:
a. “to provide for the efficient, safe, orderly and environmentally responsible
development of energy resources in Alberta through the Regulator’s
regulatory activities, and
b. in respect of energy resources activities, to regulate
i. the disposition and management of public lands,
ii. the protection of the environment,
iii. the conservation and management of water, including the wise
allocation and use of water,
in accordance with energy resource enactments and, pursuant to this Act and
the regulations, in accordance with specified enactments.” 10

24.

Section 15 of REDA requires that the Regulator considers the factors in the regulations
including the interest of the landowners in determining applications before it. Section 3 of
the REDA Regulations provides the factors to be considered. These factors are described
in paragraph 14 of this Argument.

25.

In considering the factors listed in Section 3 of REDA Regulations, the Panel must
consider the justifiability of any significant adverse effects. Considering and including in
the decision the justifiability of any significant adverse effects is required by section 29
of the Agreement to Establish a Joint Review Panel for the Grassy Mountain Coal
Project 11.

26.

While the Panel as the Regulator can make determinations regarding the justifiability of
any significant adverse effects, the Panel under the Canadian Environmental Impact

SA 2012, CR-173, section 2 and 24
Ibid, section 2(1).
11
CIAR 80.
9

10
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Assessment Act 2012 (“CEAA 2012”) shall not make any conclusions or
recommendations with respect to the justifiability of any significant adverse
environmental effects. The decision regarding whether the Project is likely to cause
significant adverse environmental effects lies with the Governor in Council (Cabinet)
who must decide whether the environmental effects are justified in the circumstances.
27.

The Federal Minister of Environment’s jurisdiction to review and approve Benga’s
applications as they relate to matters within the Government of Canada’s regulatory
jurisdiction is founded on the CEAA 2012. 12 CEAA 2012 mandates the Government of
Canada, the Minister, the Agency, federal authorities and responsible authorities to
exercise their powers of administering the Act in a manner that protects the environment
and human health and applies the precautionary principle. 13

28.

In deciding Benga’s applications, the Regulator and the Minister must act in accordance
with their enabling legislation, which has an overarching requirement to protect the
environment and human health.

29.

The establishment of a joint review panel and its terms of reference does not restrict the
Panel’s consideration to the items listed in the terms of reference. The Coalition agrees
with Benga 14 that the joint review must still satisfy the requirements of CEAA 2012 and
REDA and associated enactments.

30.

The Coalition agrees that section 20 of REDA requires the Panel to act in accordance with
the South Saskatchewan Regional Plan, 2014-2024 (“SSRP”). The SSRP is a legislative
instrument pursuant to section 13 of the Alberta Land Stewardship Act. 15 Acting in
accordance with the SSRP requires that the Panel’s decision as the Regulator be
consistent with the vision, the strategic directions, and the areas identified in the SSRP as
being binding and enforceable.

31.

The binding sections of the SSRP include provisions regarding air quality in the region
(including air quality trigger limits) 16, areas designated as conservation areas 17,
conserved land 18, surface water quality 19, recreation and parks areas 20, and landscape
management in relation to Livingston Public Land Use Zone and the Porcupine Hills
Public Land Use Zone. 21

S.C. 2012, c 19, S 52.
Ibid., Section 4(2).
14
CIAR 962, Benga’s Argument, paragraph 11
15
SA 2009, c. A-26.8.
16
SSRP, PDF 166 – 169, 184 - 185.
17
SSRP, PDF 169 – 172.
18
SSRP, PDF 173.
19
SSRP, PDF 174-176, 186 – 194.
20
SSRP, PDF 177 – 180.
21
SSRP, PDF 181 – 183.
12
13
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32.

To ensure that decision makers are clear as to the portions of the SSRP that are binding
and enforceable, the SSRP identified the sections on “Introduction, Implementation Plan
and Strategic Plan” as well as the Glossary of Terms and Appendices as policy statements
that are informative, not binding, and requiring of consideration by decision makers in
their decision making process. 22

33.

The portion of the SSRP cited by Benga at paragraph 32 of its Argument falls within the
informative and non-binding “Strategic Plan” section of the SSRP.

34.

Although the SSRP recognized the presence of metallurgical coal deposits in the region
and the potential for their future development due to recent coal exploration activities
near the Municipality of Crowsnest Pass, coal exploration and development is not
specifically cited in the vision of the SSRP. 23 Further, the SSRP recognized the
importance of the diverse landforms, vegetation, and species including species at risk
(species at risk in the region account for over 80% of the species at risk in Alberta that
are federally and provincially listed) that are present in significant numbers in the
region. 24

35.

The SSRP recognizes that biodiversity and the ecosystem services that they supply are
vital to the continuation and sustenance of a healthy and prosperous way of life for
Albertans. 25 Coal development, such as this Project, that results in destruction of
significant numbers of rough fescue grasslands, species at risk vegetation, fish and
wildlife is not consistent with the SSRP.

36.

The SSRP also recognized the importance of Bow and Oldman River watershed to water
quality and supply in the region 26 and the significant pressures being placed on water
resources in the region. 27 According to the SSRP:
Pressures on groundwater quality exist in localized areas across the region,
with the associated potential for contamination of aquifers. Once an aquifer
becomes contaminated, remediation is extremely difficult and expensive.
Consequently, groundwater must be treated as a valuable resource that
requires protection. Understanding recharge areas and the connection
between surface water and groundwater is important for water management
in southern Alberta. 28

37.

The importance of tourism and air quality management to maintenance of good quality of
life and health of residents in the region was recognized and underscored in the SSRP. 29

SSRP, PDF 8 and 164.
CIAR 553, PDF 269.
24
SSRP, at PDF 23; CIAR 553, pdf 269.
25
SSRP, at PDF 23.
26
SSRP, at PDF 25.
27
SSRP, at PDF 27.
28
SSRP, at PDF 28.
22
23
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38.

It is clear from the reading of the SSRP that environmental sustainability and
conservation is an overarching goal and vision of the SSRP. Economic development such
as the proposed coal development should only proceed if environmental sustainability
and social balance can be maintained. 30 It is the Coalition’s view that this Project cannot
maintain this balance.

39.

The Coalition notes that the review panel in the Northern Gateway Project considered
sustainable development as an important factor in their environmental assessment and in
their consideration of the public interest. 31 If a similar approach is adopted by the Panel
in its consideration of this Project, the Coalition submits that the Panel will find that
approval of this Project will not result in an achievement of sustainable development.

40.

The Coalition agrees with Benga’s description at paragraphs 40 and 41 of Benga
Argument regarding the role of the Panel under the CEAA 2012. However, the Coalition
disagrees with Benga’s assertion at paragraph 43 32 that the environmental assessment
process must not eliminate uncertainty and is not intended to provide finality.

41.

The Coalition submits that at the very least, the environmental assessment should provide
sufficient, credible, reliable, and justifiable information to enable the Panel to discharge
their mandates under the various legislation that they are bound to consider. What the
Coalition has seen through the oral hearing process is a “make it up as you go” tactic.
That is not responsible and does not give interveners, who will have to live with the
consequences and the environmental effects of the Project, that fulsome consideration
and rigour has been applied to protect them, their families, their livelihoods and
Albertans who rely on the resources that will be impacted by the Project. A typical
example of what could go wrong in a sensitive environment such as the Project area is the
Teck Coal mine example.

4.1
42.

Species at Risk Act Considerations
There are certain provisions of SARA that are of note in the Panel’s consideration of
Benga’s application.
a. Sections 32(1) of SARA prohibits the killing, harming, capturing or taking of an
individual of a wildlife species that is listed as extirpated, endangered or
threatened.
b. Section 33 of SARA prohibits a person from damaging or destroying the
residence of one or more individuals of a wildlife species that is listed as

SSRP, at PDF 36 and 38-39.
SSRP, at PDF 39.
31
https://iaac-aeic.gc.ca/050/documents_staticpost/cearref_21799/97178/Connections__Report_of_the_Joint_Review_Panel_for_the_Enbridge_Northern_Gateway_Project_(Volume_1).pdf 16.
32
Benga’s Argument, PDF 16.
29
30
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endangered, threatened or extirpated “if a recovery strategy has recommended the
reintroduction of the species into the wild in Canada”.
c. Section 58(1) of SARA provides:
58 (1) Subject to this section, no person shall destroy any part of the
critical habitat of any listed endangered species or of any listed
threatened species — or of any listed extirpated species if a recovery
strategy has recommended the reintroduction of the species into the
wild in Canada — if
(a) the critical habitat is on federal land, in the exclusive
economic zone of Canada or on the continental shelf of
Canada;
(b) the listed species is an aquatic species; or
(c) the listed species is a species of migratory birds protected
by the Migratory Birds Convention Act, 1994.
d. Section 61 (1) of SARA provides:
“No person shall destroy any part of the critical habitat of a listed
endangered species or a listed threatened species that is in a province
or territory and that is not part of federal lands.”
e. Section 61(1) provision does not apply in respect of aquatic species or the critical
habitat of migratory bird species that are protected under the Migratory Birds
Convention Act, 1994. 33
f. Section 73(1) of SARA allows the minister to enter into an agreement with a
person or to issue a permit authorizing a person to engage in an activity that
affects a listed wildlife species, any part of its critical habitat or the residences of
its individuals. Section 73(2) of SARA provides:
Purpose
(2) The agreement may be entered into, or the permit issued, only if
the competent minister is of the opinion that
(a) the activity is scientific research relating to the
conservation of the species and conducted by qualified
persons;
33

Section 61(1.1) of SARA.
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(b) the activity benefits the species or is required to enhance its
chance of survival in the wild; or
(c) affecting the species is incidental to the carrying out of the
activity.
g. Section 73(3) of SARA provides the following pre-conditions to the entering into
of an agreement or the issuance of a permit, which applies only if the minister is
of the opinion that:
(a) all reasonable alternatives to the activity that would reduce the
impact on the species have been considered and the best solution has
been adopted;
(b) all feasible measures will be taken to minimize the impact of the
activity on the species or its critical habitat or the residences of its
individuals; and
(c) the activity will not jeopardize the survival or recovery of the
species.
43.

The Coalition agrees with Benga 34 that the prohibitions in Sections 32 and 33 apply on
both federal and provincial lands for aquatic species at risk (such as Westslope Cutthroat
Trout) and migratory bird species protected under the Migratory Birds Convention Act,
1994. 35 For other species, the Sections 32 and 33 SARA prohibitions apply only on
federal lands unless an order from the Governor in Council is made making them
applicable to provincial lands. 36

44.

While the Coalition agrees with Benga that there is no prohibition on a proponent to
apply for a Section 73 permit, all three Section 73(3) of SARA pre-conditions must be
satisfied. The Coalition supports the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society Southern
Alberta Chapter (CPAWS) submissions in relation to the interpretation of “incidental” as
used in Section 73(2)(c ) of SARA.

45.

Since a Section 73 permit is not before the Panel for determination, considering whether
Benga’s applications contain enough information to meet the pre-conditions is
inappropriate and should not be entertained by the Panel. Further, considering how the
minister might determine a permit application is also inappropriate and should not be
entertained.

46.

For the purpose of making a public interest determination in respect of the applications
before it, the Coalition submits that the Panel should limit its considerations to the
provisions of Sections 32(1), 33, 58(1), 61(1) of SARA referenced and quoted above.

CIAR 962, paragraph 51.
SC 1994, c. 22.
36 Section 34(1) of SARA.
34
35
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The Environmental Assessment
Benga states in its Argument that it is important for the Panel to put the applications for
this Project into the appropriate context as it is easy to lose sight of the context after
many years of IRs and a public hearing that lasted over one month. 37 Benga then goes on
to list the items that the Panel should bear in mind while considering the applications. 38

48.

The Coalition agrees that it is important to put the applications into the appropriate
context considering the many years that Benga has had to put together its application
materials and the 12 addenda to the applications and yet, the application materials still
have significant gaps and have not sufficiently mitigated the significant adverse effects
that will arise from the Project. Details of this are discussed further in this Argument.

49.

Further, it is important that the applications for the Project be considered from the
perspective of the Project’s impacts on members of the Coalition, especially those that
are adjacent to or within the mine permit boundary, the residents of Crowsnest Pass, the
businesses in Crowsnest Pass that rely on tourists to survive, the reliance of tourists and
residents on clean air, good water quality and sustainable and thriving ecosystem, and the
impacts on mature old growth forest and aquatic resources, some of which are listed as
endangered and deserving of protection.

50.

The Coalition submits that consideration of Benga’s position regarding putting the
applications into the appropriate context must include considerations of the submissions
contained in this Argument.

51.

In the Coalition’s submissions 39, the Coalition identified the following concerns and
issues with Benga’s applications:
a. Land Use, Access, and Residential Impacts;
b. Property devaluation;
c. Water Impacts, including ground water and surface water impacts, inflow needs
assessment and water chemistry, impacts on aquatic resources including
Westslope Cutthroat Trout, and climate change;
d. Wildlife, biodiversity, vegetation, and habitats impacts assessment;
e. Noise and air pollution impacts;
f. Socio-economic effects; and
g. Coal quality

52.

The Coalition will address the above described issues following the hearing topics
format. The Coalition relies on the submissions of other interveners adverse in interest to
Benga in relation to the Project’s impacts on air quality and human health as well as the

Benga’s Argument, PDF 21, para. 57.
Benga’s Argument, PDF 21, para 58.
39
CIAR 553, PDF 7.
37
38
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assessment of coal quality. Based on this reliance, the Coalition has not addressed these
sub-issues in detail in this Argument.
5.1

Purpose of the Project, visual aesthetics, alternative means, land and resource use,
socio-economic effects and historic resources

5.1.1. Project Need and Purpose
53.

The need for this Project is spurred by international demand for steel-making coal. As
Benga points out in its Argument, China and India are leading the demand for the coal. 40
Benga expects other Asian, South American and African countries to increase their
demand for coal. It is noteworthy that the demand is not from Canada or Canadian
industries but from other countries. It is not a question of the Project being needed to
meet Canadian demand or for use in constructing critical infrastructure in Canada.

54.

The need for the Project is purely economical and driven by a private organization’s need
to make profit for its shareholders. This was echoed by many interveners including Kari
Lehr and David Rothlin. 41 With this in mind, the Panel must be convinced that the
adverse effects of the Project are justifiable relative to the public benefits. In the
Coalition’s view, the adverse effects are not justifiable. It is not justifiable to destroy the
environment in order to increase profit for a privately held corporation.

55.

It is not justifiable to destroy recreation and tourism in order to increase profit for a
private corporation. Many interveners, including the Coalition witnesses, testified to the
increase in tourism in the community. Ms. Lehr, for instance, described some recreational
activities that have been added into the community which has put the Crowsnest Past on
the map as a tourist destination. 42 Approving this Project will likely result in a cessation
of the growth in tourism that this area has been experiencing. 43

56.

While Benga asserts that the Project’s economic development is compatible and mutually
supportive of recreation and tourism, 44 that is not the case as seen in Sparwood in relation
to Teck Resources mine. As many interveners attested to during the hearing, 45 tourists are
not attracted to mining towns due to air pollution and dust concerns from mining
activities. Therefore, mining is not compatible or supportive of recreation and tourism.

CIAR 962, PDF 34, para109.
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1329-1330.
42
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1322-1323.
43
Ibid. p. 1323-1324.
44
CIAR 962, PDF 35, para. 116.
45
For instance, the presentations of Mr. Des Moulins, CIAR 756, p. 477, 479-482, David McIntyre, CIAR 756,
starting at p. 490; John and Rae Redekopp, CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1343.
40
41
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57.

As Mr. Des Moulins testified, if the Project is approved, the impacts on tourism will
continue after the mine has closed. According to Mr. Moulins: “[T]he natural resource
that was the basis of tourism, lifestyle, and recreation will have been compromised, and
the community will likely be in a worse state than people think it is now. Approval of this
mine certainly could bring very short-term prosperity to a few, but I think it is not in the
long-term interest of the community.” 46 The impact on the community, recreation,
housing, employment, and tourism post mining has not been assessed and no plan has
been provided for dealing with the effects of mine closure on the community.

58.

Benga alleges that diversification of the local economy beyond one industry provides
stability to the community and can increase local businesses. The Coalition agrees that
diversification of the local economy provides stability but that should not be at the
expense of a thriving tourism industry that is already established and growing.

59.

Furthermore, the mining, quarrying and oil and gas industry already accounts for 19% of
employment in Crowsnest Pass (2016 Census).47 Additional mine employment will serve
to make the community less diversified, not more diversified.

60.

Permitting this Project will likely result in the displacement of the local tourism industry
as fewer tourists may visit the Crowsnest Pass, especially during construction when
Benga intends to use local accommodation to accommodate its peak work force. The
result of allowing the mine to proceed will be an increased reliance on a single sector in
the local economy – mining - and not recreation or tourism.

61.

Many times during the hearing, Benga asserted that the Project would increase the
population level and revive a dying community. As many members of the Coalition
testified, the community of Crowsnest Pass is not dying. Tourism and real estate market
have been on the increase. Mr. Redekopp, a realtor in Crowsnest Pass, provided the real
estate market sales numbers which confirm that there has been increase in activity within
the area and many more people are purchasing recreational homes. 48

62.

Regarding Benga’s projection that the Project will result in tax of $490,000 being paid to
the Municipality of Crowsnest Pass (“CNP”) annually, Mr. Rothlin and Ms. Lehr explain
that the residents of Valley Ridge Estates where they reside already pay more than twothirds of the amount that Benga is projecting will accrue to the CNP. They further
explained that dividing the projected tax revenue amongst the number of residents in

CIAR 756, 3Tr. p. 485, L. 20-26.
Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction account for 535 of labour out of a total labour force population of
2,795. See Statistics Canada, Census Profile, 2016 Census for Crowsnest Pass, https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/censusrecensement/2016/dppd/prof/details/page.cfm?Lang=E&Geo1=CSD&Code1=4815007&Geo2=POPC&Code2=0074&SearchText=Blair
more&SearchType=Begins&SearchPR=01&B1=Labour&TABID=1&type=0
48
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1340 – 1341.
46
47
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CNP (5,500) would amount to $100/year per person. 49 Therefore, $490,000 in tax
revenue to CNP is insignificant in view of what the residents are already paying and it
does not justify approving this Project and its devastating impacts on the community and
members of the Coalition.
63.

Further, CNP’s support for the Project should not be given significant weight considering
that CNP councilors did not appear to speak to their support of the Project and
considering that CNP did not hold an information session to gather the community’s
input regarding the Project. 50 Even the golf course that Benga spent millions renovating
does not pay taxes to the CNP as it is owned by a not-for-profit society. 51

64.

Benga asserts that its plan for progressive reclamation will minimize the magnitude and
duration of impacts on visual aesthetics. 52 The long term slow growth of the Whitebark
pine and the proven difficulty of re-establishing rough fescue grasslands raises questions
about the efficacy of progressive reclamation in minimizing the magnitude and duration
of impacts on visual aesthetics. As the Panel heard many times during the hearing, it will
take at least 60 years to see any sizeable growth of any Whitebark pine tree that survives
after planting. By then, tourism and demand for recreational homes in Crowsnest Pass
may well be gone.

5.1.2

Land and Resource Use and Visual Impacts

65.

The Coalition members have expressed concerns about the adverse residential and social
impacts including land use and access restrictions that will be experienced on an ongoing
basis should the proposed Project be approved and developed. The members have
expressed concerns about diminution in their use and enjoyment of their lands as a result
of the Project being approved.

66.

Kari Lehr and David Rothlin, John and Rae Redekopp described their concerns about the
potential impacts of the Project on their well water 53. They noted that Benga had not
provided them with any plan regarding resolving issues with their water well should their
water well become contaminated. They further note concerns with the Project potentially
polluting the health and well-being of the watershed that their neighbors, community and
communities downstream and throughout Southern Alberta rely on. These concerns are
real considering Ms. Kirby’s statement that she currently sees coal particles in her toilet
water. 54 The fact that Shirley Kirby still sees coal particles in her toilet water many years

CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1316-1318.
See for instance, the evidence of Ms. Lehr in this regard. CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1319.
51
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1320, L. 7-18.
52
Benga’s Argument, pdf 36, para. 119.
53
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1312-1313, p. 1335 -1337
54 CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1352, L. 1-5.
49
50
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after the last coal mining activity occurred in CNP suggests that it is likely that the
Project may impact the Redekopps, Ms. Lehr and Mr. Rothlin’s water wells.
67.

John and Rae Redekopp raised concerns about Benga’s water transfer licence
applications and the fact that the Alberta government had not taken steps to protect the
headwaters. As water is a precious resource, it should be protected at all costs. 55

68.

Kari Lehr and David Rothlin raised concerns about increase in dust affecting the quality
of their lives and their use and enjoyment of their home. 56 Due to the location of their
home and the wind direction, they have experienced strong winds that have blown away
“heavy willow furniture off their front porch” and their roof shingles. 57 John and Rae
Redekopp expressed similar concerns about air quality, coal dust, and the increase in air
pollution and their exposure to increased wind velocity due to the destruction of the
landscape that provides them with some shield from the northwest winds. 58

69.

Kari Lehr and David Rothlin, Rae and John Redekopp also noted concerns with the
effects that blasting could have on Turtle Mountain and Bluff Mountain that are directly
west of them and the potential for the blasting to trigger rockslides in the area. John
Redekopp has already witnessed rockslides on Black Mountain and finds it disconcerting
that Benga has not paid attention to the issue of blasting and impacts on rockslides. 59

70.

Some members have lived on or operated a farm or ranch in the area for many years. For
example, Ms. Fran Gilmar 60 and Mr. Vern Emard 61 have owned, pastured cattle or horses
on their lands for many years. Both Ms. Gilmar and Mr. Emard have ashes of their family
members buried on their lands. 62 The Coalition members’ lands are unique and hold
special memories for them.

71.

The Coalition members have commented on the beauty and wildness of the area, their use
of the Project area for recreational activities, and the value they placed in the area. For
instance, John and Rae Redekopp have 360 degrees views of Livingstone Range, Turtle
Mountain and Bluff Mountain from their home and how they walk, ski, and bike to Lille
and the Bellevue area. 63 They have expressed concerns about the destruction that will
result if the Project is approved.

72.

Ms. Gilmar commented on the quality of the water in Gold Creek which she drank from
for 58 years. According to Ms. Gilmar, the Gold Creek water is “beautiful water. It’s the

CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1337.
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1313-1314.
57
Ibid.
58
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1337-1338.
59
Ibid. p. 1316 and 1339.
60
CIAR 782, 6Tr, p.1227, L. 26; p. 1231 -1232.
61
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p 1279-1280.
62
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1286, L. 25-26; p. 1234, L. 8-17.
63
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1333, L. 19-24; p. 1335.
55
56
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last of the last. You do not find water like that anywhere. 64 Mr. Emard attested to the
quality of the water in his oral evidence. 65 As will be discussed further in this Argument,
the water quality in Gold Creek will be adversely affected if the Project is approved. 66
73.

74.

5.1.3

Coalition members such as Norman, Connie and Tyler Watmough indicate that they
graze cattle on their lands 67 and reside on their property seasonally. They host family and
social gatherings on their lands as well as fish and camp on their lands with their children
and grandchildren. All these uses and recreational benefits that they derive from the lands
will be lost if the Project is allowed to proceed. They will also lose the opportunity of
passing on the land, which they consider to be their family’s legacy, to their future
generations if the Project is allowed to proceed. 68
Other Coalition members have expressed concerns about the impacts of the Project’s
potential approval in terms of loss of a place where they can be truly one with nature 69,
and loss of a dream place where they can enjoy hiking, biking and fly fishing. 70 In the
Coalition’s views, the loss of these land uses and amenities are significant and cannot be
mitigated.
Access Issues

75.

Members of the Coalition such as Norman and Connie Watmough and their son, Tyler
Watmough, 71 Larry and Ed Donkersgoed 72, Vern Emard, 73 and Fran Gilmar 74 have
expressed concerns about land use and access restrictions that this Project will impose on
them if this Project is approved.

76.

Access to these members’ lands is through Section 24-8-4-W5M, which is within the
south dump area and partially affected by the mine pit 75. Blockage and restriction of
access to these members lands will make their lands unusable and unsaleable. These
members have also expressed concerns that current activities carried out by Benga in the

CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1237, L. 16-26, p. 1238, L. 1-2.
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1283.
66
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1242-1243.
67
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1251, L. 11-26.
68
CIAR 553, PDF 383.
69
CIAR 553, PDF 403.
70
CIAR 553, PDF 420.
71
CIAR 553, PDF 383.
72
CIAR 553, PDF 404.
73
CIAR 553, PDF 487-488.
74
CIAR 553, PDF 425.
75
CIAR 571, pdf 38.
64
65
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Project area have already limited their access to and use of their lands 76 and have
negatively affected their livestock grazing operations. 77
77.

They also expressed concerns about the impacts that access restriction will have on their
ability to access emergency or medical services. 78

5.1.3.1 Grassy Mountain Road (“GMR”)
78.

The parcels through which GMR runs was described by Mr. Secord during cross of Mr.
Houston. 79 The GMR’s affected parcels were put in evidence as CIAR 753.

79.

The GMR land titles were subject to a restrictive covenant. 80 The restrictive covenant
was between Devon Canada, Consol Canada and Crowsnest Pass Golf & Country Club. 81
The restrictive covenant restricted the Crowsnest Pass Golf and Country Club from using
all or any portion of the golf course lands for residential purposes or from apply to rezone
the lands for residential use. The effect of the restrictive covenant, which Mr. Houston
agreed with, 82 is to prevent land within a mine permit area from being used for residential
purposes. This confirms that mining and residential uses of land are incompatible.

80.

A Road Plan, No. 8811754, affecting portions of the GMR at sections 2, 11 and 14, was
registered at Land Titles. 83

81.

As confirmed by Mr. Houston, the GMR has been in place for over 50 years. 84 Mr. Vern
Emard confirmed that the GMR has been in existence for many years and has been used
by the members of the Coalition east of the mine pit (i.e. the Donkersgoed, the
Watmoughs, Ms. Gilmar and Mr. Emard) and other residents since time immemorial. 85
The public use of GMR continued despite the changes in ownership of the lands
surrounding it. Mr. Houston acknowledged this use by the public including members of
the Coalition during cross. 86

5.1.3.2 The Easement
82.

The GMR was used by the Coalition members east of the mine pit to access their
properties. To facilitate access to these landowners’ lands, the land developer, Kootenay
Wood Preservers Ltd. registered an access easement across all of the properties that it

CIAR 553, PDF 403.
CIAR 553, PDF 383.
78
CIAR 784, 6Tr. p. 1274.
79
CIAR 756, 3Tr. p. 656 – 658.
80
CIAR 756, 3Tr. p. 659 – 660, 664 - 669; CIAR 753, PDF 2.
81
CIAR 753, PDF 29; CIAR 756, 3Tr. p. 667.
82
CIAR 756, 3Tr. p. 674, L. 20-25.
83
CIAR 755.
84
CIAR 756, 3Tr. p. 675, L. 8-11.
85
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1285.
86
CIAR 756, 3Tr. p. 679.
76
77
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subdivided to ensure that the owners continued to have access to their lands through
Section 24-8-4-W5M. 87
83.

A copy of the easement was filed at CIAR 553 at PDF 406. A map showing the affected
lands is produced below.
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84.

As the above shows, the northeast quarter of Section 24 is servient lands to all of the other
properties affected by the easement i.e. Section 19, 30, and 31. Servient lands means that
Section 24 bears the burden of providing access to the rest of Sections 19, 30, and 31.

85.

The northeast quarter of Section 24 (the servient lands) falls within the south rock/central
rock disposal area. 88 The easement prohibits the owner of the servient lands (section 24)
from “erect[ing] any buildings or structures upon, over or under, the Easement without the
prior written consent of the owners of the Dominant Tenements”. 89

86.

The easement also prevents the owners of the servient lands from interfering or
interrupting the owners of the dominant lands from exercising the rights of access on or

CIAR 553, PDF 411.
CIAR 571, PDF 38.
89
CIAR 553, PDF 412, section 3(b).
87
88
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through the servient lands. 90 As the current owner of Section 24, the servient lands, Benga
cannot and is prevented from interfering with the Donkersgoed, Ms. Gilmar, the
Watmoughs, and Mr. Emard’s rights to access Section 24.
87.

Benga alleges in its Argument that the easements do not relate to the GMR and they do
not provide a contiguous route to a public roadway. 91 A review of CIAR 571, PDF 38
shows that the easement road through Section 24 connects to and is contiguous with the
GMR. The connection point is shown below.
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88.

Benga alleges further that the members of the Coalition east of the mine pit cannot claim
a right to use the GMR based on their past use and benefit of the road. 92 The Coalition
states that the long term use of the GMR road as a way to access NE ¼ Section 24 and
then their lands and the fact that the GMR is the only usable and navigable road creates
an easement right that is recognized in law on grounds of necessity.

89.

The Alberta Court of Appeal in Nelson v. 1153696 Alberta Ltd 93 (“Nelson”). described
easements and easement of necessity as follows:
[34] The easement is a proprietary grant long recognized in law. Broadly
speaking, its primary purpose is to permit a landowner to access his land
over the property of another.
[35] Easements may be acquired by way of an express grant made by the
owner of the servient lands or by implied grant.
[41]
A useful description of rights of way of necessity, and one which is
particularly applicable to the facts of this case, is found in Goddard, A

CIAR 553, PDF 412, section 3(c).
CIAR 962, PDF 43, para. 150.
92
Ibid.
93
2011 ABCA 203 (CanLII)
90
91
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Treatise on the Law of Easements (6th ed, Stevens and Sons, Limited, 1904)
at 37:
... It frequently happens that property is so situated that, unless the
owner is permitted to make some use of his neighbour’s land, the
property would be unusable and worthless. In cases of this kind the
law generally steps in and provides the owner of the otherwise
useless
property
with
the easement he
wants,
because of the necessity he has for it. The most common
instance of this kind of easement occurs when a piece of land is
wholly surrounded by the land of other persons, so that unless the
owner were permitted to pass over the surrounding land, he would
have no means of getting to his own property, and it would be
worthless. In this case the easement which the law would provide
would be a right of way, commonly called a way of necessity ...
and at 359:
Rights of way of necessity are acquired by implied grant. A
grant of a way of necessity is presumed to have been made
whenever land has been sold which is inaccessible except by
passing over the adjoining land of the grantor or by committing a
trespass upon the land of a stranger, or when an owner of the land
sells a portion and reserves a part which is inaccessible except by
passing over the land sold. This species of right has been
recognised from very early times, and is said to depend upon the
principle that when a grant is made, every right is also presumed to
have been granted, without which the subject of the grant would be
useless.
[emphasis added]
90.

An easement of necessity can be implied onto a land title even though an easement is not
registered on title where the circumstances as described in the passages above are met.
The Coalition submits that the circumstances discussed and considered by the Alberta
Court of Appeal in Nelson applies in this situation.

91.

As the evidence has shown, the use of the GMR by the Coalition members residing east
of the mine pit is necessary for them to access their residences. Benga acknowledged
that the GMR is the primary access to the Coalition members’ lands east of the mine pit.
There is no other reasonable and available access road that they can use.

5.1.3.3 Alternate Access Routes
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92.

Mr. Secord explored other access routes options suggested by Benga in their Reply
Evidence 94 during his cross of Mr. Houston 95. The Gold Creek Valley Lille route
suggested by Benga is a trail that is accessible to only off-road vehicles and requires
upgrading. 96 This trail cannot be used by Ms. Gilmar who drives a Dodge Dakota. 97 As
Mr. Rothlin and Ms. Lehr indicate, the route will have to be upgraded and measures put
in place to deal with increase in traffic and noise that residents of the Valley Ridge
Estates will be exposed to should this occur. In their view, this route is not an acceptable
option. 98

93.

Similarly, the potential route identified by Mr. Emard as a route that Benga could develop
as an access route is not usable in its current form being that it is a trail accessible to only
off-road vehicles. 99 These two routes are not usable in their current configuration without
an upgrade and will likely impact Lille Historic Site.

94.

The Gold Creek Valley Lille route suggested by Benga, if upgraded to permit use by
motor vehicles and assuming it receives support from the residents of the Valley Ridge
Estates, could provide access to the Donkersgoed and the Watmoughs. 100 However, it
would not provide access to Mr. Emard and Ms. Gilmar. The Gold Creek Valley Lille
route access through Section 19-8-3-W5M and section 24-8-3-W5M would likely be
inaccessible to Ms. Gilmar because of the presence of the southeast surge ponds in
Section 19 and the south rock dump in Section 24. 101 As Mr. Houston pointed out, Benga
would not allow access through any portion of the Project area required for mining for
safety and security reasons. 102

95.

The other alternate access route suggested by Benga is the HWY 40/Kasega route at the
north end of the Project 103. As was explored at the hearing, this route has access
restriction (gate with potentially a lock) 104. While HWY 40 is a gravel road, the Kasega
road portion is a trail that Benga identified as requiring upgrading. 105 Mr. Emard also
identified the Kasega road portion in CIAR 773 as a quad trail used by trappers and
hunters to access their cabins. 106

CIAR 571, pdf 8
CIAR 762, 4Tr. starting from p. 716.
96
CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 720, L. 14-18; p. 722, L. 23-26; p. 723 L. 1-5.
97
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1240, L.9-11.
98
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1326.
99
CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 723, L. 14-20.
100
CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 728-729.
101
CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 729-731
102
Ibid.
103
CIAR 571, PDF 8; CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 734, L. 12-22.
104
CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 736, L. 16-21; CIAR 773.
105
CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 737, L.19-26
106
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1291, L. 17-24.
94
95
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96.

In addition to requiring an upgrade, using this alternate access route would require
upgrading of vehicles as Ms. Gilmar pointed out 107 and it would require accessing the
mine site at Section 31-8-3-W5M to get through to Ms. Gilmar’s property. Ms. Gilmar
pointed out that with mining activity occurring in the area, there would be no way to
access her property. 108

97.

It is clear that the GMR is not being used because it is the most convenient, as Benga
asserts in its Argument 109. It is being used because it is the only route that is available,
accessible, necessary, and workable. All the other routes require feasibility studies on
their accessibility and likely require significant amounts of money to be expended to
make them usable.

98.

It will be onerous to require Ms. Gilmar, the Donkersgoed, the Watmoughs, and Mr.
Emard to facilitate an alternate access route at significant costs to them when there is
already an access route, the GMR, that they have been using since time immemorial.
Further, the probability that a right of easement over the GMR could be implied in favour
of Ms. Gilmar, the Donkersgoed, the Watmough, and Mr. Emard’s properties suggests
that the Panel should require Benga to create or provide an alternate access to these
members of the Coalition, should it decide to approve the Project.

99.

The Coalition notes that Mr. Houston, speaking for Benga, agrees that Benga will work
with Mr. Emard and Ms. Gilmar to provide them with alternate access to their
properties. 110 Benga should also be required to work with the Donkersgoed and the
Watmoughs to provide them with alternate access should the Panel decide to approve the
Project.

100.

The Coalition further notes Benga’s willingness to undertake a road re-alignment in
relation to the lands owned by the Country Golf Club but it is unwilling to provide
alternate access to members of the Coalition to enable them to continue using their
properties. 111 The Coalition considers this a double standard approach.

5.1.3.4 Donkersgoed’s Devon Agreement and Proper Forum
101.

The Donkersgoed, through the purchase of SW 19-8-3-W5M from the previous owners
(Raynelle Kyle) acquired a Road Use Agreement dated June 13, 2003 (“Devon
Agreement”). 112 The Devon Agreement authorized the Donkersgoed to use the access

CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1240 L. 7-24.
Ibid.
109
CIAR 962, PDF 45, para. 156.
110
CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 739 L 5-14; p. 732-733.
111
CIAR 756, 3Tr. p. 661-662; CIAR 754, PDF 2.
112
CIAR 772.
107
108
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roads that are through Sections 2, 11, 14, 23, W ½ 24, and S ½ 25-8-4-W5M (GMR) to
access their property unless terminated with 120 days’ notice for just cause. 113
102.

The Devon Agreement is similar to the Road Use Agreement that Benga acknowledged
being aware of in respect of the Pagonis property at SW 31-8-4-W5M. 114 Yet, Benga
claimed not to be aware of the Devon Agreement with the Donkersgoed. 115

103.

It is strange that Benga is unaware of the existence of the Devon Agreement with the
Donkersgoed; yet, it is aware that the same agreement existed between Devon and the
Pagonis when it acquired the Pagonis’ property. Simple due diligence such as asking
Devon if it had similar agreement with any other landowner in the area would have
revealed to Benga the existence of the agreement with the Donkersgoed. To allege or
insinuate that there is an onus on the Donkersgoed to bring the existence of this
agreement to the attention of Benga during its consultation efforts is an attempt to deflect
to the landowners its responsibility of fully assessing impacts of its Project on
landowners.

104.

Furthermore, the evidence on the record confirmed that for 5 years of this Project
planning and application, Benga had only 2 telephone calls and 2 in-person meetings with
the Donkersgoed. The rest of the communication with the Donkersgoed has been limited
to emails that forward information newsletters about the Project or their so-called
premium offers. 116 This calls into question the efficacy of Benga’s consultation efforts
with their immediate neighbours, the Coalition members residing east of the mine.

105.

As the Donkersgoed, Watmoughs and Mr Emard have testified, their experiences with
Benga have been that of a bully, engagement of scare tactics, and lack of willingness to
cooperate or negotiate. 117 The Coalition submits that the Panel should place significant
emphasis on the evidence of these members of the Coalition in this regard.

106.

Benga’s assertion that the Coalition has not shown the existence of similar agreements in
favour of the Watmoughs, Mr. Emard and Ms. Gilmar 118 does not detract from its
responsibility to inquire into the existence of these agreements and the fact that an
easement could be implied onto its title to the properties affected by the GMR.

107.

Benga assertion that the Devon Agreement is not registered on any of the titles to the
properties is irrelevant. Section 61(1)(f) of the Land Titles Act 119 provides that

CIAR 772, PDF 2, para. 4.
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115
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“The land mentioned in any certificate of title granted under this Act
is, by implication and without any special mention in the certificate of
title, subject to
(f) any right of way or other easement granted or acquired
under any Act or law in force in Alberta.”
108.

The Devon Agreement grants a right of way over the GMR to the Donkersgoed. By
virtue of section 61(1)(f), the right of way granted is implied on any of the certificates of
title affected the lands where the GMR is situate. Contrary to Benga’s assertion at
paragraph 154 of its Argument 120, Benga does not have to assume the Devon Agreement
for the right of way to be implied on title to properties affected by the GMR.

109.

Benga asserts that it has provided more than 120 days termination notice to the
Donkersgoed. The validity of this notice is questionable considering Benga’s position
that it is unaware of the Devon Agreement. To what document is the 120 days’ notice
applicable?

110.

Notwithstanding the above, if the Panel determines that the 120 days’ notice is effective
termination of the Devon Agreement for the Donkersgoed, that does not eliminate the
common law easement right that may be implied regarding the GMR in favour of the
Watmoughs, Mr. Emard, Ms. Gilmar, and the Donkersgoed pursuant to the Nelson
decision.

111.

Benga asserts that there is no right by prescription to use the lands of another while the
owner still has use of the right of way for other purposes. 121 Benga relies on Koziey
Estate (Re) in support of its assertion. It is important to note that the applicant’s case in
Koziey Estate (Re) was based on adverse possession. The applicant had been in
possession of the road and had been using it to the exclusion of the respondent. That is
not the case here. The Coalition members affected are not claiming adverse possession.
Their right to use the GMR is based on an implied easement of necessity. They continue
to share the use of the GMR with Benga.

112.

Benga asserts that the proper forum for dealing with the Coalition’s access concerns is in
the courts. 122 Benga relies on the decision of the National Energy Board (“NEB”) on the
Trans Mountain Expansion Project to support its assertion. 123 The Coalition submits that
the Panel, as the Regulator, is required by Section 15 of REDA to consider the interests
of landowners in determining applications before it. The Panel cannot shift that
responsibility to the courts.

CIAR 962, PDF 44.
CIAR 962, PDF 45-46, para. 159-161.
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113.

By virtue of the requirement in Section 15 of REDA, the Panel must consider the impacts
of this Project on the landowners’ interest as a result of the Project. In deciding the
applications, the Panel must consider if Benga has proposed any mitigations of the
impacts. This Project adversely impacts the Coalition members’ ability to access their
properties and to continue to use and enjoy their properties.

114.

In the absence of any mitigation proposed by Benga, this adverse impact cannot be
ignored or shifted to the courts for the Coalition members to litigate at significant costs. It
will be contrary to the provisions of REDA for the Panel to ignore this impact and shift it
to the courts as Benga alleges. While this approach will work for Benga who has
significant financial resources at its disposal, this approach will cause injustice to the
Coalition members who may be forced to sell their properties at very low prices or
abandon the properties altogether due to inability to raise the funds to litigate this matter.
The Coalition submits that the REDA is not set up to work injustice and should not be
interpreted in a way that works injustice.

115.

Further, the Coalition notes that the NEB operates under a different regulatory regime
from the Regulator. While the NEB may have a discretion in selecting a pipeline route,
there is no discretion for the Regulator regarding the requirement of Section 15 of REDA.
The use of the word “shall” is prescriptive.

116.

Benga may allege that it is also a landowner whose interests must be considered. The
Coalition submits that the position of Benga in this application is that of a project
proponent; therefore, this position overrides its position or interest as a landowner.

117.

The Coalition submits that should the Panel decide to approve Benga’s applications, a
condition of approval should include that Benga provides alternate access to
Donkersgoed, Watmough, Emard and Gilmar’s properties. Notwithstanding this
submission, the Coalition maintains that this Project should not be approved as it is not in
the public interest.

5.1.4

Property Devaluation

118.

The Coalition members have expressed concerns about the impacts of the Project on their
property values. The Coalition is of the view that the approval of the Project will devalue
the members’ properties and, in some cases, make their lands totally worthless, especially
where access to their properties is removed.

119.

As Mr. Redekopp mentions in his direct evidence, location is everything; a good location
with good access and good features fetch good price. 124

120.

Mr. Gettel, of Gettel Appraisals Ltd., addressed the issue of property value impacts from
the Coal Project in his written evidence and oral testimony. Mr. Gettel has extensive

124

CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1341, 1345-1346.
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experience with different property appraisals and has appeared before various
administrative tribunals and courts on real estate appraisal matters. 125
121.

In his oral testimony, Mr. Gettel note that surface coal mines are not a common
phenomenon in Alberta 126; as such, there are not a lot of studies completed to assess the
effects of surface coal mines on adjoining property values. 127 However, there are four
potential areas where there could be an impact on property values. Those areas relate to
dust concerns i.e. road dust, waste-disposal dust and coal dust, increased vehicular traffic
caused by opening of the mine, introduction of rail loading facilities with their attendant
noise and safety concerns and potentials for spills or train derailment, and fear of water
and air pollution or soil contamination. 128

122.

Of all the factors highlighted, Mr. Gettel identified dust as the number one problem
associated with surface coal mines, which is very common despite mitigation
programs. 129 Due to the prevailing winds in the area being from the west and northwest,
dust problems will likely arise for properties south and southeast of the proposed mine. 130
These include properties belonging to Norm, Shannon and Tyler Watmough, Ed and
Larry Donkersgoed, Vern Emard, and Fran Gilmar. As dust including coal dust is a
health concern, fears of exposure to ill-health manifest in real estate market and can cause
property devaluation to occur. 131

123.

Further, proximity to mines exerted influence on property values. The closer the
proximity, the greater the value loss and the greater the distance, the less the impact. 132
With proximity to the mine plus the high winds that are prevalent in the area, Mr. Gettel
opined that dust would be a key factor impacting residential real estate values within
Crowsnest Pass in relation to the development of the Project. 133

124.

Value losses could be placed into 3 categories – low impacts (0 – 10%), moderate
impacts (10-15%) and high impacts (15-50%). Mr. Gettel concluded that potential losses
would be in the low impact category. A very successful dust mitigation program could
see the value losses at the low end of the range (0-10%) but if the dust becomes
problematic, losses could go towards the higher end of the range. 134

125.

Mr. Gettel further opined that higher end housing that are typically more sensitive to
negative externalities and value losses will experience value losses in the order of 10% or
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more. 135 Currently, there is already a slowdown in real estate activity relating to some of
the higher end recreational homes within the area simply because of apprehension in the
market relating to the Project. 136
126.

Mr. Gettel further opined that Donkersgoed, Watmough, Gilmar and Emard’s properties
that are directly adjacent to the mine could suffer “very, very significant value
impacts”. 137 Loss of access to these properties would make them unsaleable. 138 Mr.
Gettel confirmed in response to questions from Panel Chair that the property value
impacts to these properties would be in the high-impact range of 15-50% and that these
properties fit the extreme cases because of their proximity to the mine and that they share
a road with the mining company. 139

127.

Based on Mr. Gettel’s uncontradicted evidence, the Coalition submits that the Project will
cause value losses in the order of magnitude of 15 to 50% for Ms. Gilmar, Vern Emard,
Ed and Larry Donkersgoed and Norm and Tyler Watmough’s properties. These value
losses have not been mitigated.

5.1.4.1 Benga’s Voluntary Purchase Program
128.

Benga asserts that it implemented a voluntary purchase program to mitigate the property
value losses incurred by members of the Coalition due to being within and adjacent to the
mine permit boundary. 140 Benga further asserts that it made formal offers to acquire
Coalition’s members’ lands (Watmough, Emard, Gilmar, and Donkersgoed (collectively,
“Landowners East of the Mine Pit”) at significant premiums and that many property
owners sold their properties to Benga at those premiums. 141

129.

The Coalition submits that the record clearly shows that Benga’s offers to the
Landowners East of the Mine Pit are not at a significant premium. For an offer to
purchase a property to be at a premium suggests that the offer must be higher than the fair
market value. The Black’s Law Dictionary defined “premium” as: “A sum of money paid
in addition to a regular price, salary, or other amount; a bonus.” 142

130.

During cross, Mr. Houston indicated that significant premium is “in the order of a
hundred percent over fair market value”. 143 While insisting that Benga’s offer is at a
significant premiums, Mr. Houston confirmed that Benga did not conduct appraisals on
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Donkersgoed, Emard and Watmoughs’ properties. 144 Even the appraisal that it claims it
conducted on Ms. Gilmar’s property 145 was neither provided to Ms. Gilmar nor was the
appraiser called as a witness to speak to the fair market value assessment of the properties
that informed Benga’s base values.
131.

Benga further took the position that their offers to purchase the lands of the Landowners
East of the Mine at $800,000 per parcel were double their assessed values. 146 Benga’s
assessed market value for lands adjacent to the mine and in the region was $400,000.147
This base figure, as the evidence clearly showed, was created by Benga due to its low and
unverifiable appraisals of properties. It does not represent fair market value of properties
sold in the area.

132.

The fair or base value of properties sold within the MD of Ranchlands and close to the
mine has been $800,000 per quarter. 148 Mr. Gettel confirmed in his direct testimony that
Benga’s assumed base value of $400,000 for a quarter section 149 “is a rare instance” and
the “absolute lowest value” that is obtainable in the area. 150 Mr. Gettel who has been
working in Crowsnest Pass over the last ten years further confirmed that he had only seen
the $400,000 value in properties acquired by Benga and nowhere else. 151

133.

As Mr. Watmough pointed out in his testimony, the Government of Alberta recently
acquired a 96 acre parcel in their area for $850,000 ($8,854/acre). Using the per acre
value of this purchase works out to $1,416,000 for a 160 acre parcel in the same area.152
This is another evidence of property values in the area.

134.

A review of the sale values of properties acquired by Benga in the area shows a value
range of $800,000 to $1.3 million. 153 Even for the properties noted as being sold for
$400,000 included a land exchange as an additional consideration. For example, Lee
Brewerton’s property NW 19-8-3-W5M 154 was purchased by Benga for $450,000 plus a
land exchange. 155 Mr. Houston confirmed that they transferred a property previously
owned by it to Mr. Brewerton’s corporation. 156 This clearly shows that Benga’s base
price of $400,000 was not reflective of the market value in the area.
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135.

The Coalition submits that Benga’s assessed or appraised values and the offers made to
the Landowners East of the Mine Pit are unreasonable and was made in bad faith. A good
faith offer that is consistent with Benga’s declared principle of purchasing properties at
significant premium and nearly double their assessed values should be at a start value of
$1,600,000 and up to $2,600,000. This value range would reflect double the market value
of the properties acquired in the area by Benga.

136.

Further, a good faith offer dictates that the purchase offer for properties within the mine
permit boundary should be similar. For instance, Benga paid $1.1 million to the previous
owners of SW 31-8-3-W5M (Illyas and Margo Pagonis) for their property that is within
the mine permit boundary. 157 Yet, Benga would not make a similar offer to Fran Gilmar,
Ed and Larry Donkersgoed whose properties are within the mine permit boundary and
outside of the mine footprint.

137.

Mr. Houston attempted to justify the purchase prices of properties that Benga had
purchased in the past by stating that Benga would pay a higher price for those properties
that are within the Project’s footprint because they were needed by Benga. 158 When
questioned further about this in respect of the price of $1.1 million that Benga paid for
the Pagonis property that is outside of the Project’s footprint, Mr. Houston could not
provide any justification.

138.

According to Mr. Houston:
12· ·A· ·Mr. Chairman, that -- that particular property is
13· · · ·outside the footprint of the mine, and -- and, again, I
14· · · ·can't comment on the motivation of the company to -- or
15· · · ·the -- the -- the value that -- that Benga has paid for
16· · · ·any particular property.· I think I'll stop there. 159

139. It is important that the Panel consider carefully the seriousness of Benga’s offers to
acquire the properties of the Landowners East of the Mine Pit in view of its assertion that
the intent of these offers is to mitigate the property devaluation impacts of this Project on
the Landowners East of the Mine Pit.
140. A reasonable and good faith offer should reflect the market values of properties
purchased by Benga and others (i.e. Government of Alberta) in the area. Therefore,
properties that are not within the Project’s footprint should attract the same or similar
offers subject to any improvement over and above the improvement on the Pagonis
property that suggests or is indicative of a higher value. There is no evidence on record
that Pagonis’ property was worth more than Fran Gilmar or the Donkersgoed’s properties
that are within the Mine Permit Boundary.
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141. Benga asserts in its Argument that the reasonability of the offers is not within the
jurisdiction of the AER to decide. 160 The Coalition submits that the reasonability of the
offers should be considered by the Panel in assessing the Project’s impacts on landowners
interest as required by section 15 of REDA and section 3 of REDA Regulations.
142. Further, the reasonability of the offer is a matter that should be considered by the Panel in
assessing the sufficiency and seriousness of Benga’s proposed mitigation. While Benga
posits that it is willing to negotiate property acquisitions with the Landowners East of the
Mine, an unreasonable, rigid, and untenable position will not achieve a successful
mitigation.
143. As these landowners indicate in their testimonies, Benga’s attitude towards negotiating a
reasonable settlement has been one of “take it or leave it” or “your property will be
worthless if you don’t have access”. 161 Mr. Emard testified that Benga’s negotiating
tactic forced his ex-wife to sell her property at a low value of $650,000 after being told
by Benga’s representatives to “sell or you will have no access”. 162
144. Benga argues at paragraphs 169 to 170 of Benga’s Argument that the Landowners East of
the Mine Pit have access issues in existence which impacts the value of their properties.
Benga’s position begs the question: why did Benga pay up to $1.3 million for properties
that share a road with the proposed mine some of which are not needed for the Project
and are outside of the mine footprint? The fact that the properties purchased by Benga
share the same Grassy Mountain Road with the mine should have affected their values,
but it did not.
145. At paragraphs 171 to 172, Benga appears to suggest that the Donkersgoed misled the
Panel in stating that they have not heard about the voluntary purchase program. It is
important that the Panel consider paragraphs 171 to 172 of Benga’s Argument in light of
the Donkersgoed’s testimony at CIAR 782, p. 1277 and the further clarification provided
by Mr. Ed Donkersgoed as follows:
13· · · · · · So if I could, just going back to your letter,
14· · · ·Number 16, where you had underlined the voluntary
15· · · ·purchase program.· Those are -- those were three words
16· · · ·that we only heard again just in the last couple of
17· · · ·days.· So it -- it -- the voluntary purchase program is
18· · · ·something we never heard anything more about other than
19· · · ·these few words on the letter.· So if there was a
20· · · ·program per se, we certainly were not made aware of any
21· · · ·of the items within it.
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146. Since Benga prides itself on maintaining an open communication line, it should have
disclosed fully to the Coalition members how the voluntary purchase program worked
and how they could avail themselves of it. It is important to note that the Landowners
East of the Mine Pit have maintained open lines of communication with Benga and have
indicated their willingness to negotiate in good faith the acquisition of their properties but
that has not occurred. The fact that these landowners have made counter-offers 163, have
discussed having an appraisal, 164 and have provided comparable properties for Benga to
consider for a switch 165 indicate their willingness to achieve an acquisition of their
properties.
147. At paragraph 174 of its Argument, Benga states that the Coalition members have not
acknowledged the positive impacts that the Project could have on their property
values. 166 There is no positive impact for the Landowners East of the Mine Pit when
access is cut off and there is no alternative access. Further, any alleged potential positive
impact is short-lived. As Mr. Gettel clearly explained in his direct testimony, an influx of
new employees to the area could lead to an increase in demand that could translate to an
increase in values leading up to the point that the mine is operational. After the mine is
operational, there is no increase in value. 167 Instead, value losses occur as shown in Mr.
Gettel’s report and summarized above.
5.1.5

Landowner Effects and Mine Permit Boundary (“MPB”)

148. Benga described its Project’s footprint and the MPB in CIAR 42, Section A at PDF 159.
149. The MPB included Ms. Gilmar’s lands and Ed and Larry Donkersgoed’s lands 168 even
though Benga did not hold surface rights to these lands as required by Section 4.1(c) of
the Coal Conservation Rules. 169 Mr. Houston confirmed that Benga does not hold surface
rights to these lands during cross. 170 This was confirmed also in Benga’s Argument. 171
150. Benga included the Donkersgoed and Ms. Gilmar’s properties in the MPB even though
mining is incompatible with residential development. Mr. Houston confirmed in cross
that the effect of a restrictive covenant that restricts the Crowsnest Pass Golf and Country
Club from rezoning their lands into residential development or using any portions of their
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lands for residential use is because of the incompatibility of such uses. 172 Yet, Benga
included these lands in the MPB.
151. A mine permit from the AER usually includes a figure that shows the boundaries of the
area where mining activities are permitted. By including the Donkersgoed and the
Gilmar’s lands in the MPB, Benga is essentially asking for the surface rights to use these
lands when Benga did not have a surface agreement regarding these lands.
152. During cross of Mr. Houston, Mr. Houston agreed that the MPB could be revised to
exclude Donkersgoed and Gilmar’s lands. 173 The Coalition agrees that the MPB should
be revised to exclude Donkersgoed and Gilmar’s lands.
5.1.6

Socio-Economic Effects

153. The Coalition members have expressed concerns about the need for this Project and
questions Benga’s assessment of the socio-economic benefits and impacts of this Project.
In the Coalition’s view, Benga’s socio-economic impacts assessment is inadequate,
unreliable and does not provide sufficient information on project benefits for the Panel to
decide if the Project is in the public interest.
154. John Thompson of Watrecon Consulting Inc. reviewed Benga’s evidence related to the
socio-economic impacts and Project benefits. Mr. Thompson has extensive experience
assessing economic impacts and economic benefits of coal mine projects. 174 In fact, Mr.
Thompson assisted in writing the requirements for environmental assessment for the
Government of Ontario in the 1970’s. 175
155. The findings of Mr. Thompson are contained in his report 176 and summarized in the
Coalition’s submissions at paragraphs 73 to 83. 177 Mr. Thompson’s direct evidence
appears at CIAR 786, 7Tr. p. 1687-1709.
156. In determining whether Benga’s Project is in the public interest in view of its socioeconomic impacts, the Panel must believe that the Project’s benefits will exceed the sum
total of all mitigated adverse effects i.e. Project’s costs such that the project would
therefore be in the public interest. 178
157. The Coalition’s position is that Benga’s socio-economic impacts assessment provides a
description of project benefits and socio-economic impacts that is incomplete, confusing,
unreliable, and unreproducible. By characterizing economic impacts as project benefits,
CIAR 756, 3Tr. p. 671, L. 20-25.
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Benga has misrepresented the magnitude of project benefits. This misrepresentation
affects the Panel’s ability to draw clear conclusions about the nature or magnitude of the
Project’s economic effects and benefits.
158. Mr. Thompson in his report and in oral testimony has asserted that describing project’s
impacts as benefits leads to confusion considering that there are differences between
project impacts and project benefits. With respect to describing provincial benefits,
Benga commissioned a study of the provincial impacts of its project and it presented
these impacts as “project benefits” in CIAR#503.
159. Mr. Thompson pointed out that economic impacts cannot be interpreted as project
benefits. Mr. Shewchuk corroborated this through his response below when he was
asked to point out which aspects of his economic impacts assessment could be classified
as benefits:
·1· ·A· ·Mr. Chair, I -- I wasn't commissioned to calculate
·2· · · ·economic benefits.· I was calculate -- pardon me. I
·3· · · ·was commissioned to calculate economic impacts and
·4· · · ·economic assessments, and that is what is articulated
·5· · · ·in the socioeconomic impact assessment and associated
·6· · · ·submissions subsequent to its original production. 179
160.

Despite this observations of its own consultant, Benga’s Argument continues to describe
the provincial benefits of its Project using measures of economic impact, specifically in
paragraphs 114 and 126. 180 There is little to no clear evidence in Benga’s application
materials as to the exact nature of Project benefits, especially at a local or regional level,
and the Panel has instead been given measures of direct, indirect and induced effects
which serve to confuse the issue.

161.

The Coalition notes that the AER’s Terms of Reference for the socio-economic
assessment, as produced in Benga’s AER’s Terms of Reference Concordance Table 181
and in the Environmental Impact Assessment Summary 182, call for:
8.2 [A] Describe the socio-economic impacts of construction and
operation of the Project including:
(a)

impacts related to
ii. regional and provincial economic benefits.

CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 791, L. 1-6.
CIAR 962, PDF 35 & 38.
181
CIAR 42, Appendix 1, PDF 41.
182
CIAR 42, Section E, PDF 229.
179
180
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162.

When the information quoted in the paragraph above is compared with the AER’s Final
Terms of Reference 183, it appears that Benga used a different version of Terms of
Reference in its socio-economic assessment. The Final Terms of Reference did not
include “economic benefits”. It required assessment of impacts related to “regional and
provincial economies”. By not identifying an assessment of impacts related to economic
benefits as a requirement is a significant gap in the Terms of Reference, which has been
the cause of considerable confusion in this process. 184 Without an assessment of
economic benefits, a public interest determination cannot be made.

163.

Nonetheless, Benga identified that it would assess economic benefits of the Project but
failed to quantify the regional benefits of the Project. At no point in the application
materials did Benga indicate the extent to which existing regional residents would be
employed in constructing or operating the Project; it has shown no awareness of barriers
that might prevent regional residents from participating in the Project; nor has it
identified or offered any specific mechanisms by which regional residents may be
encouraged to participate. Thus, Benga has failed to meet its identified terms of
reference and has not provided the Panel with information on regional economic benefits.

164.

Benga continues to present inconsistent information regarding the direct operational jobs
that will arise from this Project. In Benga’s Argument, it presents the number as being
400 direct operational jobs. 185 During cross, Mr. Houston confirmed that the direct
operational job estimate was 385 jobs with direct onsite labour being 211 person years. 186

165.

Similar inconsistent numbers were presented at paragraphs 114 and 126 of Benga’s
Argument regarding the total job numbers despite the correction presented by Benga in
its Reply Evidence, CIAR 571, at pdf 13. According to Benga’s Reply Evidence, the total
labour estimate is 845 person quarters and not 850 person years.

166.

Mr. Houston confirmed that Benga’s Project benefits estimates were derived from its
financial feasibility assessment and the socio-economic impacts assessment done by
Nichols. 187 The financial feasibility model was the source of the estimates of the coal
royalties and corporate income taxes to be paid by Benga. The Coalition notes that the
financial model that Benga relies on for these estimates of taxes and royalties was never
entered into evidence. Benga noted the coal royalties and the income taxes as project
benefits even though Mr. Shewchuk confirmed that he did not conduct a project benefits
analysis. 188

AER Terms of Reference https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/12ab5b0c-c74d-4936-8fe72d550a2fa69e/resource/cd64e6d3-d7c9-4553-acf2-2b43e5b2cbc2/download/ftor-grassy-mtn-coalproject_19mar2015_final-np.pdf
184
Note Mr. Thompson’s statement in this regard at CIAR 786, 7Tr. p 1696 - 1701.
185
CIAR 962, PDF 35, para. 114, and PDF 38, para. 126.
186
CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 778, L.12-15.
187
CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 767, L. 16-19.
188
CIAR 786, 7Tr. p. 1692, L 16-20.
183
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167.

As Mr. Thompson noted in his direct evidence, Benga’s claim that the Project would
benefit the Province of Alberta through the payment of royalties on coals in the amount
of $195 million over the life of the Project or an average of $30 million per year is
inflated. It is not possible for Benga to pay more than 5 times the annual royalties
currently being paid by all the metallurgical coal mines operating in Alberta. 189

168.

Mr. Thompson further noted that the Coal and Mineral Development in Alberta, 2019190
showed that bituminous coal companies (1 producing coal for thermal power and 3
producing metallurgical coal) in Alberta produced 5.2 tonnes of bituminous coal and paid
only $6.4 million in royalties. 191 He concluded that unless Benga:
“[is] able to produce that coal at a much lower cost than its competitors, their
claim of $30 million in annual royalties seem unrealistically high. A more
reasonable number, based on production and amounts being paid by existing
companies, would probably be in the order of 5 million a year.” 192

169.

The Coalition notes that this evidence was not challenged by Benga through cross
examination.

170.

Mr. Thompson commented on Benga’s claim that it would pay corporate income taxes of
$126 million over the life of the project or about $19 million per year. Mr. Thompson
noted that if the royalty numbers were unreliable as stated earlier, because they come
from a financial assessment that has not been made available to the Panel, there could be
no confidence in the income tax numbers because they were also taken from the same
financial feasibility study that projected an assumed stream of net revenues. 193

171.

It is noteworthy that both the royalties and the income taxes will only be paid after the
Project has generated annual revenues to cover all of the Project’s previous costs. Mr.
Houston confirmed that based on their 2015/2016 financial model, which was not filed, it
would be about 5 to 6 years before royalties are payable. 194 Similarly, during the early
years of mine operation, no corporate income taxes is payable to the provincial
government. This was confirmed by Mr. Houston. 195

172.

Although other variables such as coal prices may influence the actual number of years
when royalties or taxes may be payable, it is important that the Panel take this gap into
consideration in assessing the economic benefits of this Project and the expected costs
that the municipal governments will have to face to provide the infrastructure and
services needed by the operations workforce.

CIAR 786, 7Tr. p. 1693-1694.
CIAR 7Tr. p. 1694.
191
CIAR 786, 7Tr. p. 1694, L. 1-13.
192
CIAR 786, 7Tr. p. 1694, L.14-19.
193
CIAR 786, 7Tr. p. 1695, L. 4-10.
194
CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 813, L. 3-5.
195
CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 814-815.
189
190
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173.

Benga asserts at paragraph 144 of its Argument that Mr. Thompson did not demonstrate
any specific calculation error regarding his concerns about the accuracy of the royalty
payment projections. Benga referenced CIAR 786 at 1676 as support for its assertion.
The Coalition notes that the reference relates to the evidence of Dr. Joseph and not Mr.
Thompson’s evidence. Nonetheless, Benga did not provide any calculation supporting its
royalty payment projections; therefore, Mr. Thompson could not be expected to point to
any calculation error when no calculation was presented.

174.

In addition, considering the magnitude of the difference between Benga’s claim and the
actual royalties paid by other bituminous and metallurgical mining companies combined,
there is no reasonable basis for assuming that Benga’s projections on royalties or taxes
are correct.

175.

The Coalition agree that Benga’s estimated 400 operations workforce could be counted as
a project benefit, because these would be new jobs. However, when Mr. Shewchuk was
asked about whether applicants could be held accountable to the statements made in their
applications, Mr. Houston jumped in and specifically stated “we are not committing to
hire 400 people”. 196 This response makes it questionable or doubtful if any reliance
should be placed on the veracity of the numbers that Benga has put forward regarding
project benefits especially since the Panel has to rely on this information in making its
public interest determination.

176.

Further doubt about the magnitude of the estimated economic impacts, interpreted as
benefits, was cast by Benga’s own consultant. A summary of socio-economic impacts is
included in Section E.11.7 of the Application 197. Both Table E.11.6-1 of the
Application 198 and Table 12.1 of CR# 11 199 provide a summary of the Project’s residual
effects on socio-economic VCs. The tables state the following:
a. Impacts on employment regionally and provincially are considered to be positive,
low and not significant;
b. Impacts on government revenue are considered to be positive, low to moderate
and not significant;
c. Impacts on income are expected to be positive, low and not significant.

177.

Although Mr. Shewchuk indicated that the significance of impacts was predicated on the
effect being adverse, 200 this definition did not appear in the evidence until October 2018
in CIAR 89. 201 While this interpretation may be the case for evidence submitted after

CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 834, L 15-16.
CIAR 42, Section E, PDF 246.
198
CIAR 42, Section E, PDF 243.
199
CIAR 42, CR #11, PDF 64.
200
CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 831, L. 23 – 24.
201
CIAR 89, PDF 686.
196
197
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that date, there is nothing in Benga’s consultant’s report to show the determination of
significance was limited to adverse effects in evidence submitted prior to that date.
178.

As Mr. Thompson pointed out in his uncontradicted testimony, all the evidence presented
by Benga prior to October 2018 and in the socio-economic impact assessment (SEIA)
assessed impacts on income, employment and government revenue as positive in terms of
direction and not significant. 202 Mr. Shewchuk’s description that consideration of
“significance” relates only to and applies to adverse effects means that for an impact to
be considered significant, it must be high in magnitude and of long term in duration. This
description, as Mr. Thompson points out, represents a “major change in how the whole
concept of significance was developed in the first stages of the application and how it’s
being interpreted now”. 203

179.

When questioned about why Benga was choosing to describe project benefits as being
significant despite the characterization in the consultant’s report, Mr. Houston stated that
there is a difference between common use of the word “significance” and “the formal use
of the word ‘significance’ that we use for our effects assessment language”. 204

180.

The Coalition submits that since Benga’s Application did not provide any definition or
threshold for what would constitute a significant economic effect, there should be no
difference in how the term “significant” is applied. In the view of the Coalition, Benga is
simply choosing to ignore its own consultant’s interpretation of the significance of the
Project’s economic effects.

181.

Benga contends at paragraph 128 of its Argument that no one can predict exactly what
will happen if its Project goes forward because actual outcomes are beyond its control.
With this statement, Benga appears to be suggesting that any errors or inconsistencies in
its socio-economic assessment evidence which have been raised by the Coalition and
other interveners are not really important and that the best estimates of Project’s effects
presented to the Panel should be sufficient for the Panel to make its decision.

182.

In the Coalition’s opinion, Benga’s so called “best estimates” are so inconsistent,
confusing, unreliable, and unreproducible that their reliability is questionable. Take the
case of the estimated direct construction employment: initially this was 910 personyears 205. Following the submission of direct evidence from the Coalition, this number
was changed to 211 person-years in Benga’s Reply Evidence 206. Based on Benga’s
evidence related to construction costs ($137 million in labour costs 207), Mr. Thompson
pointed out that a 211 person years would mean an average cost of $649,000.00 per

CIAR 786, 7Tr. p. 1704.
CIAR 786, 7Tr. p. 1704, L. 26, p. 1705, L 1-3.
204
CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 833, L. 2 – 5.
205
CIAR 42, Section A, PDF 97; CR #11, PDF 23; Section E, PDF 246.
206
CIAR 571, PDF 13.
207
CIAR 42, CR #11, PDF 19, Table 4.1.
202
203
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person per year. 208 It is not possible for Benga to pay this amount annually to each
construction worker.
183.

Furthermore, Benga has claimed that the average construction workforce will average
120 with a peak of 195 209, but yet it is applying for approval to construct a semipermanent 228-bed work camp based on a peak monthly workforce of 400. 210 The
Coalition submits that the difference is not trivial and is beyond the level of uncertainty
that should be considered within the normal range of variability associated with making
socio-economic predictions.

184.

Mr. Shewchuk asserted in cross that the economic effects estimates presented in CIAR
313 at pdf 27 were based on the model custom runs of Statistics Canada’s input/output
model. 211 Yet, in Consultant Report #11, it was stated that the impact estimates were
based on “published statistics”. 212 As noted by Mr. Thompson, there was no reference
anywhere in the pre-filed materials or in the Reply Evidence that confirmed that Benga
conducted a Statistics Canada custom model run of the economic effects estimates.

185.

While the custom model runs were identified by Mr. Thompson as one of the ways of
reducing uncertainties in SEIA, 213 Mr. Thompson noted that the use of a custom-model
run could raise its own issues especially considering the challenges of developing
appropriate input assumptions. He concluded that without seeing the what assumptions
were used or how they were interpreted, he could not advise whether the revised
estimates were realistic or not. 214

186.

The Coalition submits that merely stating during oral testimony that the revised economic
effects information presented were based on a Statistics Canada custom-model run is not
sufficient. The input parameters and input assumptions should have been presented to
enable interveners conduct independent verification of the numbers presented.

187.

At paragraph 144 of its Argument, Benga states that Mr. Thompson appears to agree that
certainty is not possible with regard to the distribution of operational workforce between
Alberta and BC. 215 Benga’s statement misses the points that Mr. Thompson was
portraying.

188.

Mr. Thompson’s points were:

CIAR 786, 7Tr. p. 1708, L. 13-25.
CIAR 571, PDF 13.
210
CIAR 42, Section C, PDF 133-134.
211
CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 776.
212
CIAR 42, CR#11, PDF 20.
213
CIAR 553, PDF 352.
214
CIAR 786, 7Tr. p. 1708, L. 1-7.
215
CIAR 962, PDF 42.
208
209
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a. there was no demonstrable evidence to suggest that the number of operational
workforce choosing to live in BC would be as high as 40%; 216
b. there was no assessment of the labour market in the community that would be
most impacted; 217 and
c. that the worst-case scenario should have been modelled and appropriate
mitigation adopted to address the worst case scenario. 218 The worst case being all
the operational workers deciding to live in Alberta such that the assumed 60/40
split becomes irrelevant and inaccurate.
d. Mr. Houston was given the opportunity to comment on the worst case scenario
occurring and Benga’s plans to deal with same during cross. 219 However, Mr.
Houston chose to waive this opportunity by suggesting that modelling the impact
of all operational workforce living in Alberta would be hypothetical. 220 Mr.
Houston and Benga have ignored the fact that their 60/40 split is also hypothetical
considering that the percentages may change based on a number of factors. The
Coalition submits that a conservative modelling should have been done based on
the worst-case scenario. A conservative modelling would have shown the
potential impacts at a worst level and would have increased the understanding of
impacts of the Project on infrastructure and services in the region should the worst
case materialize.
e. Benga pointed out a calculation error in Mr. Thompson’s report in CIAR 553 at
pdf 354 during cross. 221 The error relates to the cost of labour for operational
workers in Alberta and BC. Benga correctly noted that the cost of labour for the
operational worker residing in BC should have been $108,000.00 as against
$65,850 noted in Mr. Thompson’s report. 222
189.

Despite the revision, Benga’s evidence still shows that the operational workers in
Alberta and BC would be paid at different rates based on dividing the labour income
estimates by the number of jobs for residents of BC and Alberta. While Mr.
Thompson’s calculations suggested that Alberta residents would be paid more, the
revised calculation showed that BC residents would be paid more. The revision has no
effect on the point being made which is that if the analysis was done correctly, workers
living in Alberta and BC should receive the same income. The correction suggested by
Benga confirms the inconsistency in the analysis.

CIAR 786, 7Tr. p. 1703, L. 5 – 8.
CIAR 786, 7Tr. p. 1741, L. 24-26; p. 1742, L. 1-22
218
CIAR 786, 7Tr. p. 1703, L. 5 – 19.
219
CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 826, L. 17 – 21.
220
CIAR 762, 4Tr. p. 827. L. 1-7.
221
CIAR 786, 7Tr. p. 1725 – 1726.
222
CIAR 786, 7Tr. p. 1726, L. 17 – 20.
216
217
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190.

Based on the foregoing, the Coalition submits that Benga’s socio-economic assessment
is seriously flawed and full of inconsistencies that have not been reconciled. Benga’s
dismissal of fundamental issues raised by Mr. Thompson as being applicable to the ToR
stage of the process and its continued description of impacts as benefits trivializes the
concerns that the Coalition has raised through Mr. Thompson. Benga’s cavalier attitude
is concerning considering the profound effect that the Project would have on the nearby
communities. The Coalition submits that Benga has not proven that the economic
benefits of its Project outweighs the costs of the Project.

5.2

Geology, geotechnical (including dam safety) and mining, accidents and
malfunctions, industrial waste and waste management, effects of the environment on
the Project (including climate change) and other issues.

5.2.1

Climate change - The Coalition Evidence

191.

Dr. Fennell’s pre-filed evidence entitled “Review of geology, hydrogeology,
groundwater-surface water interaction, geochemistry, and climate change implications” is
set out in Appendix C of CIAR 553 at PDF pg.68-91.

192.

Benga did not address Dr. Fennell’s pre-filed evidence in Benga’s Response Submission
evidence in CIAR 571. The only appearance of Dr. Fennell’s name in the Response
Submission is on PDF pg.179 in Mr. Davies’ CV.

193.

Dr. Fennell’s Errata Sheet was marked as CIAR 844. His PowerPoint was marked as
CIAR 875. His direct evidence was given at 23Tr, p.4837-4926.

194.

Benga’s cross-examination of Dr. Fennell was negligible (less than 13 pages); see 23Tr,
p.5011, L.22 to p.5025, L.12.

195.

Benga’s attempt to address the evidence given by Dr. Fennell in its Final Argument was
negligible (only 9 paragraphs); see CIAR 962, paragraphs 217 and 404-411.

5.2.2
196.

Views of the Coalition
Benga has not accommodated future climate change and the potential implications it has
for creek flow conditions and for the amount of dilution that would occur to contaminants
that may be released directly or in the groundwater.

197.

Benga states in paragraph 211 of its Final Argument that Benga has “planned and
designed the Project based on worst-case scenarios and conservative assumptions that
ensure Benga does not underestimate the potential effects of climate change in the project
design, mitigations and contingencies.” In fact, Benga did not rely on worst-case and
conservative assumptions. This statement is not backed up by the climate change data
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that Benga used for its application, in particular its reliance on mean scenarios from the
wrong region (Pincher Creek) with a cut-off at 2050.
198.

Benga indicates on PDF pg.105 of CR#1 in CIAR 42 that “The primary source of PCC
[Prairie Climate Centre] climate model data is the Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium
(pacificclimate.org). The dataset was statistically downscaled to produce 10-km scale
predictions for the M.D. of Pincher Creek from 12 global climate models…, for two
emissions scenarios (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) that reflect “high” and “low” carbon
futures.” In fact, RCP4.5 reflects a low carbon future and RCP8.5 reflects a high carbon
future. RCP8.5 is generally taken as the basis for worst-case climate change scenarios.
RCP4.5 is an intermediate scenario where emissions peak around 2040 and then decline.
There is still considerable debate on which scenario is the most likely. As Mr. Houston
said in response to a question to Mr. Rudolph noted at 8Tr, p.1928:
14

Q

managi ng CO2, t hen why is it still goi ng up?

15
16

So, Mr . Rudolph , i f we have been doi ng so well with

A

Mr. Secord, I -- I t hi nk managi ng CO2 and event ually

17

achieving obj ectives of zer o i ncr ease i n CO2 is -- is

18

i mportant , but t hat's -- you know, not being t here yet

19

and doi ng nothi ng ar e two di ff er ent per spectives , and I

20

t hi nk what Mr . Rudolph was tryi ng to explain was t hat

21

t his gr aph was based on a do - nothi ng app r oach or

22

do - very- little app r oach .

199.

In paragraphs 211 to 217 of its Benga Argument, Benga discusses its view about the
worst-case scenario for greenhouse gas emissions. Benga even mentioned TransAlta’s
plans to convert one of its coal fired power plants to natural gas in paragraph 215.

200.

Despite Benga’s contention that Canada has made strides to curb CO2 emissions, this
says nothing of the rest of the world. Global warming is not a local issue. It is a global
challenge. So, whatever we do here in Canada and Alberta (1.6% of global emissions), it
will be small compared to the large effects other countries will have. Basically, Canada
and Alberta have limited control of the situation. It is the Coalition’s view that Benga
should be taking a precautionary approach by considering the worst-case scenario for
future climate change, especially given the negative impacts that its mine will have on the
future base flows of Blairmore and Gold creeks.

201.

The data portal the Climate Atlas of Canada (www.climateatlas.ca) does provide climate
projections for the Crowsnest region. Mr. Rudolph agreed that climate projections for the
Crowsnest region are relevant to this project; see 8Tr, p.1880, L.5-7.
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202.

Mr Rudolph also agreed that climate projections for Crowsnest region are more relevant
to this project than climate projections for the M.D. of Pincher Creek and that part of the
M.D. of Pincher Creek is located in a very different climate regime from that of Grassy
Mountain; see 8Tr, p.1880, L.8-14.

203.

CIAR 787 is a Table that sets out 24 climate models from the Climate Atlas of Canada in
Column 1. Column 2 of CIAR 787 shows the 8 models used in CR#1 by Benga from the
Climate Atlas of Canada. Column 3 of CIAR 787 lists 4 other models used by Benga in
CR#1from some source other than the Climate Atlas of Canada.

204.

Why did Benga decide to use only 12 general circulation models (GCMs) for the climate
change assessment process when there were, according to Mr. Rudolph, 29 models
available at the time?

205.

It appears to the Coalition that Benga was being selective in only choosing 12 GCMs in
CR#1 and having the models look at climate projections for M.D. of Pincher Creek rather
than at climate projections for the Crowsnest region.

206.

In the 2nd paragraph on that same page, PDF pg.105 of CR#1 in CIAR #42, the statement
is made that “Average predictions from the 12 GCMs from the recent past and the year
2050 are presented, the latter for high and low carbon futures.” This is another example
of Benga deciding to use the “average” predictions as opposed to “conservative” or
“worst-case” projections. The use of “worst case” projections would have been a more
conservative approach for Benga to take in this mine application. Unfortunately they
have not used this approach through the entire assessment process.

207.

Mr. Rudolph seemed to suggest that it did not matter because Benga redid some of the
CR#1 work in CIAR 70, Addendum 6 and he referred to PDF pg.21 at 8Tr, p.1883, L.818.

208.

Table 5.14-1 is set out on PDF pg.105 of CR#1 in CIAR #42:
Table 5.14-1

Projected Climate Parameters near Pincher Greek based on the Average of 12 GCMs
(PCC 2016)

(1961 -1990)

High Carbon
Prediction, 2050s

Low Carbon
Prediction, 2050s

Number of Days above 30 •c

7.6

17.2

15.2

N mnber of Days below -30 •c

3.0

0.6

0.9

474.7

487.0

489.2

Total Winter

76.6

79.4

82.2

Total Spring

134.8

151.3

150.8

Parameter

Precipitation (mm)

Baseline Value
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209.

Table 5.14-1 shows the “Number of Days above 30°C” near Pincher Creek for the “High
Carbon Prediction, 2050s” (RCP8.5) as 17.2 days, and for the “Low Carbon Prediction,
2050s” (RCP4.5) as 15.2 days.

210.

Mr. Rudolph was asked if Table 5.14-1 was updated in Addendum 6. Mr. Rudolph
confirmed that the data on extreme temperatures was not updated; see 8Tr, p.1886:
25

Q

Yeah .

And h as t h is tab l e been updated with i nf ormation

from Cr ows n est area?

26
1

A

Th is particu lar i nformation h as n ot been updated, n o.

2

Q

So even t h o u g h , appa rently, you tell me you 've run --

3

have you run t he 29 -- h ave you gone to the Climate

4

At las a nd taken a look at t h is i nformation f or t h e

5

actual project area?

6

A

As I -- as I n oted i n CIAR 70 at PDF 21, we discuss

7

i n f o r mation at GCM , global climate model , grid poi nt s

8

near t h e area a nd provide a broader set o f prediction s,

9

t he number o f days above and below -- o r above 30 a nd

10

below mi nus 30 .

They h ave been i n cl uded t here, but

11

t h ere was a mu c h broader swath o f i nformation provided

12

for t h ose two poi nt s.

13

Q

Okay.

14

A

Th is par ticu la r i nf o r mation may n ot h ave been u pdated,

15

So wh at did you

t hough .
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We ll , you ' re re f erri n g to CIAR 70.

Tell me, is t h a t

17

i n f ormation u pdated i n t h at exh ibit f or t h e n u mber o f

18

days above 30 degrees C i n t h e project area?

19

A

I wou ld n eed to c h eck to conf irm

20

Q

We ll , wh y don 't you ?

21

A

Mr . Secord.
Mr. Ch airman , I'm at CIAR 70 righ t n ow, and t h e

22

23

i n f ormation o n extreme temperatures is n ot i n c l uded i n

24

t h at -- i n t h at section .

25

precipitation extremes.

It re f ers primari l y to

It is worth noting that CIAR 893 shows a 90th percentile scenario for RCP 8.5 for the
Crowsnest Region of upwards of 33 days for the longest spell of +30°C days by the end
of the century (shown by the upper black dotted line) where the Blairmore and Gold
creeks, as well as all the lower flowing tributary streams would be absorbing the heat. It
shows a worst-case scenario of 44 days by 2091 and that is shown by the top red line; see
23Tr, p.4990, L.21 to p.4902, L.6:

211.
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CIAR 894 shows a 90th percentile scenario for RCP 8.5 for the Crowsnest Region of
upwards of 45 extremely hot days (+32 degree days) by the end of the century (shown by
the upper black dotted line). It shows a worst-case scenario of 60 days of +32°C days by
2091 and that is shown by the top red line:

212.
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213.

The data reported by Benga in Table 5.14-1 from Pincher Creek stops at the 2050’s and
does not extend to LTC conditions. The temperature data was not updated in Addendum
6. Is this just a coincidence or was Benga being selective in its choice of dates? It is quite
clear that the impacts from this Project will transmit well beyond 2050, with some being
permanent.

214.

Given that baseflow to the creeks is projected to decrease by as much as 20% (and even
more if appropriate constraints has been placed on the groundwater numerical model) in
some instances, and the fact that discharge of groundwater is an important regulator of
stream temperature conditions, Benga was asked how these extreme hot day projections
were accommodated in its modelling for the threats to WSCT population as associated
flora and fauna residing in Blairmore and Gold Creeks.

215.

The following evidence was given by Mr. Houston on this topic at 8Tr, p.1938:
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So given t ha t base f low to t he creeks is projected to

10

decrease by as mu c h as 20 percent i n some i n stan ces a nd

11

t he fa ct that discharge o f groundwater is an impo r tan t

12

regu lator o f stream cond ition s, h ow h ave t he se extreme

13

h ot days been accommodat ed i n Benga's modelli ng f o r the

14

t hre ats to westslope c u tth r oat trou t population a nd

15

associated aqu atic f lora a nd f a u n a residing i n

16

Bl airmo re a nd Gold Creeks?

17

A

I -- I fee l like t h at's a lot like t he last question

18

you asked me, Mr. Secord.

19

redu ction o f base f low t h at you 're talki ng abou t is

20

speci f ically wit h respect to Blairmore Creek.

21

not a 20 percent reduction o f b as e f low at Go l d Cree k .

22

And I'll reiterate.

The

Th e r e is

And so i f we're talki n g abou t Blairmore Creek --

23

and, again, I'll reiterate t ha t t he water t ha t we would

24

be ret urn i ng to Blairmore Creek a f ter treatmen t will

25

have been t h r o ugh t h e satu r ated backfill zone a nd will

26

be at t he same temperat ure as groundwater.

216.

Mr. Houston was wrong about Gold Creek. Table 3-6, Monthly Base Flow Reduction,
Baseline to LTC; PDF pg.250 of CR#3 in CIAR 42 indicates a 20% decrease in the base
flow of Gold Creek at GC02.

217.

As Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 24 in CIAR 875 ~ discussed at 23Tr, p.4896, L.2 to
p.4903, L.15:
Benga has not adequately assessed the impact to stream temperatures, DO conditions , and implications to WSCT
considering the anticipated increase in "Long Spells of +30°C Days" (AQ#2 - Coalition - region-crowsnest 30 degree
days - Geology Topics) and number of "Extremely Hot Days" (AQ#3 - Coal ition - region-crowsnest +32 degree days
- Geology Topics) combined with changing flow conditions, longer low flow periods, and baseflow reduction from
mine dewatering and permanent lowering of the water table .

218.

Dr. Fennell’s Figure 7 at PDF pg.83 in CIAR 553:
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219.

Figure 7 indicates that there is considerable variability noted in historical and paleorecords for river flows and the regional climate.

220.

Figure 7 shows long periods of low flow in Gold Creek between 1982 and 1990 and
between 1999 and 2002. In this application Millennium has given us a limited window of
2013-2016 indicating that creek flow data collected between 2013 and 2016 are
“representative” of long term trends; see bullet point no. 7 on PDF pg. 207 of CR#3 in
CIAR 42. As a result, only a limited amount of historical data has been used by Benga in
this application. The limited amount of historical data used by Millennium has in fact
constrained, or limited, the variability of stream flows and climate conditions to a narrow
window of time. As a result the hydrology and climate modelling done by Millennium
in support of this application does not represent the “worst case” scenario when the
variability noted in historical records has shown some extended periods of excess and
deficit to the water balance of the region as shown in Dr. Fennell’s Figure 7.

221.

As Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 22 in CIAR 875 ~ discussed at 23Tr, p.4893, L.24
to p.4895, L.11:
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Benga has re lied on selected return periods to bracket cl imate extremes. They have not considered, in thei r
model projections, results from paleo-records in southern Alberta that indicate significant periods (multiple
decades) of above and below average cond itions.

222.

Dr. Fennell’s report at PDF pg.88-89 in CIAR #533:
5.

Climate change comiderations

There is concern regarding how climate change has been adch'essed in this application. Figure 9 shows the
anticipated changes to the probability of more extreme tempera ture conditions in response to a shift in the
mean. variability. and symmetiy of nonnal temperature distributions . Similar changes can be anticipated
for other climate variables, like precipitation. From a review of Figure 9 (on the following page) it is
ev ident that as the global climates shift towards a new regime in the corning decades the probability of
extreme events is anticipated to increase. This means hotter weather and more heat waves leading to
increased meteorological and/or hydrological drought risk. and as well as an increase in more extreme wet
conditions (increased flood risk and associated environmental concerns). A shift in the intensity. dlU'a tion
and frequency. or IDF, of precipitation events is also anticipated. According to Kuo et al. (201 5) 20,
projections have been reported as follows :
"Future IDF CIIIW'.S show a wide range of increased intensities especial! [ or stonns of. short
durations (9-h . Converse/ , futu re IDF curves are expected to shift upward because of increased
air fem erature and P.recipitable water which are projected to be about 2. 9 °C and 29 % in average
by 2071-2100, respectively_."

223.

Benga was asked how has the anticipated shift in IDF (intensity, duration, and frequency)
to more extreme conditions (>90th percentile) been accommodated in the stream flow
modelling for Blairmore and Gold creeks? Mr. Houston’s response was that Benga would
be able to augment the flow to the Gold Creek in drier conditions; see 8Tr, p.1897, L.522.

224.

Benga was asked how has the anticipated change to the IDF been considered regarding
the impacts to WSCT habitat once the Blairmore and Gold creek watersheds are
significantly altered permanently? Mr. Houston’s response was that Benga would be able
to augment the flow rates to the Gold Creek to ensure a minimal flow and to “concentrate
the creek back into the main channel”; see 8TR, p.1987, L23 to p.1898, L.19.

225.

The Coalition notes that “climate variability” is the variation in climatic conditions
beyond individual weather events (i.e. months to years) and “climate change” means a
trend in a particular direction, which tends to manifest over decades. Benga does not
appear to have accommodated both of these aspects in the climate-related assessments for
the Project area.

226.

Benga was asked if it was familiar with the terms ENSO (El Niño and the Southern
Oscillation), PDO (Pacific Decadal Oscillation), and PNA (Pacific North American teleconnection pattern); see 8Tr, p.1900, L.17 to p.1901, L.25. Benga confirmed that it did
not make any reference to ENSO, PDO or PNA anywhere in its application; see 8Tr,
p.1901, L.26 to p.1902, L.11. It is not clear to the Coalition how Benga accommodated (if
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at all) ENSO, PDO and PNA influences in the hydrologic and water-quality modelling
that has been done to assess the risks to Blairmore and Gold creeks when there is no
mention of those phenomena is Benga’s application. The only logical conclusion is that
they have not accommodated the impacts of these climate phenomena, which are clearly
documented to impact the water balance of Western North America.
227.

As Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 21 in CIAR 875 ~ discussed at 23Tr, p.4891, L.20
to p.4893, L.23:
Benga has not adequately add ressed the anticipated sh ift in timing and magnitude of precipitation and streamflow
cond itions in response to future climate change, and how th is will affect their model projections. Th is includes
implications for shorten ing of return peri ods for extreme events (i. e. increased probability).

228.

It is not clear how the historically-noted and anticipated continued decline in the
snowpack of the Project area been accommodated in Benga’s impact assessment of the
stream flows and climate change assessment.

229.

The snowpacks have been declining in Western Canada over the last few decades; see Dr.
Fennell’s Figure 5 at PDF pg.81 in CIAR 553:
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Figure 5. Change in June , now cover over North America from 1975-1979 and 2015-1019 12 •

230.

Benga said they had no reason to disagree with the data in Figure 7 at 8Tr, p.1903, L.2-8.

231.

Benga agreed that the melting of the snowpack, existing as a form of stored water, is
gradually released adding to the seasonal streamflow in the spring. A continued trend of
decline is anticipated in the future as the winter season continues to shorten as the world
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warms, with more rainfall and rain-on-snow events occurring. This will inevitably lead to
a quicker loss of this stored water. It is not clear to the Coalition how this anticipated
shift in the water balance has been accommodated by Benga in the hydrology modelling,
including predictions regarding changes to the timing and magnitude of flows. In
particular the modelling performed by Benga does not appear to have accommodated a
“worst-case” approach to the scenarios developed to support Benga’s application. By
using “average” parameters, Benga has avoided acknowledging the magnitude of change
and degree of variability that could be expected (it is not conservative enough). It has not
considered worst-case climate scenarios.
232.

As Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 20 in CIAR 875 ~ discussed at 23Tr, p.4890, L.10
to p.4891, L.19:
Benga has not considered how the continued loss of snowpack and increase in rain-on-snow events (resulting in
shorter & higher magnitude runoff periods and longer low flow periods) will influence future hydrologic conditions
and resulting water quality in Blairmore and Gold creeks .

233.

Dr. Fennell’s Figure 6 at PDF pg.82 in CIAR 553:
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234.

The changes to the timing and magnitude of stream flows will influence the dilution
factor for contaminants released from the mining operations into Blairmore and Gold
creeks. The changes to the timing and magnitude of stream flows will also influence the
dilution factor for the release of contaminants from the closure landscape after Benga is
long gone.
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As Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 23 in CIAR 875 ~ discussed at 23Tr, p.4895, L.12
to p.4898, L.17:
Benga has not adequately addressed the anticipated sh ift in timing and magnitude of precipitation and streamflow
conditions in response to future climate change, and how this wi ll affect their model projections. This includes
implications for shortening of return periods for extreme events (i.e. increased probability).

236.

The following passage from Dr. Fennell’s direct evidence is also relevant starting at
23Tr, p.4895, L.

12

If we want t o ta l k about c l imate change now, we're

13

talk i ng about a s h i f t in the -- the average and the

14

variab i li t y o f condit i ons .

15

the righ t - hand s i de are j ust a demonstrat i on of wh at

16

happens when t h a t occurs.

17

f rom the average to a n ew average, you ac t ually

18

inc r ease t he probabil i ty of extreme even ts occur ring.

19

And -- and same thi n g h appen s when -- with va riability .

20

The variabi l ity does increase.

21

And I ' ll -- the i mages on

When you -- when you shi f t

So this is exact l y what the climat e models are

22

projecting .

We're pro j ect ing i n the up -- the upper

23

pan e l s on the righ t - hand s i de are i mages t aken f rom

24

data that was p r ovided by the Cl imate Atlas o f Can ada.

25

This is the -- the -- the agen cy in Canada provides

26

mode l output s f or va ri ous schoo l climat e models .

l

is

2

Benga ' s a p p l i c a i o n .

3
4

he i n f ormat ion

hat

Th is

-- t ha t was us e d i n -- in

Thi s is s how · ng h ow t h e precip i ati on is proj e c e d
o shift unde r diffe r e n t c l i mate s c enari os whe r e

s

whe her it ' s t he Repr esen ta ti v,e Conc e _tra t i o n Pa h wa y

6

4 . 5 or RCJP 8. 5 .

I ' s s h owing tha
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o i n crea s ,e e arl · e r i

t e y e ar ,.

8

a g ai n , consisten

'i'd h l e s s snov1, more r ain , r a i n a n d

9

snow e v e t s , and b e i ng up t o, y ou know, 2 0 and 3 0 p e rce t

10

h "ghe r , and t h en - - and t hen trans · t · on t o bel ow

11

ave r a g e dur ing
O

12
13

he low - fl ow per "o d o :E upwards o :E -- o f

o 15 - - 10

10 p ercent o r s o.

a mor e p r o trac t e d spri ng £ res_ e

14

0111 -

lS

So y ou "re g e

and a

i ng

e xt,e nd ed

f l ow p eri od.
Equal ly , in t he i ma g e b e ow

ake1 f r om s o me work

16

b y Dr . Sa uchyn and o hers t ha t ' s re f ere ced in my -- i n

17

my s ubmi ssi o n ,

18

c limat e s cenari o s , wh e t her it ' s h o

19

wea h er , s o o n and s o f o rth, and - - and l ook,e d a

he y

coke d at a numbe r o f d iff,e r e n

he s t re a mf lows we r e p r o j e c ted.

2O

o

er wea t ,,e r , warme r

h ange .

Now, I refe r e n c e y ou t o t h e --

21

100 percent " b e c aus e tha t

he d o tt,e d l i n e a t

is , e ff e c i v e l y , t ,,e

22

11

23

r e :E e re ce peri od o r

24

a n y h i g a b ov,e 10 0

s a

2S

and any t h i n g b e ow

s a r e d c ti o n .

26

he -- i r mos t o f

he

o f 196

o 1 990.

So

i n c reas e · n the str,e am:E low,
ALd s o in all

hese mode l c ases , if

o t a ll , we ' re

show ing inc reas es i n s t reamf _or,1,r ear lier o n i n
the -- in t l e f _ow year , e v en
extreme c ase , o f about

you kn ow ,

4

g u ess , 200 p er c ent and

and de c lines o f

5

o f 5 0 i:::er c ent and f o r a muc , muc

6

time .

8

So t h is i s tl is var i a b i

in

p wards , in the mo st

3

7

h ow

p wa r ds o f

l oner p eri o d o f

· t y, a g a i n , t a · i f n o t

wor k e d i n t o s ome sort o f d ynami c mo d e l l i ng and only
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using return periods , doei:m "

give the full pict . e ,

10

and so these anticipa ed shif · s in - - in t i m"ng and

1

magnitude have ramif i cations , and a l so , you know,

12

he -- the change in intens i y , du.rati on, and frequency

13

of -- o f some of t hese c l ima te events , which is

14

projected to increase , a ctua l y increases t he

15

probability of these ev ens occurring.

16

a 1-in- 10 event can act a l y become a l - in - 7 or a

7

l - in - 5 .

So, in effect,

It re a l l y depends on the probab i li y ..

237. Benga was asked how shifting precipitation patterns (precipitation as shown in Figure 6,
PDF pg.82 in CIAR 553 and snow as shown in Figure 5, PDF pg. 81 in CIAR 553) will
affect modelled baseflow estimations and the assimilative capacity of the creek systems
for released contaminants after major alterations to the watersheds and associated
groundwater flow systems occur; see 8Tr, p.1909, L.8 to p.1910, L.5. After a consultation
with his colleagues, Mr. Houston’s response appears at 8Tr, p.1910, L.13 to p.1913, L.12.
His conclusion was that Blairmore Creek and the aquatic environment “could manage a
higher level of selenium.” See 8Tr, p.1912:
22

We've -- we've a n alyzed t h at situ ation .

We're going to

23

d i scu ss t h at f urt he r i n t he water section, but we've

24

analyzed t h at , a nd we h ave a f airl y good story to tell

25

about why t ha t is -- remains a sa f e level.

26

t ha t -- t ha t is what I understood you to mean by

And f or me,

1

"ass i milative", that the -- that t h e Blai rmore Creek

2

and the aquatic environment could -- cou l d manage a

3

higher leve l o f selenium.

238. The Coalition is concerned that the anticipated shift in temperature and precipitation
conditions been not been properly accommodated in the forward simulations for stream
flow volumes and timing (channel flow and baseflow, or groundwater, contributions) and
there are questions about how a worst-case scenario will affect the ability of Blairmore
and Gold creeks to assimilate contaminants originating from the mine and associated
waste rock dumps and water management structures.
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239. There are also large unanswered questions about whether the anticipated changes to the
water balance of the Project area, under a changing climate (with extreme conditions
projected to increase) have been properly accommodated in the SRK GoldSim modelling
of trace elements and nutrient concentrations (Appendix C of CR#3 of CIAR 42). The
Coalition does not believe that the model results provided are conservative enough to
ensure protection of the existing and future WSCT populations and associated aquatic
flora and fauna in the Project area. Furthermore, the model projections used by Benga to
assess potential changes in future climate conditions affecting streamflow are based on
instrumental measurements and do not capture the full range of variability that may be
expected as shown in Dr. Fennell’s Figure 7 at PDF pg.83 in CIAR 553.
240. Benga was asked to explain the reason, or reasons, why more extreme conditions have not
been assessed, given that the potential for them occur certainly exists in the paleo-records.
Mr. Houston’s evidence was as follows at 8Tr, p.1921:
18

Q

Righ t.

So we looked a t Dr. Fennell's Figure 7, you

19

know, s h owi ng h istorica l re cords.

20

your -- t he wi ndow t h at t he modelle r s u sed f r om 2013 to

21

2016.

22

900 yea r s.

23

reason o r reasons why more extreme cond ition s h ave not

24

been assessed, given t he potential f or t hem to occur

25

ce r tai n l y exists i n t he paleo re cords.

26

A

You 've talked a b o u t

There 's also reconstructed records f or t he l a st
So I wou ld, I guess, ask :

Explain t he

I -- I t h i n k t h at most o f t he data we're tal k i ng abou t,

1

Mr . Secord, is applicable to the project over the next,

2

let 's say, 20 or 30 years, during the li fe o f the

3

pro ject .

4

i s a good database f or projecting f orward 30 years i nt o

5

the futur e a s this project i s

is deve l oped a n d

6

fina lly decommissioned.

t h at seems to be a

7

re a son able approach to me.

And I think looki n g back 20, 30 , 40, 50 years

Th at

8

Q

And i s t h a t what t he modelle r s did i n t h is case?

9

A

Yes.
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Benga was how the increase of heavy precipitation days (10 mm days and 20mm days)
projected for the future have been accommodated in Benga’s sediment transport models
assessing the impacts of site clearing, development, and long-term operation of the mine?
Mr. Houston’s response was at 8Tr, p.1942:
24

Q

Okay .

No w, h ow h ave t h es e i n c r eas e d numbe r s o f

25

h e a vy -pre cipi t a t ion d ays p r o ject ed f o r t h e fu t ure been

26

accommo d at ed b y Benga i n s e di ment tra n spo r t mode ls

assessing U e i mpac ts of c l ea r i ng deve l opment ·?

1
2

A

Mr . Secord , again , I 'm not

R. HOUSTON.

s r e I total y f ol ow yo :r que st i on , bu t you under stand

3

ha t t he wat e r t ha

4

i s c apture d o

' he si · e wi 1 be

5

pas se d trough se di ment a t ion p onds where s ed i me n t wi l l

6

be r emoved before put ing that water back i nto ' he

7

c reeks?

8

Not rea lly , no ..

9

Mr . Emard t a ked abo t w e n he g ave evide nce , wher e he

So is t ha

t he nat . e o f yo .r que stion?

So I 'm kind of thi nki ng about wl at

10

s a i d one nigh · when

e wa s s aying on hi s property , he

1

was nea r l y washed a'i\l"a y by an ext reme prec i pita i on

12

event ..

13

s i tua t ions whe r e you ' r e on t he mine site .

And s o wha t I 'm t hinking i s - - abo t i s
You ' re going

I ' m as s umi ng a l

of t h "s

14

o c l ea r a l l of t e tree s.

15

akes p l ac e , yo u know , a t the be g i nning o f t he mi n "ng

16

ope rat ion.

17

incre a sed numbe r o f heavy - p r ec i pi t at i on days projected

18

f or the f u tu. e been accommodated by Benga i n s e d i ment

is:

Hm,r

have t hese

r ansport mode l s a ssess i ng t he i mpac ts of c e aring ?

19

20

So I gue s s my ques t io

A

So, Mr . Se cord, Mr . Chair , t he wat e r manage ment pan

21

has

s c aptu:__ ing a l l o f t he water , 'i\l"he t 1er it be

22

s r f ace wat e ,. con act wa t er , wat er p umpe d out o f the
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23

pi t .

We ' 1 be captur ing a l l o f

h at wat e r , and e v ery

24

dro p o f i t wi l l he t es e d and conf i r med

25

f o r pu t ing b ack into the c r e e k s .

o be s u i a bl e

26

And s o t he -- mo s t o f t h e s u rf ace wat e r , as

1

Mr. Secord righ tly points o u t, may h ave -- espec ially

2

under extreme precipitation, may h ave a sediment load,

3

and t h at water will be run t h rough sedimentation ponds,

4

and -- and t h e sediment will be precipitated before

5

it's p u t back into t h e creek.

6

t h at water is properly treated to remove sediment

7

before it is p u t back in t h e creek .

So we ' ll make s ure t h at

242. It is hard for the Coalition to believe that Mr. Houston is so confident that Benga “will be
capturing all of the water” and that “every drop of it will be tested”. The Coalition expects
that the JRP will also find it hard to believe Mr. Houston’s position on this point given the
lack of evidence provided to support it.
243. Mr. Houston was skeptical that the spring freshet (or runoff) period has been showing
signs of shifting to earlier in in the year; 8Tr, p.1945, L.5 to p.1946, L22.
244. Given that the future projections are for a continued shift of the runoff period to earlier in
the year, and for a shorter duration followed by a longer period of low flow conditions,
this means that stream flows in Blairmore and Gold creek will be even more reliant on
baseflow contributions from groundwater in the future; see 8Tr, p.1946, L3 to p.1947,
L.10.
245. Mr. Houston confirmed that the Benga’s mine development will be intercepting some of
this baseflow through mine dewatering and a permanent lowering of the water table, but
suggested that “the total flow to the creek is more or less unchanged”; see 8Tr, p,1947.
L.11-19. It is unclear how this is physically possible if some of that flow is being captured
or permanently diverted because of significant changes to the landscape, including the
removal of a mountain.
246. Mr. Houston did not know if this observed and projected shift in future conditions had
been accommodated in the stream flow modelling to address impacts to temperature,
dissolved oxygen, and assimilation of contaminants originating from the mine
development and closure landscape; see 8Tr, p.1946, L. 25 to p.1947, L.2.
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247. Continued global warming is anticipated to shift the hydroclimate of the Project area to a
new state, with the occurrence of more extreme conditions; see Figure 9, PDF pg.89 of
CIAR 553). This will result in a complex interplay between both temperature and
precipitation that will affect evaporation rates. Despite Benga’s cavalier comment that the
water balance of the area will not be affected other than by the removal of water in the
coal itself, (see PDF pg. 85 in Section E of CIAR 42), it is not clear how this aspect has
been included in the water balance modelling of the Project, as it relates to impacts on
return flows and contaminant loading to Blairmore and Gold creeks. By extension how
will this affect the WSCT populations and any other aquatic species or users reliant on the
creeks for access to good, clean water, including Fran Gilmar, Vern Emard, Norm &
Connie Watmough, Ed & Larry Donkersgoed, and their successors?
248. There does not appear to be any assessment of the potential effects that anticipated climate
change will have on the viability of the end pit lake (EPL) or another other water bodies
left behind after mining. This includes nutrient cycling (nitrogen and phosphorous),
thermal stratification (and the related issues), and the implications for trace element
mobilization from the native rock and sediments along the sides and base of these artificial
water bodies. Additionally, the generation and release of greenhouse gases from these
water bodies has not been acknowledged by Benga.
5.2.3

Conclusion

249. In conclusion, the Coalition relies on the following evidence given by Dr. Fennell at 23Tr,
p.4918 to p.4922, L.15
18

Q

MR . SECORD:

Th a n k you , Dr. Fennell .

You may h ave covered t h is, but you h ave h ad t h e

19
20

opportu n ity to review t he tran scripts o f t h e

21

cross - examination o f Ben ga's witne ss panel too o n

22

c l imate c h a n ge, a nd you ' ve also f ollowed t he

23

proceedi n gs to date with respect to Benga's witne ss

24

pan el o n t h e water -- t h e water topic block; correct?

25

A

Yes, o n both cou n ts.

Yes .

26

Q

And is t here a n y -- do you h ave a n y commen ts to make
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1

regardi ng Benga's wit ness pane l's responses to

2

cross-exami n ation, qu estions on climate c h a n ge t h at you

3

haven 't already covered i n you r slide presen tation ?

4

A

Yes.

I gu ess, to begin with, I don't t h i nk t h at Benga

5

fully unders t a nds t h e con cern s t hat we and others h ave

6

been raising i n relation to t h is topic.

7

seem to be connecti ng t he dots between c l imate

8

variability, climate c h ange, a nd t he ir modelled project

9

i mpacts as t hey relate to t he water balance o f t he area

They don't

10

and t h e risks to sen sitive species a nd h abitat.

11

j us t h ave n 't con sidered the range o f variability enough

12

to provide a con se r vative assessment.

13

They

I h ave also -- I also h ave a h ard time

14

understanding why Benga used climate model data f or t he

15

Pinc h er Creek region to explain what might occu r i n t h e

16

Crowsne st region.

17

of t he se two setti ngs are very different .

18

The temperature a nd rainfall regimes

And I'm conf u sed when t hey selected data from on ly

19

12 models when t hey i nd icated t h at t here were actu ally

20

29 at t h e time when t h ey did t h e work.

21

as to why t hey selected t he models t hey did wou ld h ave

22

been he lp fu l .

23

An explanation

Anyway, based on t he 24 models t hat I reviewed

24

from t h e Climate Atlas o f Can ada website, wh ich we h ad

25

i n CIAR 787, was

26

c l ear that as we go f orward i n time, we can expect

reports t h e same data .
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1

warmer temperatures and longer heat waves, a mong ot h e r

2

t h ings, and Mr. Se cord b r oug h t t h i s u p in the g eolog y

3

a n d c l i ma t e top i c b lock.

4

Hi s t o r y has a l so shown tha t l ow -fl ow conditions

5

can extend for l o n g peri ods o f time , some t ime

[s i c ]

6

decades.

7

s h ift in f l ow cha r a ct e r i s t i c s of h eadwa ter st r e a ms .

8

Th ere ' s a l i nk t o dec li ning s no wpa cks a nd c h ange in

9

pre c i p i t a t ion p a t t e rns.

And f or yea rs now , we have b e e n s ee i ng a

When you cons ider these

10

effects with the added d rawdown effects fr om t he mi ne

11

dewatering and a permanent l ower ing of the water tab l e,

12

you get l ess g r oun dwa ter cont ribu ti ons to streams l ike

13

Gold Creek.

14

This i s exactly what Benga pro j ec te d .

But what i s

15

sti l l in question is whether they have acc urate l y

16

projected t he degree o r magnitude o f t his redu c t i on,

17

taking into consideration all of the f ut ure

18

expectations around changes t o temperat u re and

19

precipitation.

20

What t he r edu ct i o n in base fl ow will do t o l oca l

21

s p ri ngs around Grassy Mo un tain i s lessen the

22

temperature-regulating effects o f discharging

23

groundwater and, when comb ined with h igher tempera tur es

24

f o r l onger periods o f time, create a se ri o us ri s k

25

the rmal barriers -- of t hermal barriers f o rming in

26

certain reache s and the creation o f l owe r disso l ved
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1

oxygen l eve l s f or t h e f ish a n d oth er s upporti n g aquatic

2

species.
And dur i n g t h e wi nt er, t h is reduction i n warmer

3
4

water disch argi n g i nt o t h e creeks wi l l create some

5

se r iou s risks f or ove r wi nt eri n g h abitat.

6

dots I was h opi n g t h ey wou l d connect .

7

h ave b e en given pro ject i o n s b as ed o n 1 - i n -1 0 o r 1 - i n - 20

8

even ts wh ich , i n my o p i n ion, do n ot adequ at el y r e f lect

9

t h e p ossi b l e c h a n g e o f va r iab ility a nd c h a n ge i n re t u rn

Th ose are t h e

Bu t i n stead, we

10

p e r iod s f o r ext r eme even ts t h at can b e expected .

11

I f t h is - - i f t h is is -- EIA is meant to be

12

con servative, Be n ga s h oul d h ave assessed more extreme

13

scen arios to see i f it wou l d h ave made a n y di ff eren ce .

14

Un f ortun ate l y, t h at does n 't seem to h ave occurred,

15

wh ich is disappoi nt i n g a n d ce rt ai n l y n ot very h e l p fu l .

250.

In summary, Benga has not planned and designed the Project based on worst-case climate
change scenarios and conservative assumptions as suggested in paragraph 211 of their
Final Argument and this is another reason why the application should be denied.

5.3

Vegetation, including species at risk, terrain and soils, including reclamation,
conservation, closure, and biodiversity

5.3.1

Overview

251.

The Coalition members have expressed concerns about the Project’s impacts on
vegetation especially species at risk vegetation and impacts on biodiversity. They are
concerned about the destruction of thousands of mature slow growing Whitebark Pine,
limber pine, and the destruction of rough fescue grasslands.

252.

In the Coalition’s views, despite Benga’s progressive reclamation plan, it is doubtful and
highly uncertain that Benga will return the Project area to pre-existing conditions and
equivalent land capability that are supportive of re-establishment and growth of the
Whitebark Pine, limber pine and rough fescue grasslands. Support for this position is
discussed further in this Argument.
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253.

In order to understand the Project’s impacts on vegetation including species at risk,
terrain and soils, it is important to point out a few unique environmental features of the
area that the Project will be situated.

254.

The Project area is situated in the Montane Natural Subregion of the Rocky Mountain
Natural Region. The Montane landscapes are of restricted distribution in Alberta with
high biological diversity and ecological values. They provide important seasonal
migration corridors for large carnivores, ungulates and songbirds as well as provide
critical reproductive and overwintering habitat for a variety of species. 223

255.

The Project area is located in one or more environmentally significant areas that has been
identified since the 1980s. (ESA). 224 While ESAs are not regulatory instruments or
binding, they are useful planning tools 225 that assists in understanding the significance of
an area that a project is to be located on. As Mr. Wallis points out in cross, the
identification of an area as being an ESA imposes a higher duty of care on the proponent
to actually investigate the site in view of the importance of the work required to be done
and thoroughly document why the area is significant or not. 226

256.

Portions of the Project’s footprint, i.e. the soil salvage area, occur on public land areas
mapped as intact native grasslands, i.e. foothills fescue grassland. 227 The protective
notations (PNT090084 and PNT090087) identify foothills fescue grassland as “a very
valuable native grassland type that is limited in remaining area. Rough fescue grasslands
are very sensitive to surface disturbance and difficult and costly to reclaim.” 228

257.

It is noteworthy that Benga identified the rough fescue grass as being intact 229 and
prevalent “throughout the five grassland sites assessed within the LSA, with cover at each
site ranging from 20% to 40%”. 230 The total area occupied by areas with foothills rough
fescue was identified as 219.9 ha. 231 This is not an insignificant amount of rough fescue
grassland that will be destroyed by the Project.

258.

There are potential rare plant species and rare plant communities occurring within the
Project’s footprint. 232 36.9% of the Project’s footprint (soil salvage area) is ranked as

CIAR 553, PDF 268.
CIAR 842, 15 Tr. p. 3130, L. 24-26, p. 3132-3133; CIAR 553, PDF 282 – 283.
225
CIAR 553, PDF 275.
226
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3166, L. 1-6; 12-15; p. 3169, L.18-22.
227
CIAR 553, PDF 284.
228
Ibid.
229
The SSRP supports this identification as pointed out by Mr. Wallis at CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3133, L. 15-26 and p.
3134.
230
CIAR 42, CR #8, PDF 89.
231
CIAR 42, CR #8, PDF 90.
232
CIAR 553, PDF 292-293.
223
224
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having high rare plant potential and 10.7% are ranked as high or very high rare plant
community. 233
259.

Considering the ecological significance of the Project area and the disappearance of old
growth forest and the life forms and processes that they support from the Montane
subregion due to industrial activities, 234 and the unproven success of re-establishing
rough fescue grasslands, the Coalition submits that it is imperative that the wholeness of
the Project area’s montane landscapes and its ecological integrity remain intact, be
maintained and not severely modified through approval of this Project which is an
incompatible land use.

5.3.2

Whitebark and Limber Pine

260.

The Whitebark Pine trees in the Project area are mostly healthy mature old growth trees.
Ms. Bauman evidence during cross to the effect that “none of the trees appeared to be
really healthy when I was out there” 235 is inconsistent with Benga’s filed evidence, 236
misrepresents the true state of the trees in the Project area, and is self-serving.

261.

Mr. Wallis responded to the inconsistent and self-serving response of Ms. Bauman as
follows:
25· ·Ms. Bauman's testimony today is directly at odds with
26· ·Benga's own consultant's report and what I observed in
1· ·the field in 2020 outside the area that she looked at.
·2· ·Most of the whitebark pine that I looked at were
·3· ·healthy.· I did observe a very small number of blister
·4· ·rust-infected trees in the more closed forest, but
·5· ·trees on the steeper, more open slopes were apparently
·6· ·still healthy, much as Benga's consultants reported.
·7· ·If Ms. Bauman's testimony today about whitebark pine is
·8· ·accurate when she noted that:· (as read)
·9· · · · None of the trees appeared really healthy,
10· ·then there is little hope of finding trees of
11· ·cone-bearing age on the project site that are disease
12· ·resistant, and much of Benga's testimony in this
13· ·hearing about restoring whitebark pine is irrelevant.
14· ·I don't think that's the case.
15· · · · I note Benga's information about mitigation for
16· ·whitebark pine in CIAR 251, Package 2, Table 2.3-1,
17· ·PDF 11:· (as read)

CIAR 553, PDF 293; CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3134, L. 10-13.
CIAR 553, PDF 267; CIAR 842, 15 Tr. p. 3131, L. 15-26.
235
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3024, L. 12-21; p. 3025, L. 17-23.
236
CIAR 42, CR #8, PDF 81-82.
233
234
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18· · · · Reduce direct mortality of whitebark pine.
19· · · · Identify all whitebark pine in advance of
20· · · · tree clearing in the footprint.· Develop
21· · · · whitebark pine -- white pine/whitebark pine
22· · · · blister rust resistance, mark disease-free
23· · · · trees, and collect cones before clearing
24· · · · starts.· Select disease-free trees for
25· · · · planting, monitor survival.
26· ·It certainly would've been helpful to have Ms. Bauman's
1· ·findings from 2019 to examine and test her on as part
·2· ·of this hearing. 237
262.

Benga identified 21,000 Whitebark pine trees that would be removed during Project
construction. 238 Benga mapped the locations of the 21,000 Whitebark pine trees in CIAR
42, CR #8, PDF 272 as sparse Whitebark pine area and Whitebark pine area. 239 Benga
indicated that it confirmed the number of Whitebark pine trees that would be affected
through aerial survey 240 and ground survey plots. 241

263.

Benga underestimated the number of trees impacted by the Project. Mr. Wallis conducted
a field survey on August 2020 along the north edge of the proposed rock disposal area
which formed part of the area mapped by Environment and Climate Change Canada
(“ECCC”) as potential critical habitat for Whitebark pine. Mr. Wallis survey revealed the
presence of 107 healthy individual Whitebark pine trees along a 1173 metres transect
with 87 of those occurring in the north rock disposal area. 242

264.

Mr. Wallis pointed out that given Benga’s incomplete mapping of Whitebark pine in the
north rock disposal area, there are significantly more Whitebark pine occurring in the
north rock area and other mining area that are not acknowledged by Benga. 243 Further,
Benga’s efforts to identify the number of potentially affected Whitebark pine trees are
unreasonable considering the availability of the 2017 Whitebark Pine Recovery Strategy
range map that identifies the north rock disposal area as being a potential critical
habitat. 244 At the very least, the range map should have been reviewed and careful steps
taken to identify and map the Whitebark pine trees especially those occurring within the
north rock disposal areas that were missed.

265.

During cross of Benga’s panel on vegetation, Mr. Houston attempted to justify that they
found Whitebark pine trees in the middle of the north rock disposal area. According to

CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3153-3155.
CIAR 42, CR #8, PDF 82.
239
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3022, L. 10-17.
240
CIAR 251, Package 2, PDF 107.
241
CIAR 42, CR #8, PDF 82.
242
CIAR 553, PDF 296, CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3139, L. 19-26
243
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3139, L. 26 & p. 3140, L. 1-5.
244
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3155, L. 10-26.
237
238
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Mr. Houston, the sightings are denoted by “little asterisks” in the middle of the rock
disposal area. 245 It is important to note that the legend at the bottom of the page
referenced by Mr. Houston 246 identify the yellow asterisk in the middle of the rock
disposal area as being a Limber Pine location. Nevertheless, the yellow asterisk does not
account for the 107 individual pine trees surveyed and plotted by Mr. Wallis at CIAR
553, PDF 304.
266.

The destruction of tens of thousands of old growth mature Whitebark pine in the soil
salvage and rock disposal areas is not conservative. The fact that portions of the Project
area are already disturbed 247 is not enough justification to destroy thousands of mature
Whitebark pine trees.

267.

Benga provided a map of existing and planned projects within the vicinity of the
proposed Project at CIAR 89, PDF 760. A review of this map shows a small area of
historic surface mine (denoted in orange colour) within the Project’s footprint. When this
map is compared to the map at CIAR 42, CR#8, PDF 272, it appears that the area
representing the historic surface mine contains some sparse populations of Whitebark
pine. Benga appears to agree that there are some populations of Whitebark Pine trees in
the 185 hectares of the historic surface mine area. 248
Benga takes the position that its plan to destroy thousands of Whitebark pine is not novel
because regulatory bodies have authorized the destruction of these species through
approvals granted to previous applicants. 249 Benga provided CIAR 838 as support for its
position that destruction of Whitebark pine has been permitted by Parks Canada through
as Sections 73 and 74 SARA approval process.

268.

269.

A review of CIAR 838 leads to the following conclusions:
a. The permitted work was a Jasper Interconnection Project, a public utility project,
to provide reliable electric supply to Jasper National Park and other residents.
That is not the case here. Benga’s Project is a private enterprise to provide profit
to its shareholders.
b. The project would follow existing pipeline right of way and road corridors for
75% of the route and the remaining 25% would follow existing ATCO electric
distribution line corridor. By following existing disturbed corridors, impacts on
vegetation are minimized. That is not the case here. A significant amount of land
within the Project area will be newly disturbed.

CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3023, L. 19-24.
CIAR 42, CR #8, PDF 272.
247
CIAR 962, PDF 68, para. 249.
248
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3053, L. 6-16.
249
CIAR 962, PDF 19, para. 55.
245
246
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c. Construction of the project was planned to occur in the winter to minimize
impacts to soil, vegetation and wildlife. That is not the case here. Benga’s Project
will involve significant impacts to soil and vegetation.
270.

In the absence of any comparative evidence between this Project and the others that
shows the similarities between this Project, its landscape, the age of the Whitebark Pine
present in the Project area, the size of the Whitebark Pine proposed to be destroyed
(estimated at 21,000 or more), there is no justifiable basis to warrant the authorization
sought in this Project. The Coalition submits that in the absence of such comparative and
analytical evidence, the Panel should disregard Benga’s submissions in this regard.

271.

Benga asserts that ECCC identifies the White Pine Blister Rust as the greatest threat to
Whitebark pine that may lead to a reduction in their population in the long term. 250 The
existence of the threat of White Pine Blister Rust is not a justification for killing over
21,000 relatively healthy Whitebark pine trees. In fact, the threat of the White Pine
Blister Rust justifies the federal and provincial listing of the Whitebark pine as
endangered and deserving of protection.

272.

Benga’s asserts that it is compensating for any loss of Whitebark pine destroyed by
overplanting with 63,000 Whitebark pine trees. As Mr. Wallis pointed out in his direct
evidence, this assertion is absurd given the loss of the existing cone producing capable
Whitebark pine trees for at least 60 years and given that it will be at least over a hundred
years before that capability is returned, if its ever returned. 251 Benga has not produced
any evidence that suggests that the capability will be returned in less than 100 years. In
fact, the evidence, including oral testimonies of Mr. McCoy 252 confirms this.

5.3.2.1 Whitebark Pine Critical Habitat
273.

Critical habitat for Whitebark pine exists within the Project footprint as identified in the
2017 Recovery Strategy for the Whitebark Pine Range (“WBP Recovery Strategy”)
map. 253 Mr. Gregoire confirmed that although the 2017 Recovery Strategy for Whitebark
Pine had not been finalized, the Whitebark pine critical habitat identified at pdf 4 of
CIAR 825 was the identified critical habitat occurring within the Project area at the time
(September 2018). 254

274.

Upon being questioned further, Mr. Gregoire confirmed that the critical habitat shown at
pdf 4 of CIAR 825 was based on range maps that were publicly available, 255 still valid

CIAR 962, PDF 74, para. 275.
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3156, L. 2-9.
252
CIAR 830, 13Tr. p. 2672, L. 21-26.
253
CIAR 840, PDF 1; CIAR 825, PDF 4.
254
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3075, L. 2-6.
255
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3076, L. 21-24.
250
251
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and that the “yellow polygons would still represent occurrences of high-density, mature
Whitebark pine trees”. 256
275.

While Mr. Gregoire opines that critical habitat identification is not essential to sustain
Whitebark pine population, that opinion does not align with the WBP Recovery Strategy
objective which states: “The population and distribution objective for Whitebark pine is
to establish a self-sustaining, rust resistant population of Whitebark pine throughout the
species range”. 257 Mr. Wallis pointed out that without some sort of critical habitat
designation, it would be difficult to meet the objective of WBP Recovery Strategy.

276.

Benga asserts at paragraph 280 of its Argument that the most up to date map for
Whitebark pine critical habitat does not include the Project area. 258 In making this
assertion, Benga failed to acknowledge that Mr. Gregoire confirmed that while the
current mapping at pdf 5 of CIAR 825 showed no critical habitat within the Project area,
that information was not finalized and could change at any time prior to posting of the
final recovery strategy. 259 Also, the lack of identification of critical habitat at pdf 5 of
CIAR 825 does not mean that the presence of Whitebark pine within the Project area
ceases to have any relevance. 260

277.

Further, “the thinking” that eliminated critical habitat from the Project area is not public
information; the result of the thinking was essentially generated for Benga’s benefit. 261
The information that is in the public domain, whether or not “formally approved” as Mr.
Gregoire asserts, 262 is the 2017 Recovery Strategy for Whitebark pine and the range map
filed at CIAR 840. Mr. Wallis points out that the range map is the only map that
designates in the legend “potential area containing seed dispersal, regeneration, and
recovery critical habitat”. 263

278.

In considering the status of the critical habitat designation for Whitebark pine, it
important for the Panel to understand that the published proposed WBP Recovery
Strategy has long since passed the legislated timeline for it to be finalized. That timeline
ended in early 2018 (90 days from the date of the initial draft, which is October 18,
2017). 264 For all intents and purposes, the published WBP Recovery Strategy could be
considered final.

279.

The notation on the Whitebark pine range map (CIAR 840) states “Local inventory and
assessment of Whitebark Pine stand density is required to complete the critical habitat

CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3076, L. 17-20.
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3138-3139.
258
CIAR 962, PDF 75.
259
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3077, L. 16-21.
260
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3081, L. 20-26; p. 3082, L. 1-2.
261
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3079, L. 16-24.
262
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3078, L. 9-13.
263
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3138, L. 7-18.
264
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3091, L. 7-8 & L. 1-5
256
257
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identification (refer to Figure 4a)”. It is clear from this notation that local inventory and
assessment is required to complete critical habitat identification. This also suggests that
removal of the critical habitat identification from the map requires site visit and
assessment. ECCC confirmed that no site visit or site assessment occurred. 265
280.

Benga contends at paragraph 281(a) of Benga Argument that SARA prohibitions for
Whitebark pine apply only to federal lands and not provincial Crown lands and private
lands. Benga relies on Mr. Gregoire’s assertion as support for its position. The Coalition
provides the following comments in response:
a. Whitebark pine is listed as an endangered plant in Schedule 6 of Alberta’s
Wildlife Regulations 266. Mr. Gregoire acknowledged this in cross. 267
b. The National Accord for the Protection of Species at Risk 268 (“National Accord”)
confirms federal, provincial and territorial ministers’ commitment to establish:
“complementary legislation and programs that provide for
effective protection of species at risk throughout Canada, and
that will:
c. legally designate species as threatened or
endangered;
d. provide immediate legal protection for threatened or
endangered species;
e. provide protection for the habitat of threatened or
endangered species;
f. provide for the development of recovery strategies within
one year for endangered species and two years for
threatened species that address the identified threats to
the species and its habitats;
g. ensure multi-jurisdictional cooperation for the protection
of species that cross borders through the development and
implementation of recovery strategies;
h. consider the needs of species at risk as part of
environmental assessment processes;”
c. Based on the commitment contained in the National Accord the provincial
government has agreed to provide protection to endangered species such as
Whitebark pine and their critical habitat. That commitment resulted in the
inclusion of Whitebark pine as an endangered species under the Wildlife
Regulations. Therefore, by virtue of the National Accord the SARA prohibitions
would be recognized and applied on provincial or Crown lands.

CIAR 855, PDF 1.
Alta Reg. 143/1997.
267
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d. Further, Section 61(1) of SARA prohibits the destruction of critical habitat of a
listed endangered species. Whitebark pine is listed federally and provincially as
an endangered species; therefore, its critical habitat appearing in the published
recovery strategy requires protection pursuant to Section 61(1) of SARA.
e. While Benga may apply for a SARA permit, no such permit application is before
the Panel and there is no guarantee that Benga will be granted the permit sought.
It will be wholly inappropriate for the Panel to consider whether Benga would
meet the pre-conditions for a SARA permit in its consideration of Benga’s
applications before it.
f. Further, Benga’s plans to revegetate the Project area with Blister Rust resistant
stock have not been demonstrated as successful.
5.3.2.2 Benga’s Proposed Mitigation for Whitebark Pine
a.

Reduction of Project Footprint

281.

One of Benga proposed mitigation for Whitebark pine is to minimize Project footprint to
avoid populations of Whitebark pine. 269 It is not clear why Benga is proposing this as a
mitigation option considering that its mapping 270 of Whitebark pine locations within the
Project’s footprint show Whitebark pine occurring in the mine pit area and in the north
rock disposal area. As confirmed by Mr. Houston, Benga will not move or amend the
locations of the mine pit area and the north rock disposal area. 271

282.

The best Benga could do is move certain Project features such as the access roads, the
conveyor belt and other moveable features. 272 None of these moveable Project features
are within the mine pit area or within the North rock disposal area. 273 As Mr. Wallis
points out in his direct testimony, the northern part of the Project is within a potential
critical habitat for Whitebark pine. 274Benga has not committed to moving the mine pit
area or the north rock disposal area, which would have made the proposed mitigation
option a feasible and effective mitigation in reducing impact on Whitebark pine
population.

283.

Section 79(2) of the Species at Risk Act requires a project proponent to identify the
adverse effects of the project on listed species and to ensure that measures are taken to
avoid or lessen the adverse effects on the listed species and to monitor them. 275 The
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Coalition submits that Benga’s proposed mitigation of minimizing Project footprint does
not avoid or lessen the adverse effects of the Project on Whitebark pine.
b.

Collection of blister rust free seeds and replanting

284.

Another mitigation proposed by Benga is to collect seeds from Whitebark pine trees in
the Project area that are blister rust free and plant three times as much seedlings to
replace the Whitebark pine removed. 276 The easiest part of this mitigation option is to
collect the seeds or source seeds or seedlings from the nursery.

285.

The main issue with this mitigation lies in the successful establishment of the planted
seedlings. Whitebark pine is established in the current landscape due to the steeper slopes
and poor soils in the area. As Mr. Wallis points out, the steeper slopes and poor soils
allow Whitebark pine to outcompete more common species of vegetation that favour
gentler terrain. 277

286.

Benga states in its application materials that the “Reclaimed soil-landscape patterns will
be more homogenous than baseline conditions because reconstruction of the inherent
variability associated with natural soil profiles is not possible”. 278 The significant
reduction (by 86%) in slopes over 30% steep (Classes 7, 8, and 9) across the entire mine
area 279 and their replacement with a more homogenous and significantly less steep slopes
(less than 5%) reduces the chances of survival of the Whitebark pine seedlings. 280
Benga states at paragraph 260 of its Argument that the possibility of seedlings being
blown away by the wind is extremely rare. Benga’s assertion ignores the fact that the
Project site is prone to high chinook winds which occur regularly and which residents
have attested to as being strong enough to blow a person away. Using professional
planters to plant the seedlings is not a guarantee that the seedlings will be protected from
the high wind velocity that occurs in the area.

287.

288.

Benga asserts that it provided examples of reclaimed mine sites (for example, Luscar
Mine, Gregg River, Coal Valley Mine, Obed Mine, and Grand Cache Mine) 281 in Alberta
as indication that mine reclamation is possible and to show that it has drawn lessons from
these mines for its reclamation plan. 282 As Mr. Wallis points out in his direct evidence,
the reclamation efforts of industry have been focused on re-establishing common
vegetation types. Industry “hasn’t got a good handle on how to deal with the rarer types
and the complexity of niches which they are needed to thrive.” 283
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289.

While general mine reclamation is possible, the significant issue is that none of the mine
examples confirm that equivalent land capability that was pre-existing prior to mine
development was achieved following mine reclamation. The ability to achieve equivalent
land capability is the only marker of a successful reclamation effort. Anything less than
that is not sufficient and not compliant with regulatory requirements.

290.

In addition, none of the mine sites show that there were pre-existing Whitebark pine,
limber pine and rough fescue that were re-established following mining. In fact, the
evidence from cross examination of Mr. McCoy, which is summarized below, confirms
that there are no Whitebark pine, limber pine, and rough fescue grasslands that were reestablished in the landscape post mining.

291.

Mr. McCoy was cross examined extensively about each of these mines in relation to the
type of vegetation that was present prior to commencement of mining and the type of
vegetation that was returned post mining. 284 The responses from Mr. McCoy confirmed:
a. None of the mine sites are in the same natural subregions i.e. Montane subregion,
as the project site. So, there are different vegetation types, different climates, and
different ecosystem in operation before and after mining.
b. Benga could not confirm the type of vegetation that was present prior to mining285
but speculates that the vegetation types introduced into the sites were similar to
what was there before. 286
c. There were no Whitebark pine or rough fescue grassland or SARA listed
vegetation species that were present at the sites prior to mining. 287
d. Even though the mine sites show some levels of revegetation, it would take at
least 100 years for the vegetation patterns to reach pre-existing vegetation
levels. 288
e. Mr. McCoy could not speak to the exact location of the Gregg Mine’s mine pit
and the rock disposal areas even though he participated in the revegetation of the
Gregg Mine as a summer student. 289

292.

The Coalition submits that the examples of mine sites reclamation provided by Benga do
not demonstrate that the Project site will achieve equivalent land capability given that
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Benga could not verify through approved reclamation permits that equivalent land
capability had been achieved in any of the mine sites illustrated; that none of the mine
sites have similar vegetation to the Grassy Mountain’s Montane vegetation; and none are
located in the Montane natural subregion as the Project site.
293.

Given the irrelevance of these mine sites, the Coalition further submits that the Panel
should disregard these mine site examples and any purported lessons that Benga claims it
has learnt from the reclamation of the sites and implemented in its Conservation and
Reclamation Plan.

5.3.3

Rough Fescue Grasslands

294.

The South Saskatchewan Regional Plan requires that intact rough fescue grasslands
remain intact. 290

295.

Benga acknowledges that the Project will remove approximately 68 hectares of rough
fescue grassland. 291 Removal of 68 hectares of rough fescue grassland is not in
accordance with the SSRP.

296.

Benga acknowledged that the preferred mitigation strategy for native rough fescue
grasslands is avoidance 292 and that the “restoration of foothills rough fescue inhabited
lands is relatively unproven.” 293 Yet, Benga asserts at paragraph 285 of Benga Argument
that its reclamation of rough fescue grassland in the Project area will be successful
because it will follow research literature and Government of Alberta Guidance
documents. Benga’s assertion at paragraph 285 contradicts its own evidence.

297.

The only research literature that Benga quoted as being the applicable literature that it
relies on is the 2015 Lancaster et. al. report, filed as CIAR 826. It is important to note
that Lancaster et. al. studied reclamation success of rough fescue on wellsites where the
rough fescue grassland was disturbed during wellsite construction. 294

298.

The Lancaster study revealed no reclamation successes on the pre-2000 wellsites studied.
On the post 2000 wellsites studied, the study noted “some hopeful expressions of native
species infilling” and “very strong re-establishment of rough fescue on the Lewis wellsite
where the surface topsoil had not been stripped”. 295 This confirms that the successful reestablishment was limited to an area that the soil was undisturbed. That will not be the
case in this Project.
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In Benga’s Argument, Benga referred to pdf 23 of the Lancaster study as proof that use
of seeding was successful. This reference appears in respect of a study by Sherritt (2012)
which states:
“Sherritt (2012) had success seeding foothills rough fescue on reclaimed
sites in the Foothills Fescue NSR; however, he found it established (after
two years) only when seeded as a monoculture, with little competition from
other grasses.

300.

The Sherritt study was conducted in an ecosystem, the Foothills Fescue Natural
Subregion, that is different from the Project area, the Montane Natural Subregion. See
pdf 19 of CIAR 826 for a discussion of the Montane natural subregion. The effect that
different climate and ecosystem can have on successful reestablishment of rough fescue
grassland is evident from the report at pdf 22. It was reported that Desserud et. al. found
little to no rough fescue on pipelines in the Montane Natural Subregion despite the right
of way having been seeded with rough fescue grasses 7 to 20 years prior. 296

301.

Benga referenced pdf 29 of Lancaster study as evidence of success in the use of plugs to
re-establish rough fescue grassland. Again, the Woosaree and McKenzie 2015 referenced
study was in the Foothills Fescue Natural Subregion. There is no study showing success
of re-establishment of rough fescue grassland in the Montane Natural Sub-region.

302.

Benga referenced pdf 30 of Lancaster study as evidence of natural revegetation success in
re-establishing rough fescue grassland. The natural recoveries were in Foothills Fescue
Natural Subregion. The Sherritt 2012 study noted “native species” growing in plots
where they were not seeded. The record of “native species” did not include foothills
rough fescue.

303.

The Coalition submits that restoration of foothills rough fescue grassland is unproven in
the Montane natural subregion. Benga’s reliance on studies done in other natural
subregions (Foothills Natural Subregion) as evidence that its restoration of rough fescue
grassland in the Montane subregion is unsubstantiated and baseless. Benga has not
provided any evidence that supports the successful re-establishment of rough fescue
grassland in the Montane subregion using seeding or plugs as it claims it will use in this
Project. The Coalition submits that the Panel should consider this lack of evidence in
assessing the effectiveness of Benga’s reclamation plan for rough fescue.

304.

The Coalition further submits that the Panel should consider Benga’s claims in light of
evidence from Mr. Wallis. Mr. Wallis’ evidence indicates that for over 30 years of his
professional experience, the only areas where success in restoring rough fescue grassland
has been documented are in areas where the surface layers are not disturbed. 297 Mr.

296
297
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Wallis further noted that assurances from Project proponents in various projects that he
has been involved with have not produced a different result. 298
5.3.4

Significance of Project’s effects

305.

Contrary to Benga’s assertions, the Project will have significant adverse residual effects
on terrestrial vegetation including SARA listed species and riparian vegetation that have
not or cannot be mitigated. Mr. Wallis discussed Benga’s classification of Project effects
as “not significant” during his oral testimony 299 and concluded as follows:
14· · · · In my opinion, it is inconceivable that residual
15· ·effects are not significant.· Stating what you would
16· ·like to happen and putting in place the research to
17· ·find ways to make it work do not guarantee success.· It
18· ·is improper to characterize the residual effects as
19· ·"not significant".· And I believe that anywhere Benga
20· ·has identified effects of high magnitude as extended or
21· ·long-term in duration, those should be classified as
22· ·"significant" at some level and possibly others as
23· ·well.
24· · · · This is -- this approach of arriving at "not
25· ·significant effects" is not supported by the evidence,
26· ·given the continued declining populations of many
·1· ·species.· If each project would take that view, that
·2· ·there is no significance to the effects that it has on
·3· ·habitats and species, the declines of species and the
·4· ·loss of valuable and sometimes irreplaceable habitats
·5· ·will continue. 300

306.

The significance of the Project’s residual effects also applies to riparian vegetation. Mr
Houston claim that drawdown of 0 to 5% would have no impact on riparian vegetation
because there is no connection between groundwater and surface plant communities 301 is
wrong. Mr. Wallis uncontradicted evidence demonstrates that a drawdown of 0.5m to 5m
would have significant impacts on riparian and spring fed vegetation. 302

307.

Mr. Wallis noted that certain riparian species could feel effects of drawdown in the range
of 0.5 metres to 3.5 metres and that the lack of attention to the ecological effects of the
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drawdown of less than 5 metres due to pit dewatering was a “potentially significant
omission.” 303
308.

Mr. Wallis further noted that Benga’s application materials did not address the impact of
more than 5 metres of drawdown at long-term closure or how far the drawdown of 0 to 5
metres might extend. 304 While the 5 metres drawdown is projected to occur within the
Project’s boundary, Mr. Wallis noted that the impact of the drawdown beyond the
disturbed area and beyond the Project’s boundary was unknown 305 and unassessed.

309.

Benga has not proposed any mitigation for dealing with the resulting effects of draw
down on riparian vegetation due to its ill-advised preference to ignore the potentially
significant adverse effects and mark any such effects as insignificant. The Coalition
submits that the Project will cause significant residual adverse effects.

310.

Benga’s plan is to construct the Project and reclaim in a sequenced manner. 306 This plan,
as Mr. Wallis notes in his direct evidence, may pose logistical issues in terms of
gathering sufficient Whitebark pine seeds prior to their destruction in years 5 and 8. 307
The logistical issues are exacerbated by the fact that Whitebark pine does not produce
large cone crops with regularity and that it may be 5 years with little to no cone
production. 308 Even when the Whitebark pine is established, it takes 60 to 80 years for
the Whitebark to develop sufficient canopy to support cone production. 309

311.

Mr. Wallis further noted that even after Whitebark pine had been established on the
landscape, it would have to interact with other factors such as pests, diseases, physical
disturbance factors, soils and multiple abiotic factors. 310 Making the landscape more
homogeneous as Benga proposes does not inspire much confidence about potential
success; all of which point to a significant residual impact lasting over 100 years. 311

5.3.5

Conservation and Reclamation

312.

Benga’s obligation is to return the Project area to equivalent land capability. Benga
confirmed this obligation in its Final Argument. 312 Mr. Houston agreed during cross that
returning land to equivalent land capability requires that the reclaimed land has the
ability to provide the ecological goods and services that it provided prior to mining.313
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This connotes that the replaced soil, subsoil and terrain must be capable of supporting the
vegetation that was present prior to mining.
313.

The Coalition is of the view that the local ecosystem will be set back decades in its ability
to contribute the ecological goods and services it currently provides if the Project is
permitted to proceed. It is still doubtful and unproven that Benga can successfully grow
equivalent quantities of Whitebark pine on a significantly more homogenous, much more
gentle post-mine landscape. 314 The Coalition submits that Benga’s proposed reclamation
plan continues to pose significant risks that have not been sufficiently addressed.

5.3.6

Reply to Benga’s Comments on Mr. Wallis Evidence

314.

The Coalition’s position is that Mr. Wallis’ evidence is credible, objective, independent
and significant contrary to Benga’s assertions. The majority of Mr. Wallis’ evidence was
unchallenged by Benga either through cross examination or through rebuttal evidence.
Benga’s cross examination was limited to ESA, which did not result in any change to Mr.
Wallis’ evidence in this regard.

315.

Benga asserts at paragraph 287 of its Argument that Mr. Wallis expresses “the opinion of
someone personally opposed to coal resource development in Alberta, and the opinion of
someone who sits on the board of directors for an organization that has long opposed the
Project”.

316.

Benga’s assertions are baseless and should be disregarded in their entirety for the
following reasons. There is no evidence on the record that Mr. Wallis is opposed to coal
resource development in Alberta. In fact, the evidence shows that Mr. Wallis has worked
for coal companies in relation to reclamation of their mine sites. 315 For instance, Mr.
Wallis advised Luscar in relation to the Coal Valley Mine and did wildlife and rare plant
fieldwork for them. 316

317.

The evidence also shows that Mr. Wallis has worked for a variety of clients, including
federal, provincial, municipal governments, landowners, nonprofit organizations, forest
products and energy companies, 317 and First Nations. 318 The fact that Mr. Wallis has
worked for a variety of clients is further evidence of his history working on resource and
land development projects up to and including 2020, as evidenced by his curriculum vitae
at CIAR 553, Appendix L.
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318.

Mr. Wallis did not provide his personal opinions on the Project. Mr. Wallis report and
oral testimony confirm that the evidence presented was his “professional opinion” 319 and
his professional recommendation was that the Project be not approved in its current
configuration. 320

319.

Benga asserts at paragraph 287 of its Argument that Mr. Wallis expresses the opinion of
someone who sits on the board of directors of AWA and that the AWA retained Mr.
Wallis to produce his report. This assertion is again unfounded and baseless.

320.

Mere affiliation with an organization that is intervening in a project does not impugn the
evidence of the expert. For the evidence to be considered as lacking in objectivity, every
“nuance and each element” of the expert’s report must be shown to be lacking in
objectivity. 321 Bald assertions based solely on affiliation without demonstrated proof of
lack of objectivity are not sufficient. All that Benga has done here is make assertions
without showing proof of any successful challenge of Mr. Wallis’ evidence that shows a
lack of objectivity.

321.

Regarding the assertion that Mr. Wallis was retained by the AWA, the evidence on the
record is that Mr. Wallis was retained by Ackroyd LLP, counsel for the Coalition on
behalf of the landowners, and not the AWA. 322 In fact, Mr. Wallis attested to the
separation of functions between the Board and the staff of AWA. 323 The AWA volunteer
Board, of which Mr. Wallis is a member of, does not retain counsel or experts. Mr.
Wallis’ evidence clearly indicates that he recused himself from AWA’s Board
consideration of this Project 324 and AWA was not part of his client base when he was
retained by counsel. 325

322.

The Coalition submits that the Panel should take into consideration the very strong
statements by Mr. Wallis as follows:
14· · · · · · So I absolutely consider myself independent and
15· · · ·sometimes at odds with both my clients and the
16· · · ·association of which I'm a member and on the board of
17· · · ·directors.· I've been a professional biologist for over
18· · · ·40 years, before our profession was even recognized in
19· · · ·legislation, and I even fired clients that had me try
20· · · ·to alter the reports to -- that would be more suitable
21· · · ·to their position.· So I take that very seriously and
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22· · · ·always have. 326
323.

At paragraphs 288 and 289 of Benga’s Argument, Benga takes issue with Mr. Wallis’
characterization of the significance of metallurgical coal potential in the SSRP. Mr.
Wallis’ evidence at CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3130 outlined that although the South
Saskatchewan Regional Plan does state that coal resources in this part of the province
should be exploited and developed as one of the land uses, any statements alluding to
what Mr. Houston referred to in the plan other than access to freehold leases are in the
nonbinding section. There are pages dedicated to maintaining native grasslands while
only a few paragraphs deal with coal.

324.

Benga asserts at paragraph 290 and 496 of Benga Argument that Mr. Wallis was “not
willing to admit the limitations of ESAs, he refused to admit it is rather insignificant to
simply note that the Project falls within one or more ESA, given that 45% of the province
falls within an ESA (i.e. nearly every mining project in the province is likely covered by
one or more ESA)”. Benga further asserts that Mr. Wallis casts doubt on the authors of
the Fiera 2014 report that he cites for significance of the ESAs.

325.

Benga’s assertions at paragraphs 290 and 496 of its Argument ignore the following facts:
a.

Mr. Wallis clearly identified in his testimony that the many versions of Fiera
reports were all different and they all provide different pieces of information.327
They are all part of the puzzle and provide some level of information that was
significant and comprehensive. 328
b. The different versions of the Fiera reports 329 have not been replaced as they are
still available on the Government of Alberta website. The bottom line as Benga
notes in its mapping and as Mr. Wallis noted in his report “Fiera (2014) maps
much of the area as at least provincially significant” 330;

c. The Fiera 2014 report acknowledges shortfall or limitations in their wetland
system classification and indicates deficiencies in their information 331; and
d. Mr. Wallis indicates that an ESA is essential in the planning process as it
connotes a higher duty of care to do a thorough job in documenting why an area is
significant or not. 332
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326.

The Coalition notes that both Benga and Mr. Wallis agree that the Project falls within one
or more ESAs and that ESAs are important planning tools with no regulatory sanction for
non-compliance. Benga’s criticism of Mr. Wallis in the Final Argument has not shown
otherwise.

327.

Benga’s assertion at paragraph 291 of Benga’s Argument amounts to attempts to
obfuscate the issues and to misstate Mr. Wallis’ evidence. Mr. Wallis did not say in his
report that all of the Whitebark tree stands were healthy. In fact, Mr. Wallis said: “I don't
know of any forest stand where all of the trees are going to be totally healthy. That's
not the way nature works.” 333 Mr. Wallis’ further responses to questions from Mr.
Brinker confirmed that the main statement “appeared relatively healthy” was a summary
of his findings which was consistent with Benga’s consultant’s experience as noted in
Consultant Report #8. 334

5.3.7 Cumulative Effects
328.

The Coalition position is that Benga’s cumulative effects assessment should have
included Atrum Elan South Coal Project as that project had progressed to the stage where
it could be reasonably considered as being certain to proceed.

329.

The provisions of CEAA’s interim guidance document titled “Assessing Cumulative
Environmental Effects under the Canadian Environment Assessment Act, 2012” (“CEAA
Interim Guidance”) were highlighted during cross of Benga’s vegetation panel at CIAR
830 at pages 2601 to 2610. The provisions clearly show that proponents should include a
project in their cumulative effects assessment if they are certain and reasonably
foreseeable. 335 A project is considered certain to proceed if certain criteria are met
including “pre-development approval for early works, permits for exploration or
collection of baseline data” has commenced. 336

330.

The CEAA Interim Guidance further indicates that a high level of certainty as to whether
the project will proceed is not required. Some doubt as to whether it will proceed or not is
acceptable. 337 Contrary to Mr. Houston’s assertion at 13Tr. p. 2604-2605, “defined steps
towards achieving a regulatory approval” is not mandatory before the project is included
in the cumulative effects assessment. The filing of a regulatory approval application is
one of the criteria that may be considered; it is not required to be satisfied prior to the
project being included.

CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3170, L. 23-26.
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p 3172, L. 5-12.
335
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 2602, L. 18-26.
336
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 2602, L. 18-26.
337
Ibid. CEAA Interim Guidance, PDF 30.
333
334
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331.

Further the CEAA Interim Guidance does not require that the future project be
economically viable before it is included in a Project’s cumulative effects assessment,
even though Mr. Houston suggests otherwise. 338

332.

The evidence on the record confirm that Atrum Elan South Coal’s project is relatively
certain to proceed; announcement of intention to proceed with exploration work was
made on the news media by Elan Coal; announcement that a drill permit had been
obtained was also made. 339 Announcement regarding the drill permit was made in 2014,
prior to Benga’s submission of the application. 340 Announcement regarding the coal
exploration permit was made public on March 23, 2018 prior to Benga’s completion of
its cumulative impacts assessment report. 341 News regarding the Atrum Coal project and
the potential amount of the coal embedded in the project area was made public on March
1, 2019. 342

333.

Based on the media announcement, Benga knew or ought to have known that Atrum Elan
South Coal was reasonably certain to proceed in 2016 and in 2018 when it did its
cumulative effects assessment. Mr. Houston confirmed Benga’s awareness of the Atrum
Elan South Coal in 2016 and in 2018. 343 Yet, it did not include the Atrum Elan South
Coal Project in the 2016 cumulative effects assessment.

334.

Benga did not undertake any reasonable efforts to ascertain if the Atrum Coal project was
going to proceed. For instance, it did not conduct any search of the AER’s integrated
application system to see if Atrum Coal had filed an application for an exploration
permit. 344 Benga could have canvassed the status of Atrum Coal from the Coal
Association of Canada of which both Benga and Atrum Coal belong to. Reliance on the
fact that Atrum Coal will not share any information because they are competitors is
insufficient. 345

335.

Benga asserts at paragraph 312 of Benga’s Argument that the JRP has determined in its
letter to CPAWS that the JRP does not consider the Project to be reasonably foreseeable.
As Mr. Wallis pointed out in his direct evidence, the JRPs’ letter omitted a key relevant
statement from CIAR 308, which is the criterion of “pre-development approval for early
works, permits for exploration, or collection of baseline data”. 346 Based on the fact that
Elan Coal South had exploration permits, their project was reasonably foreseeable.

CIAR 830, 13Tr. p. 2605, L. 13-26.
CIAR 822, 823, and 824.
340
CIAR 822, PDF 1.
341
CIAR 823, PDF 1.
342
CIAR 824.
343
CIAR 830, 13Tr. p. 2607 – 2608.
344
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3049.
345
CIAR 830, 13Tr. p.
346
CIAR 842, 15Tr. p. 3141 – 3142.
338
339
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336.

The Coalition notes that some of Benga’s witnesses (Mr. Beetles and Mr. Bewley)
indicate on their resume that they work for Elan Coal South Project in baseline data
collection and project design. 347 Given that these Benga witnesses work for Elan South
Coal and have been gathering data and designing the project for Elan Coal, the Coalition
submits that the Elan Coal project is reasonably foreseeable and should have been
included in a more definitive manner in the cumulative effects assessment than was done.

337.

The Coalition submits that when considered in the context of regulatory guidance, there
are compelling reasons to deny this Project given its direct impact on tens of thousands of
endangered Whitebark Pine trees within potential critical habitat as well as intact foothills
fescue grasslands. As recommended by Mr. Wallis, the Coalition submits that the Project
should not be approved.

5.4

Water, including surface and groundwater management, quantity and quality,
selenium management and aquatic resources, including fish, fish habitat, and fish
species at risk

5.4.1 Water, including Surface and groundwater management, quantity and quality and
selenium management
5.4.1.1

The Coalition Evidence

338.

Dr. Fennell’s pre-filed evidence entitled “Review of geology, hydrogeology,
groundwater-surface water interaction, geochemistry, and climate change implications” is
set out in Appendix C of CIAR 553 at PDF pg.68-91.

339.

Benga did not address Dr. Fennell’s pre-filed evidence in Benga’s Response Submission
evidence in CIAR 571.

340.

Dr. Fennell’s Errata Sheet was marked as CIAR 844. His PowerPoint was marked as
CIAR 875.

341.

Dr. Fennell’s direct evidence was given at 23Tr, p.4837-4926.

342.

Benga’s cross-examination of Dr. Fennell was negligible (less than 13 pages); see 23Tr,
p.5011, L.22 to p.5025, L.12.

343.

Benga’s attempt to address the evidence given by Dr. Fennell in its Final Argument was
negligible (only 9 paragraphs); see CIAR 962, paragraphs 217 and 404-411.

5.4.1.2 Water Worst Case Scenarios and the Public Interest

347

CIAR 571, PDF 153 (Cory Bettles), pdf 164 (Dan Bewley).
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344.

The Coalition does not agree with Benga’s use of the SRK Groundwater Numerical
Model 2016 and the SRK GoldSim Model to evaluate a worst-case scenario for the water
impacts from the mining project on Grassy Mountain.

345.

The JRP should come to the conclusion that in the event of a reasonable worst case
scenario, the project as proposed by Benga cannot assure the safety of Blairmore Creek,
Gold Creek and the WSCT and that the risks to Blairmore Creek, Gold Creek and the
WSCT are unacceptable.

346.

The Coalition relies on the following passages from EUB Decision 2001-9 at page 1:
1

DECISIO

The hearing considered whether the development of the proposed sour gas well would be in the
public interest and included an examination of the unique topographic and demographic
conditions in the vicinity of the ro12osed well in conjunction with the potential release rate from
the well under reasonable ,vorst-case conditions.
Having carefully considered all of the evidence, the Albe1ta Energy and Utilities Board
(EUB/Board) is of the view that the emergency response plan proposed by Shell Canada Limited
(Shell) has not adequately addressed these unique conditions. Since public safety cannot be
acceptably assured, the Board does not believe the drilling of the well, as ctmently proposed, to
be in the public interest. Therefore, the Board denies Application o. 1042932 without prejudice
to any futme application.

347.

There can be no doubt that the Benga application has unique topographic and aquatic
conditions in the vicinity of the proposed coal mine.

348.

In EUB Decision 2001-9 at page 9:
Views of the Interveners
The Coalition indicated that in their , iew a number of dispersion models, including GASCO 2
and SLAB, could have a valid role in decision making. The key issue was the selection of the
appropriate tool for the gas being dispersed. In this case. the interwners did not agree ,;vith
Shell' s use ofGASCON2 to e,·aluate a worst-case release from the well. They believed that
GASCO 2 could not handle effects such as gravity slumping, reduced air entrainment
associated with a denser-than-air plume, and the thennodynamics of evaporating liquids. They
stated that they believed that the SLAB model was the more appropriate model in this case
because it could handle the effects of a dense gas.
The Coalition believed that a reasonable ,vorst-case release scenario should be used in order to
calculate publicly acceptable hazard zones. They submitted that probability infonnation should
not be applied for making decisions on hazard zones. They stated that a reasonable worst case
would be the maximum well release rate over a 30-minute period, with little regard for
mitigative measures, since they may or may not be successful .
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349.

In Benga’s case the Coalition does not agree with Benga’s use and configuration of the
Groundwater Numerical Model and the Gold Sim Model to evaluate a reasonable worst
case scenario.

350.

EUB Decision 2001-9 at page 38:
Finally, the Board was unable to conclude from the evidence at the hearing that the Shell ERP
would adequately protect public safety under a reasonable worst-case scenario (i.e., full open
flow without immediate ignition). The Board believes that for an ERP to be acceptable, it must
be assured that public safety can be protected, inespective of the probability of reasonable worstcase conditions actually occuning.

In tenns of protecting public safety, however, while all of these feahires would greatly reduce the
probability of an event occuning. the Board must also address the results if despite the taking of
all reasonable precautions. the event does occur. For the Board to find that a well is in the public
interest, it must be able to conclude that even in that case, public safety can be adequately
protected. The Board does not believe that this means that the risk to public must or even can be
reduced to zero. Ho-weYer. the Board must be convinced that the risk is acceptable.
Given the evidence before the Board in this pa1ticular case, the Board is unable to reach such a
conclusion. The Board believes that the unique combination of the potential size and H2S release
rate of the proposed well, the limited and difficult egress from many of the area residences, in
some cases towards the welL the relatively large and diverse population with a high probability
to be out of doors, and the potential resence of hypersensitive individuals roximal to the well
all lead to the conclusion that in the e\·ent of the reasonable worst-case scenario. the ERP as
ctmently proposed by Shell cannot assure public safety. In coming to this conclusion, the Board
considered whether or not it could take the approach used in other cases, that is, to note that it
would be prepared to approve the requested \.\ ell licence if ce1tait1 additional conditions v. ere
met. However, given the evidence before it, the Board decided that this approach would not be
appropriate.

351.

5.4.1.3

The major issue in this case is that Benga’s modeling efforts are so flawed that it is
impossible for the JRP to evaluate what the true risks are to Blairmore Creek, Gold Creek
and the WSCT. Without knowing what the reasonable worst-case scenarios might be for
the creeks and the WSCT, the JRP is not in a position to determine whether or not the
risks are acceptable. Accordingly, the application must be denied.
Hydrogeology and the SRK Groundwater Numerical Model

352.

SRK Consulting Canada Inc. (“SRK”) constructed a Groundwater Numerical Model in
2016 attached as Appendix C to the MEMS Hydrogeology Report marked as CR#3 in
CIAR 42.

353.

The Introduction to the Groundwater Numerical Model provides as follows at PDF
pg.172 of CR#3:
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SRK Consu lting (SRK) has reviewed and compiled the ava ilable hydrogeological data for the
Project and constructed a three-dimensional numerica l groundwater model on the basis of this
information_ The mode l was ca librated to ava ilable piezometric head and creek base flow data
and , with incorporation of the mine plan , subsequently used to predict the Project's effects on
piezometric leve ls and creek base flows during the life of the mine and beyond mine closu re as
we ll as assessing the li kely qua ntities of precipitation wh ich wou ld contact mine waste and
eventually be discharged as creek base flow.
Th is information serves as an important data source used to assess the effect of the Project on
the grou ndwater environme nt and is used as an input to the updated Project site-wide water and
load balance (SR K, 2016b)_

354.

The JRP should not trust SRK’s prediction of the Project’s effects on creek base flows
during the life of the mine and beyond mine closure for reasons that follow.

355.

The JRP should also not trust SRK’s prediction of the likely quantities of precipitation
which will contact mine waste and eventually be discharged as creek base flow.

356.

SRK’s scope of work for the modeling was described at PDF pg.172 of CR#3:
1.2

Scope of Work
Th is re port presents the resu lts of the 2016 grou ndwater numerica l modell ing_ The modeling
objectives were to estimate:
•

The groundwater inflows to the pit du ring mining opera tions and following closu re;

•

The extent of the Project influence on the groundwater system at the end-of-mine (EOM ) and
for the long-term closu re 1 (LTC) phase ;

•

How the Project will affect the qua ntity of groundwater discharg ing into the nearby creeks as
base flow; and

•

The qua ntities of precipita tion entering the groundwater system fo llowing con tact with waste
rock and travel time to discharge points_

357.

The scope of work did not involve modeling reasonable worst case scenarios for the
groundwater system or for the base flow of the nearby creeks.

358.

Mr. Soren Jensen and Mr. Day were the only witnesses from SRK at the hearing and
neither had any expertise in hydrogeology. Ms. Grainger was the Benga witness who
fielded questions on hydrogeology. Ms. Grainger said she had never been to the Grassy
Mountain site; see 17Tr, p.3452, L.6-7.

359.

CR#3 in CIAR 42 at PDF pg.12:
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MEMS Field Investiga tion

The hydrogeological data collection program consisted of:
•

drilling and installing 19 monitoring wells targeting either one of three coal seams across the
Project, or the upper water table at th e GIPP, and n ear a future rock disposal area, water
managemen t pond and Blairmore Creek;

360.

The impacts associated with the mine development on the groundwater are predicated on
the SRK numerical model which was developed using site data. Ms. Grainger confirmed
that the SRK model was based on a total of only 19 groundwater monitoring wells; see
16Tr, p.3413, L.4-16. It is worth noting that some of the 19 monitoring wells were dry;
see CR#3 at PDF pg.87, and that some wells are completed in nested configuration
meaning that even less locations were assessed across the Project area.

361.

Given the size of the Project area (over 1500 hectares or 3706 acres) and the complexity
of the hydrogeology, 19 groundwater monitoring wells at even less locations cannot
possibly capture the variability to produce adequate model predictions.

362.

CR#3 in CIAR 42 at PDF pg.233:
Significance of Results
The British Columbia Groundwater Modeling Guidelines 12 (Weis et al. , 2012) define three levels
of modeling complexity, based on the potential impacts, modeling objectives, hydrogeological
framework and data availabil ity. The model developed to undertake this assessment may be
classified as of moderate complexity, defined as follows:

" These are conceptual or numerical models based on

a reasonable, though limited, dataset and

having limited calibration. These models may be used to determine the potential range of change
or to "bracket" potential effects that may occur due to a given stress. "
Hence, while specific results are calculated during the modelling process, there always remains a
degree of uncertainty associated with these estimates. Quantification of the uncertainty may be a
laborious and expensive process. SRK has attempted to quantify the uncertainty by providing a
range of estimates; however, these ranges should not be viewed as definitive.

363.

The statement is made by SRK that the groundwater transport model developed for the
Project is “based on a reasonable, though limited, dataset and having limited calibration”.
The Benga panel was asked to explain what SRK meant by reasonable given the limited
nature of the dataset supporting this model.

364.

Although Ms. Grainger did not write the SRK report, or directly participate in the
construction, calibration and manipulation of groundwater model parameters, she spoke
to it at the hearing and gave the following underwhelming response at 16Tr, p.3417:
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My u nder s andin g of t hat wold be tha t , y e s, a though

2

t he datase t i s

3

a rea, it d o es - - i

4

provide u s a n ove r a l l under stand "n g o f t h e h ydrogeol ogy

5

of

6

li..nd on that b asis, we can use i

t o pre dic t the

7

p o t ent ial effe cts o f t he proj e c

on t h e h ydrogeol ogy a.t

8

t he si t e ..

9

he s i e .

i mit ed , as you p o i n ' ed o u t, f or a l a rge

I

' s i n ternal l y consis tent .

It d o es

' s cons i s e nt with our o bse rva ions ..

And I no · e t a t in t h e fi r s t par agr aph that you

10

quo e d, i t s a tes

ha

t l e as s essmen t is c l assi fied as

11

moderat e comp l ex i t y, not s i mp li s t i c.

12

int e rmedi at e comp l e x i ty, s o it ' s not - - any:way.

13

s u ff ici e n · f o r t he purp ose o f - - t hat was ut il i zed f o r

14

t his as s es s ment .

Bu

i t is o f an
eeme d

365.

The SRK model is not based on a reasonable dataset or configuration of model
parameters to accurately reflect the hydrogeologic conditions in the Project area. Given
the fragility of the WSCT status and the importance of the creeks to their survival,
“ranges that are not definitive” should be deemed unacceptable by the JRP.

366.

PDF pg.226 of CR#3 in CIAR 42; Figure 3-12:
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367.

The blue lines in Figure 3-12 are the actual groundwater levels measured by Benga
between 2014 and 2017 and represents the Steady state or observed response. The red
dotted line is what the SRK model simulated over that that same time period. As you can
see there are only 6 locations assessed.

368.

The calibration of the groundwater level fluctuations for the Transient calibration in
Figure 3-12 is not very good in some parts of the model domain, specifically the
northeast quadrant RGSC-0009c (near Gold Creek) and MW14-06-105. The red dotted
line is way more variable than the blue line for a number of the monitoring wells, which
means that SRK did not constrain the model very well to the observed conditions
(magnitude and timing) in and around Gold Creek.

369.

At 16Tr, p.3419, Ms. Grainger stated:
5

A

I t h i n k the model report ident i f i es t h at there are

6

specific locations t h at are

7

t h e model.

8

meet t h e requ irements .

are not well - captu red by

However, on t h e whole, t h e calibration did
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370.

Ms. Grainger indicates that “…on the whole, the calibration did meet the requirements.”
even though there was notable error in the modelled versus the observed response of the
groundwater hydrographs assessed. The assumption of that the calibration is sufficient is
based on calibration statistics such as mean error, maximum absolute error, absolute
mean error, root mean squared error, normalized root mean squared error, and the
coefficient of determination (R2). However, when comparing modelled versus observed
responses over time it is typical to use the Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency coefficient to
determine the predictive skill of hydrological models, and this was not done.

371.

Ms. Grainger’s response casts doubt on the ability of the model to accurately projected
changes in certain parts of the domain assessed. As noted by Ms. Grainger at 16Tr,
p.3422:
22

MS. GRAINGER :

As I said ear lier, it's

23

ackn owledged t hat i n speci f ic location s we may not h ave

24

accu r ate p r ediction s; h owever, t h e i n ten t o f t h e model

25

i s p r ovide ove r all u nde r standi n g a n d a good

26

372.

A

1

unde r stan di ng o f t h e system. So t h e r e may be speci f ic
l ocation s wh ere t h ere a r e i n con sisten cies. Th at's b een

2

ackn owledged, yes.

As Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 10 in CIAR 875 relating to Figure 3-12 ~ discussed
at 23Tr, p.4869, L.7 to p.4871, L.24:
Despite Benga's contention that the model calibration is acceptable, comparisons of modelled vs. observed
hydraulic heads is not very good in some parts of the model domain. This leads to concern regarding the ability of
the model accurately simulate future conditions.

373.

The JRP should have no faith that the SRK Groundwater Numerical Model is providing
results that are anything close to what will actually happen during and after Benga’s coal
mine development.

374.

One of the assumptions in the SRK groundwater model is that the geological strata are
homogenous and anisotropic (with greater hydraulic conductivity (K) values in a northsouth versus west-east direction).

375.

Ms. Grainger noted at 16Tr, p.3425:
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So t h at was a n assu mption .

Th e p h ysical tests test t h e

19

con du ctivity i n t h e plan e r di r ection , so i n t h e

20

horizontal direction .

21

t h e resu lts wh eth er t h at's r e f lective o f t h e 'X'

22

d i r ection or t h e 'Y' direction , wh eth e r it's

23

no r t h - sou t h o r east - west .

24

t h e mo r e pe r meab le di r ection .

So t h ere's no way to tell f rom

It just r e f lects gen e r ally

376.

This response in no way clarifies how this assumption will affect the model’s output
regarding the spatial extent of drawdown and baseflow reduction to Blairmore and Gold
creeks.

377.

Benga conducted an inadequate investigation to substantiate the assumption of more
limited hydraulic conductivity in the west-east direction. Only one pumping test was
conducted to determine connectivity between discrete monitoring well locations. As
noted by Ms. Grainger at 16Tr, p.3426:
11

A

So I t h i n k t h e r e was two q u estion s t h e r e .

Th e r e -- t h e

12

f i r st was, yes, t h e r e was o n e p u mpi n g test t h at was

13

completed i n a f lowi n g core - h ole wh ich gave u s some

14

l i mited i nf ormation, b u t t h ere's n o observation wells

15

t h at we r e i n cl u ded i n t h at p u mpi n g test.

16

us some data, b u t

17

t h e lack o f o b se r vation wells.

So it gives

it's limited i n its val u e becau se o f

378.

To do only one pumping test for a project of this magnitude, with such geologic and
hydrogeologic variability, and containing so many risks is unacceptable. Why were these
investigations by MEMS and/or SRK so limited, given the importance of this information
to the modelled extent of drawdown and impact to baseflow in Blairmore and Gold
creeks?

379.

Ms. Grainger agreed that Grassy Mountain is a fracture dominated groundwater flow
system so groundwater could go to left or right; see 16Tr, p.3428, L.21 to p.3429, L.3.

380.

The Coalition is very concerned about a number of the assumptions made by SRK in its
model.

381.

SRK Model Assumption bullet point 1, PDF pg.207 of CR#3 in CIAR 42:
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For the purposes of the assessment, the entire rock/ sed iment package may be treated
effectively as a homogeneous, an isotrop ic medium ;

382.

Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 4 in CIAR 875:
an understandable assumption; ho wever, the complexity of the strata and likely presence of active and
open faults and fractures will adversely affect this condition

o

383.

SRK Model Assumption bullet point 4, PDF pg.207 of CR#3 in CIAR 42:
•

K is largelly an isotropic, w ith highest K parallel to bedd ing planes/ coal seams and to thru st
fault strike with lowest K perpendicu lar to bedding_ In genera l terms, K, in all orientations ,
decreases with depth, according to the model proposed by Wei et al. (1995);

384.

Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 4 in CIAR 875:
o the presence of faults and fracture networks acting a groundwater flo w pathways will adversely affect this
assumption

385.

SRK Model Assumption bullet point 5:
•

Apart from pre feren tial flow parallel! to fault strike , the re is no major fault acti ng as a
sig nifica nt condu it and no major reg iona l deep flow influences;

386.

Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 5 in CIAR 875:
this is an unrealistic assumption; there is no proof to substantiate this claim as no investigation was
conducted

387.

SRK Model Assumption bullet point 6:
•

Recharge follows the same spatial tre nd with elevation as precipitation. The precipitation,
evaporation and evapotranspira tion mechanisms are not explicitly modeled but assumed to
be integ rated as "net recharge". It is assumed that this approach will not unduly bias the
model; and

388.

SRK states that “It is assumed that this approach will not unduly bias the model.” This
assumption is optimistic and does not consider a worst-case scenario.

389.

Benga was asked how can this assumption be substantiated in the absence of any
documented or field-based evidence? Ms. Grainger’s response at 16Tr, p.3434 was as
follows:
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14

d i ff e r e n t elevation s at t h e p r o j ect, wh ich clea r ly s h ow

15

i nc r easi n g elevation

16

e l e v ation .

17

t h e two .

or i n c r easi n g r ech a r ge with

So t h e r e is a positive co rrelation b etween

390.

Benga did not substantiate any of the recharge estimates used, including their relationship
with elevation. The recharge values used in the model were selected and apportioned to
the model domain by the modellers, and in no way do the estimates tie-back to actual
documented values.

391.

If too much recharge is added to certain parts of the model domain, how will that affect
the extent of drawdown in those portions of the model domain? Ms. Grainger’s response
at 16Tr, p.3434 was as follows:
21

392.

A

So i f I understan d you , yes, applyi n g too mu c h r ech a r ge

22

wou ld -- it h as mu ltiple e ff ects, a n d

23

pa r t o f understan di ng a numerical model, is all o f

24

t h ese f eatures a r e i n te r li n ked.

25

much rech a r ge, we also get water levels t h at are too

26

h i g h i n t h e g r o undwater system.

a n d t h at's

So i f we apply too

So t h e r e wou ld be

1

multiple c h a n ges t h at we wou ld see.

2

i mportan t

3

t h e process o f bu ildi n g t h e model.

I t h i n k it ' s

to unde r stan d t h at rec h arge was calibr ated i n

Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 5 in CIAR 875:
the assumption of recharge has not been substantiated with any documented or field-based evidence

393.

SRK Model Assumption bullet point 7:
•

Wa ter level data and creek fl ow data co llected between late 20 13 and early 2016 are
representative of the pre-m ining steady-state conditions and long -term trends.

394.

Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 5 in CIAR 875:

the time horizon used is in no way representative given the extreme variability noted in creek flows as
evidenced by the Water Survey of Canada gauging station "Gold Creek near Frank"
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Model Properties bullet point 2, PDF pg.209 of CR#3 in CIAR 42:
3.4.3
•

Model Properties

The K fie ld is anisotrop ic with a conductivity tensor where K1 and K2 > K34 (Figure 3-3) The
hig hest conductivity is pa rallel to bedd ing in the north-south dire ction. The north-south thrust
fau lt systems are modelled to impede flows in the east-west direction. The com plexity of the
bedding are reprod uced based on geologica l maps, geolog ica l models, and the beds
orientations at a reg iona l sca le;

396.

SRK states in Appendix C that “The north-south thrust fault systems are modelled to
impede flows in the east-west direction”. This configuration will have a profound effect
on how much drawdown will propagate outward to the west and east of the mine pit and
influence the groundwater discharge, or baseflow contribution, to Blairmore and Gold
creeks.

397.

Benga was asked why the SRK model has been configured this way when we know that
there is evidence of active west-east faults based on the apparent trellis-style drainage
pattern on Grassy Mountain. Ms. Grainger stated at 16Tr, p.3432 that there is no evidence
of active east west faults in the project area:
2

Q

of active east - west f ault s i n t h e project a rea?

3

4

Are you saying, Ms. Gra i nger, t h at t h ere is no evidence

A

MS .

GRAINGER:

Th at's correct .

Th e mode l

398.

A trellis-style drainage pattern is characterized by tributaries joining at high angles, often
approaching right angles, which is common in areas with rocks of different strength and
resistance to erosion and in areas with regular series of folded bedding. Folding can
promote the development of faults and fractures in more brittle rock types. This type of
drainage system is typical in mountainous regions.

399.

Ms. Grainger agreed that the trellis-style drainage pattern is present at the site; See 16Tr,
p.3432:
21

A

I -- my understand i ng o f a t re l lis - style drainage

22

system is t h a t it can occur wh en t h ere's a -- a r idge

23

and drainage is perpendicul ar away fro m t h at ridge.

24

And t h at is wh at we see at t h e s i te, but t h a t doesn't

25

necess itate t h e existence o f east - west f aults in o rder

26

to c rea te t h at drainage pattern.
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400.

The existence of a trellis-style drainage pattern (or more of a hybrid-style as further
clarified by Dr. Fennell following the submission of his Undertaking #23) is another
factor that influences the modelled 400 m extent of drawdown from the pit boundary.

401.

PDF pg.193 of CR#3 in CIAR 42:
2.2.2 .4 Fern ie Group
No testing data were obtained for the sha les of the Fern ie Group, which underlie the Kootenay
Group rocks. These rocks are expected to be of low permeability, based on their lithology, and on
the limited well yield database (Nielsen, 2009).
2.2.2.5 Thrust Faults
Wh ile no testing data exists for the th rust fau lts in the area of the Project, it is likely that these
fau lts which strike para llel to the hogsback ridge, likely present a hydraulic barrier to flow
perpendicular to them , given the cataclastic nature of these fau lts and a tendency to form lowpermeability fau lt gouge.

402.

Ms. Grainger gave evidence that there are no east-west faults on Grassy Mountain at
17Tr, p. 3457:
24

Q

Ok ay .

And to be c l ear, t h e mode l h as been con stru cted

25

i n s u c h a way t h a t t h ere are n o east - west f a u lts i n t h e

26

act u al pro j ect a r e a .

1
2
3

A

Correc t .

Do I h ave t h at correct?

Te -- the mo d e

does not i nc l ude east - wes t

f au ts because there's no evi d ence o f t. e m o n Grassy
.o nta in .

Th e f ac

t hat

h e y ar e , yo u k n ow - - tl a t

4

t hey do ace .r o n t h e Liv i n gsto e Range t o t h e e as

5

d i f f ere nt r ock s tan occur on Gra s sy Mount a in, tha

6

aken i nto a ccount whe n we cons ruc · ect t h e model .

in
was
So

7

t her e ' s no ev idenc e f o r t h e s e features a s o occur r i n g

8

on Grassy Mountain.

403.

This evidence given by Ms. Grainger is incorrect.

404.

An article entitled “Stable-isotope geochemistry of syntectonic veins in Paleozoic
carbonate rocks in the Livingstone Range anticlinorium and their significance to the
thermal and fluid evolution of the southern Canadian foreland thrust and fold belt” by
Michael A. Cooley, Raymond A. Price, T. Kurtis Kyser and Jon M. Dixon (“Cooley et
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al.”) published in AAPG Bulletin, v. 95, No. 11 (November 2011) pp. 1851-1882 has
been marked as CIAR 892.
405.

CIAR 892 documents east-west faults in the Livingstone Range. The Morin Creek Tear
Fault (see Figure 2 on PDF pg.4 and Figure 3 on PDF pg.6 of CIAR 892) is immediately
east of Gold Creek and has significant displacement along it. Figure 10 on PDF pg.12 of
CIAR 892 shows many east-west transverse faults. Many of these faults do not have a
large displacement along them, but they are fractures, which will allow fluids to move
along them. These fractures can be seen in all outcrops of competent sandstone layers on
Grassy Mountain.

406.

The proof of east-west faults and fractures is discussed in the Cooley et al. article at the
bottom of PDF pg.11 of CIAR 892:
Regularly spaced ( ~ 150 m [ ~492 ft )_, eastwest-striking1 steeply dipping zones of intense frncturing and minor faulting transect th e north-southstriking limbs and hinge zones of chevron-style
fo ld s in the vicinity of Green Creek1 Morin Creek1
and Caudron Creek (Figure 10). The fracture zones,
which commonly contain one or more discrete but
discontinuous fa ult surfaces are commonly marked
by ~ li es th at form conspicuous erosion features
in th e steeper slopes and cliffs (Figure 1OA B .

407.

As noted by Dr. Fennell in his evidence, the trellis- or hybrid-style drainage on Grassy
Mountain is a direct indicator of this type of faulting and fracturing influence.

408.

As Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 7 in CIAR 875 ~ discussed at 23Tr, p.4860, L.4 to
p.4861, L.23:
The occurrence of trell is-style drainage in the Project area is direct evidence of north-south and west-east
trending fau lt systems, which is consistent Benga 's site investigations. West-east faults have not been
included , explicitly, in Benga's modelling.

409.

Furthermore Ms. Grainger’s evidence under oath about there being no evidence of eastwest faults on Grassy Mountain is contradicted by Benga’s pre-filed evidence. This was
noted on Dr. Fennell’s Slide No. 6 below in CIAR 875 and discussed by Dr. Fennell in
some detail at 23Tr, p.4853, L.25 to p.4859, L.25:
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Complex geological setting
JIS1nMl..bnl:

From PDF pg. 573
of Appendix B in
Appendix 9 of
CIAR #42

Eas t
West

Example rock
core photo

East

West

(from PDF pg.
575-689 of
Appendix C in
Appendix 9 of
CIAR #42)
From PDF pg. 49 1 of Append ix G in Appendix 9 of CIAR #42

Benga has indicated that the Project area is geologically and structurally complex, with fault and fracture control on
groundwater flow, incl uding west-east faults (as reinforced by AQ#5 - Coalition - Cooley_veins_AAPG - Water
Topics .pdf). This type of con ditions is nearly impossible to mimic accurately within a modelling framework.

410.

Dr. Fennell stated at 23Tr, p.4854:
16

9 of CIAR 4 2 .

17

wh ere t h e -- t he beds h a ve beens acke d on t op of each

18

o h er .

19

o h er s i d e , on

20

been eroded off , a nd yo

21

beds .

22

a west - e a s t d irec ion .

23

h rust i ng w ,ere --

see a -- a f o l d ing over on t h e - - on

Thos,e are

he

he le f t - h and side , whi c h has ac ually
can see

h e t h r u st fau

h e off setting of

he

s , h u t we ' r ,e go · ng i n

If I -- i f I draw you r atten ion ag a i n up

o

he

25

op image, t ha t
ha t ye l low folded i mag,e , you can
see h a t Benga has "de t if ied t ha
h ere a r ,e a c ua ly

26

eas - west tr,e nd "ng fau l t a nd frac u re systems .

24

411.

Yo

You can see t ha t

Dr. Fennell stated at 23Tr, p.4855:
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And I th i nk when you l ook at the -- some o f the

8

joi n t s e ts a nd some o f t he conj u ga te j o i n t sets, you're

9

act ua l l y s e e ing tha t .

So you s ee t h ese con juga t e j oint

10

s e ts that a re ac t u a lly o n ob l i que a ngl es t o t he -- t o

11

the east - we st a nd n o rth - south .

12

compl ex f a br i c of f r a ctu r e s and fa ults that would be

13

acting as a net work to move wat e r t h rough the syst e m.

14

So I don ' t t hi n k i t 's f ai r t o say we ' ve -- we've got

15

f au lt s that a r e going north - south that a r e act i ng to

16

impede fl ow when we' r e -- wh e n we ' re present ed wi th

17

evidence l ike th i s .

So you' v e got a v ery

412.

It was wrong for the SRK Groundwater Numerical Model to exclude west-east faults
from the configuration of model parameters and accordingly the JRP should not be
satisfied that the model has come close to predicting worst case scenarios for
groundwater and the future viability of Gold Creek and the threatened aquatic species
therein.

413.

PDF pg.183 of CR#3 in CIAR 42:
4.5 km downstream of the Blairmore conflu ence. MAP for the enti re Blairmore catchment is
estimated at 719 mm and Gold Creek 777 mm . Daisy Creek flow s from south to north and drains
the north side of the Grassy Mountain. Daisy Creek has an average slope of 7% and elevations
rang ing from 1,970 to 1,730 masl. It collects run off from an upstream area of 60 km 2 and
discharges into the Oldman River.

414.

SRK used the average number 28% of the MAP for recharge in its model. The model
predicted that 28% of the MAP in the Gold Creek watershed will end up as recharge.
This equals 217 mm of recharge annually. This was explained by Ms. Grainger at 17Tr,
p.3461:
16

tha · so that it ' s -- as I ,11as t r ying to exp a i n

17

yes · erday, i t's no

18

28 perce

19

the site of the rec harge - - excuse me --

a simpli st i c 28 percent.

represen · , essential y,

95
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he average across
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20

app ied , but you can see

21

a nd higher i n some a r eas .

ha

i

' s l ower i n some a r eas

However, in some areas of the model, the recharge is as high as 50% or more. Ms.
Grainger explanation for this was stated at 16Tr, p.3436:
A

8

So it was i n creased i n some speci f ic areas, s u c h as
a -- a clear - c u t area, wh ere it was i n terpreted t h at

9

10

grou n dwater rech arge wou ld be h igh er becau se o f redu ced

11

evapotran spiration .

416.

SRK has underestimated the worst case due to how much recharge they have attributed to
certain parts of the mine site and surrounding areas. Adding more recharge to certain
parts of the model domain will effectively reduce the worst case spatial extent and
magnitude of drawdown simulated for those areas. Furthermore as noted by Dr. Fennell,
the high recharge values used by SRK will certainly work to reduce the magnitude of
baseflow reductions predicted for Gold Creek.

417.

PDF pg.228 of CR#3 in CIAR 42; Figure 5-14 Transient Calibration: Monthly Base flow
Variability (“Linear” Calibration):

- a•.-.,■ 1i. .....

-

418.

,c ... •11...&o,,,

- , .. ..,..,_dlWmoroC1t<lkl- ~

..,. srk consulting

Figure 5-14 demonstrates that the SRK model consistently over- and under-predicts
monthly baseflow in Blairmore Creek.
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A

Well, t here are differences.

I t hi n k t he i n ten t is

19

that, o n t he whole, we've got a reasonable match .

20

agree t h at some don't s h ow as good a match , a nd we h ave

21

discussed in t h e model report t h at t h ere are specif i c

22

areas where t he model doesn ' t

23

whole, we believe it is representative.

I

f it as well, but o n t he

As Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 11 in CIAR 875 relating to Figure 5-14 ~ discussed
at 23Tr, p.4871, L.25 to p.4875, L.24:
Baseflow estimation is challenging at the best of times , and subject to a number estimation techniques that infer
rates from existing streamflow data (i.e. indirect method ). Benga's comparisons of modelled vs. observed results
over- or under-represents peaks and lows indicating that the model is not accurately representing timing and rate.

421.

The statement that there is a “reasonable match” is therefore hard to substantiate given
the obvious (from visual review) inability of the model to accurately simulate the timing
and magnitude of monthly baseflow variability. And this, along with the issue related
over-allocating recharge to certain parts of the model domain, casts significant doubt
regarding the model’s ability to provide accurate estimates of baseflow reduction to
Blairmore and Gold creeks.

422.

PDF pg.242 of CR#3 in CIAR 42; Figure 3-22, Predicted Drawdown EOM:
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423.

Figure3-22 shows the mine area as a sink. The drawdown of up to 5 m in the area of the
NESP is very close to Gold Creek. Any amount of drawdown near the creeks, not just 5
m, will capture groundwater that would otherwise report to those creeks. This has not
been communicated by Benga in a way that is consistent with the level of concern
required for the sensitive WSCT habitat.

424.

The ESP is located to the north of Fran Gilmar’s property.

425.

The drawdown of up to 5 m in the area of the ESP is also very close to Gold Creek.

426.

The SESP is located to the north of the Donkersgoed property.
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427.

The drawdown of up to 5 m in the area of the SESP is very close to Gold Creek.

428.

This was confirmed by Benga at 17Tr, p.3475:
4

Q

And t he creek itself would be -- would be less

5

t h a n 100 metres from -- wou ld be approximately, what,

6

100 met re s from t he east sedimen tation pond?

7

A

It is quite close.

8

Q

And t he creek is also within 100 metres o f t he
sou t he ast s urge pond?

9

10

A

12

Q

And t he creek would also be within a h u ndred metres or
so o f the n o r t he ast s u rge pond?

13
14

I -- I can confirm t h at ,

MR . HOUSTON :

Mr . Secord .

11

429.

Right.

A

Yes .

Th is is Gold Cree k.

I can conf irm t h at as well .

PDF pg.246 of CR#3 in CIAR 42 Figure 3-25; Predicted Drawdown, LTC:
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430.

In Figure 3-25, the model projects that the drawdown will be limited to 400 m out from
the mine pit area in all directions. To be clear, the drawdown of 5 m will be limited to
400 m out from the mine area, but the area drawdown of 1 m or less has not been shown.
As noted earlier, any amount of drawdown near a creek will negatively impacts its
baseflow contribution. By limiting the hydraulic conductivity in an east and west
direction (which SRK did in its model) and by putting more recharge into the 1500 ha
mine area than is realistic, the model will result in less drawdown extent and reduction in
baseflow for Blairmore and Gold creeks; see 17Tr, p.3477, L.6-15.

431.

As Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 13 in CIAR 875 relating to Figure 3-25 ~ discussed
at 23Tr, p.4878, L.11 to p.4881, L.9:
Benga's 400 m limit of drawdown around mine pit is overfly optimistic, and the occurrence of isolated areas of
drawdown outside the main area of drawdown is difficu lt to rational ize. The limit of 0-5 m drawdown is not defined.

432.

Benga gave evidence at various times in the hearing about portions of Gold Creek
“literally” drying up and produced a photograph taken in 2016 showing a dry creek bed;
see Addendum 8 at CIAR 89, PDF pg.907:
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433.

Photo C was taken near the location of the GC02 monitoring station; see 17Tr, p.3545,
L.10-25 per Mr. Bettles.

434.

The following evidence was given by Mr. Houston on November 5th at 8Tr, p.1897:

5

How ha s t he ant ic i pated shi f t i n I D

tha t ' s

6

int ensity and dura tion and f r e que ncy

to mor e ext r e me

7

condi t ions , so great er t han t he 90th per c enti l e , been

8

accommoda ed in the streamf l ow mo e l l ing for Gol d Creek

9

and Blai r mo r e Cre e k?

0

A

So wha t I \!loul d s a y , Mr . Ch a i r man, is · hat one of t he
benef i ts of thi s projec t is -- an

2

is mor e on t he dr oug

3

I

4

I

h i nk the concern

e nd of t he se a e, Mr . Secord, i f

nders t and your ques i on .
Bu t one o f t e b e ne f i t s t a t t h i s p r oj e c t bring s ,

5

esp e c i a l l

f o r Gol d Cr e e k , i s t he ab i_ i t

6

wa t e r in t he v a r i ou s ponds a s s oc i a te d wi t h t he mi n e

7

2 r o j e c t , and to a l ow s ome k ind o f b a_ a nc i ng b e tr,1,reen

8

esp e c i a l l y i n d r y s e a s ons a nd some ab i l i t y t o a ugme n t

9

t h e Go d Cr eek st rea mf l ow i n dri e r cond i t i on s .
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ha ' s someth i ng we ' ve ment i oned in sev eral places in

20
2

our

22

net pos i t ive f or Gol d Creek , i f you r,1,ri ll .

23

1Q

in o .r proj ec t app · cati on,

hat tha t would be a

How has t he ant ic ipa ted change to t he I DF been

24

cons "dered reg arding t he i mpac ts t o t he we sts l ope

25

cut hroat

26

Creek wate r she d s ar e s igni fican l y a l t ered permanent y
by t he mining operation?

1
2

r out hab i t at onc e t he B a i .rmore and God

A

Exact l y as I've just men t i o ned, Mr . Ch airman .

As --

3

once t he mi n e i s i n place, i f t here i s a n extreme l y dry

4

peri od -- a nd, agai n, t h i n k i n g about t he westslope

5

c u tt hroat trout, a drought i n Go l d Creek, under curren t

6

cond i tion s, would r esult i n a n umbe r o f places i n Gol d

7

Creek whe r e t he c r eek li te r ally dr ies up .

8

dry up, but it goes -- it recedes i n to t he surf i cial

9

l ayer a nd becomes impassabl e f or f ish .

10

It doesn't

So a number o f t h i n gs t h at we're proposing to do:

11

One , as I me n tion ed, we would have t he capacity to

12

a u gmen t t he f low r ates i n Gold Cr eek to e n su r e a

13

min imal f low .

435.

It is interesting to note that the various ponds Mr. Houston referred to will be gone in the
LTC scenario shown on Figure 3-25 above. And once gone, the ability to store water and
balance the system will not exist.

436.

Mr. Houston was asked about this “ability to augment” the Gold Creek streamflow at
17Tr, p.3469 and it turns out that it had nothing to do with the ability to store water in
various sedimentation ponds:
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So just to be clear, you 're -- Be n ga ' s proposal, t h e n,

11

to save t h e westslope c u tt h roat trou t is -- h as n oth i n g

12

to do with a u gmen ti n g t h e f low o f water i n Gold Creek

13

but to do some c h a nnelli n g work i n some o f t h ose areas

14

wh ere you took t h ose p h otograph s a n d try a n d improve

15

t h e c h a nnel?

16
17

A

Th at's really wh at you ' re talki n g abou t?

Th at -- t h at is wh at is con tai n ed wit h i n o u r f ish eries
of f setti n g plan , yes.

437.

It would appear that Mr. Houston was making things up as he went along when he gave
his “ability to augment streamflow” evidence on November 5th.

438.

However, later on in his evidence, Mr. Houston suggested that water could be released
from the NESP and ESP in channels built by Benga and directed towards Gold Creek,
assuming that the water in those ponds had no contaminants; see 17Tr, p.3482, L.4 to
p.3486, L.11. Assuming that this evidence is correct, what happens when these 2 ponds
are gone? Mr. Houston also said that the instream flow needs showed there was enough
water in Gold Creek so why then would Benga need to augment the flow of Gold Creek?

439.

If some of the beds in Gold Creek can literally dry up and run below the surface, what if
the SRK model is wrong and Benga’s mining operations capture more than the projected
10-20% of the baseflow of Gold Creek? The Coalition is concerned that in a worst-case
scenario, even MORE areas of Gold Creek could dry up where they would normally be
flowing with consequent harm to WSCT and their habitat.

440.

As noted above, Model Assumption Bullet point 7, PDF pg.207 of CR#3 in CIAR 42
states that “Water level data and creek flow data collected between late 2013 and early
2016 are representative of the pre-mining steady-state conditions and long-term trends”.

441.

PDF pg.66 in CR#4 of CIAR 42 Figure 28; Flow Records for the Water Survey of
Canada’s (WSC) Gold Creek near Frank station:
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442.

The 2013-2016 flow data is not considered “representative” of the variability expected
when we have data from the Gold Creek near Frank gauging station that provides
historical information on flow variability from 1975 to 2012. The Gold Creek near Frank
gauging station shows periods where the annual flow in Gold Creek has been quite low
for multiple years in a row. There are many years between 1975 and 2012 where the flow
is less than 1m3/s/month.

443.

Benga has failed to capture and consider in their impact assessment scenarios the
multiple years of low flow in the 1975-2012 record. When baseflow is reduced by the
drawdown caused by the removal of Grassy Mountain during mining and low flow
occurs over multiple years, what will happen to the WSCT and their habitat in Gold
Creek?

444.

As Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 19 in CIAR 875 ~ discussed at 23Tr, p.4889, L.1 to
p.4890, L.9:
Benga's reli ance on a protracted flow period (2013-2016) to capture pre-mining steady-state cond itions and
long-term trends (or the range of variability) in stream flows is not sufficient to capture the magnitude and
duration of historical low flow conditions. Th is produces overly optimistic model resu lts for baseflow
reductions and future water quality impacts.
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445.

This is another example of Benga failing to consider a worst-case scenario.

446.

The importance of springs to the flow in Blairmore and Gold creeks has not been
addressed very well in Benga’s application. Numerous small springs are known to exist
in the area and the flow from these features adds directly to the creeks via tributary
drainage or provides baseflow contributions to the streams. Very few springs (only 6)
were assessed during the preparation of Benga’s application which raises a further
question mark about the accuracy and representativeness of SRK’s groundwater
modelling.

447.

As Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 12 in CIAR 875 ~ discussed at 23Tr, p.4875, L.25
to p.4878, L.4:
Removal of Grassy Mountain will permanently decrease the watertable by up to 430 m and "dry up" springs and
wetlands, but the model suggests sustained flow immediately adjacent de-activated seepage nodes which is
difficult to rationalize .

448.

The saturated backfill zones (SBZs), rock dumps and water management ponds
(sedimentation and surge ponds, and End Pit Lake or EPL) will be established on top of
bedrock, and in some places residual soils covering the areas outside the mine pit. There
is a lack of information regarding the physical and chemical nature of the soils and
bedrock upon which the rock dumps, water management ponds, and the EPL will be
established. Given the known presence of faults and fracture identified in Benga’s
application documents, it is highly likely that the underlying bedrock will also be faulted
and fractured providing pathways for movement of seepage from those mine features.

449.

There is the potential for trace elements to be mobilized from the underlying soil and
bedrock materials (for instance from the Fernie Group) once the rock dumps and water
management ponds are in place. Once the water management ponds are in place, will
water leach out picking up trace metals from the underlying soil and rock and transport
them to Gold Creek?

450.

As Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 15 in CIAR 875 ~ discussed at 23Tr, p.4882, L.12
to p.4883 L.20:
Unlined rock dumps are situated in upland areas, up to 200 m above the creek valleys , which promotes a
significant downward flow potential. Unlined ponds are also located near, or on top of, tributary streams . Both
are situated on top of heavily fractured rock which translates to "high risk" for contaminant movement.

451.

Benga has not looked at the worst-case scenario for contaminant movement towards Gold
Creek from these water and waste management areas.

452.

The deficiency of information regarding the soil and bedrock beneath the mine pit, rock
dumps, water management ponds and EPL should not allow JRP to have any confidence
that Benga actually knows what will happen once the Grassy Mountain area has been
permanently disturbed, the groundwater level has been significantly dropped, waste rock
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has been distributed across the landscape, and large selenium management areas have
been established.
453.

Model Properties Bullet point 3, PDF pg.9 of CR#3 in CIAR 42:
•

K decreases with depth due to increases in the lithostatic stress. We i et al. (1995) developed
a mode l based on 5,532 injection tests at dam sites in the Rocky Mountain Front Range. The
decrease in K is defined as per We i et a l. model as a function of depth (z):

K (z )

= Ko ( 1 -

z
ss .0 + 1.02*z

)3

'

where Ko is the Ka t the ground swface.

454.

The SRK model assumes K will decrease with depth as a result of the increase in
lithostatic stress, or pressure from the weight of the overlying rock. Up to 430 vertical
metres of Grassy Mountain will be removed to gain access to the coal, with waste rock
being redistributed in dedicated dump areas. The removal of this overlying weight of
material will cause K values in underlying and adjacent formations to increase in some
areas and to decrease in other areas. Ms. Grainger confirmed that this transient change in
K values has not been accommodated in the SRK model simulation; see 17Tr, p.3513.
L.21-25. If it has not been accommodated in the model simulation, how will this affect
the SRK model results regarding groundwater drawdown extent and magnitude of
baseflow reductions to Blairmore and Gold creeks?

455.

Figure 3-4 on PDF pg.214 of CR#3 in CIAR 42:
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456.

In the lower left corner of Figure 3-4, the model configuration shows that the area of the
mine pit is dealt with using “inactive cells” and does not show the presence of an
excavation. This is the SRK model’s boundary conditions; red cells are inactive from a
flow perspective; but you still see topography there.

457.

The SRK model configuration does not reflect the anticipated increase to local K values
beneath and adjacent to the mine pit once the weight of Grassy Mountain has been
removed and redistributed; see 17Tr, p.3516, L.23 to p.3517, L.7.

458.

As Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 8 in CIAR 875 relating to Figure 3-4 ~ discussed at
23Tr, p.4861, L.24 to p.4865, L.16:
Benga's groundwater modelling has not sufficiently considered the increase in hydraulic conductivity that will occur
when the mine pit is excavated (i.e. an order of magnitude or so vs. ±50% used in model sensitivity analysis). The
K values in the model have been dominated by measurements in the coal zone (to be removed), but information is
lacking for the other formations.

459.

Dr. Fennell stated at 23Tr, p.4865:
7

one particul a r f ormat i on.

And there ' s informat ion

8

l ack i ng f o r some o f the others , and t he mos t

9

pert i n e n t

- - p ert inent o n e is the one u nd ernea t h, and

10

that ' s the Fe rn ie Fo r mation .

11

that.

12

are g o ing to b e pl a cing wa ste r ock, ponds , sub merge d

13

back fi l l zones, all of t hat kind o f stuff , a n d -- and

14

so we have a lack o f inf o r ma t ion ther e, which i s --

15

which i s u n fo r tunat e , a n d i t makes i t ve r y c h a l leng ing

16

t o t r y t o ra t i onal iz e t h i s mode l .

There's no i nfo r mati o n on

And - - and t h is is the f ormat i on upon wh ich we

460.

This is yet another flaw in the SRK Groundwater Numerical model which further reduces
confidence that Benga actually knows what will occur as a result of their Project.

461.

In the Groundwater Numerical model, the mean annual precipitation (MAP) used for the
Gold Creek catchment is stated as 777 mm; see PDF pg.183 of CR#3 in CIAR 42:
2.1.4 Hydrology
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Blairmore Creek is a relatively steep, 50 km 2 catchment, w ith an average slope of 22%, and
elevations ranging between a bout 1,300 and 2,320 masl, a mean elevation of 1693 masl, flowing
from north to south through the va lley west of the proposed Project Gold Creek has similar
geomorpholog ica l characteristics to Blairmore, with an average slope of 19% and elevations
rang ing from about 1,300 to 2,514 masl, a mean elevation of 1868 masl, draining an area of
63 km 2 to the east of the proposed Project, discha rging into the Crowsnest River approximately
4_5 km downstream of the Blairmore confluence_ MAP for the entire Blairmore catchment is
estimated at 719 mm and Go ld Creek 777 mm _ Daisy Cree k flows from south to north and drains
the north side of the Grassy Mountain_Daisy Creek has an average slope of 7% and elevations
ranging from 1,970 to 1,730 masl. It collects runoff from an upstream area of 60 km 2 and
discharges into the Oldman River_

462.

PDF pg.74 of CIAR 553 from Dr. Fennell’s report:
It is clear that all of the assumptions made by the modelling team will have an influence on the simulation
outputs, including the projections made for spatial extent of drawdm,vn and reductions to baseflow in
Blainnore and Gold creeks. For example, lower K va lues in the west to east direction will limit the extent
of chmvdown and higher recharge will mute the effects ofbaseflow reductions. The altering of K by ±50%
is not considered conservative enough given the order of magnitude differences noted. as shov.rn in Figure
2 on the following page. Similarly. the assumption of an aYerage of 28% of mean annual precipitation
(MAP as the recharge input to the model is high g\-en docmnented mountain fron t/block recharge
estima tes (i.e. range of < 1% to 38%. with an a\"erage of around 11 % and 2eomet11c mean of arotu1d 6% 2.
Also impo1t ant is the fact that some parts of the model domain receh e considerably more recharge than
28% of MAP, like the region east of the proposed m ine pit footprint along the Gold Creek va lley. The
effect of this excessive recharge v. ill sen e to reduce the impacts of ch·awdown from the mine development
and baseflo,;v impacts.

Wilson, J. L., & Guan, H (2004). Mountain-block hydrology and 11101mtain-fiw1t recharge In F. Phillips, J. Hogan, & B.
Scanlon (Eds.), in Groundwater recharge i11 a desert e11l'iron///e11t, The southll'estern United States. Washington, DC: AGU
https:/ldoi.ori/10.1029/ 009WSA08
2

463.

The average recharge applied by SRK to the upper layer of the groundwater model is
28% on average across the entire model domain. The values reported in the literature for
mountain front recharge are generally less than this, with an average of 11% and a
geometric mean of 6%. SRK has used recharge in excess of 55% of the MAP in certain
areas of the mine site; see 17Tr, p.3523, L.6-9.

464.

Benga’s attempt to divert attention away from the Wilson and Guan (2004) study because
the locations assessed are different than the Grassy Mountain area is not relevant. The
laws of physics apply equally in all locations, and the results provided are from
mountainous areas similar to the Project area. The estimates of recharge are a relative
percentage of MAP and not an absolute value (in mm), so the same type of results
(magnitude of % recharge) can be expected for this Project area as well.

465.

PDF pg.213 of CR#3 in CIAR 42; Groundwater Model Setup:
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3.4.4 Boundary Conditions
Internal Boundaries
Recharge
Recharge from precipitation and snowmelt is applied on the top slice and is assumed to foll ow a
simi lar re lationship to that obse rved between MAP and elevation. Recharge rates were calibrated
to the base and alternative calibration models that matched the base fl ow estimates for Gold
Creek, Blairmore Creek and Daisy Creek, for both steady-state and transie nt conditions.
The two recharge distributions, "Linear" and "Exponential", corresponding to the base, and
alte rnative calibration, models, are shown in Figure 3-5. The base case calibrated average
recharge over the model doma in is equivalent to 28% of MAP in both scena rios , and is generally
consistent w ith obse rved base fl ow in Blairmore and Gold Creeks.

466.

PDF pg. 215 of CR#3 in CIAR 42; Groundwater Recharge Distributions Figure 3-5:
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467.

Both the Recharge Distribution (Linear) and the Recharge Distribution (Exponential) use
an average recharge of 28% of the MAP. However, the recharge applied in the middle
reaches of Gold Creek and on the eastern half of the mine pit shown in Figure 3.5 is
much higher at 450-550 mm, or greater than 55% of the MAP for that catchment; see
17Tr, p.3525, L.3 to p.3526, L20.

468.

SRK has applied too much recharge to portions of the mine pit area and Gold Creek
catchment, which lowers reduces the mine’s effects on Gold Creek (as well as Blairmore
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Creek). This is yet another major flaw with the SRK model and Benga’s impact
projections.
469.

As Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 9 in CIAR 875 relating to Figure 3-5 (discussed at
23Tr, p.4865, L.17 to p.4869, L.6):
Benga has applied too much recharge (up to 50% or more ) to certain parts of the model domain, which wil l
reduce the effects and extent of drawdown, and lead to lower magnitude baseflow reductions in some locations.

470.

Dr. Fennell stated in relation to Figure 3-5 above at 23Tr, p.4867:
3

And s o , agai n , i n t h i s area o f oran ge , y e llow, a n d

4

green , we ' re s ee i n g a v era ge s o f -- o f -- o f me a n a nnu a l

5

pr e cipitation t h at are o n t he orde r o f 5 8 pe rc e n t or

6

mo re.

7

studies or work t h at I've don e .

8

rech a r ge goi n g i n to a pa r ticu l a r part o f a mode l domai n

9

li k e t h at, t ha t

Th at is u n h ea r d o f i n a n y o f t h e re c h a r ge
To h ave t h at muc h

is goi n g to h ave se r ious rami f ication s

10

for t h e amoun t o f drawdown t h at can o ccur i n t h e mode l ,

11

b e cau s e , a g ai n , you k n ow, t h e rech a r ge is goi n g i n , a n d

12

t hat's muti n g out d r awdown e ff ects .

471.

The excess recharge applied along the Gold Creek valley will make the drawdown extent
calculated for the mine development smaller and therefore does not represent a
reasonable worst-case scenario.

472.

Table C-20, PDF pg.295 of CR#3 in CIAR 42:
Table C-20 : Relative difference (%) : Long-term closure sens itivity models to the long-term closure base case model
RIVER I CREEKS
Fi le n3me

Sensitivity: K/R ratio increased by 50%
Sensitivity: K/R ratio reduced by 50%

Sensitivity: Isotrop ic layer K distribution
Sensitivity: No influence from bedding I K deers. With depth
Sensitivity: Kx = Ky (no infl uence from thrust faults)
Sensitivity: Faults With low K (Kxyz /2 5)
Sensitivity: Faults With high K (Kxyz x2.5)
Sensitivity: K increased by 50%
Sensitivity: K reduced by 50%
Sensitivity: R increased by 50%
Sensitivity: R reduced by 50%

Sensitivity: R Dump increased by 50%
Sensitivity: R Dump reduced by 50%

D1

BL03 BC07 BL02 BC03 BL01

50% 50%
-33% -33% -33% -33% -33% -33%

Bl3irmore
Cree k

50% 50%

50%

50%

-5%
-3%

-3%

-3%

-7%

-4%

-4%

-2%

-2%

-4%

-1%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

-1%

-1%

0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%

-2%
0%
0%
0%

0%
2%
1%
0%
0%
1%
0%

-1%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%

-1%
1%

51% 50% 51% 50% 50% 52%
-33% -34% -34% -33% -34% -34%
0%
0%

0%
0%

6%
-4%
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5%
-4%

6%
-4 %

6%
-4%

50%

-33%

0%
0%
0%

-2%
1%

52%
-34%
5%
-4%

Gold
Creek

Small
Creeks

50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50%
-33% -33% -33% -33% -33% -33%

49%
-34%

GC 13 GC 09 GC 04 GC02 GC01

2%

1%
1%

2%
-8%

-3%

4%
0%

-1%
0%

0%
0%

-1%

0%

QO/o

-4 %
3%

0%

0%

0%

0%

2%
-3%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

4%
1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

4%
1%

0%
0%

-5%

0%
0%
0%
50%

0%

54% 49% 50% 50% 50%
-36% -33% -34% -33% -33% -33%
0%
0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%
0%

-17%
-9%
-1%

We st

Crows nest

Cree k

River

50%

50%

-33%

-33%

-4%

-9%
-38%
-22%
1%
-1%
23%
-16%
26%
-18%
0%
0%

-7%
-2%

-3%

0%
0%
1%,
-1%

46%
-33%

48%
-33%

1%

1%

1%

-1%

0%

-1%

- 1%

-1%

0%
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Ms. Grainger agreed that R (recharge) is significant in terms of baseflow outputs in Table
C-20; see 17Tr, p.3528, L.22-24. Ms. Grainger agreed that K did not have a dominant
effect in Table C-20; see 17Tr, p.3529:
10

Q

Do you agree t h at 'K' is n ot really t h at dominant i n

11

Table C- 20 a nd t h at recharge is really t h e driving

12

factor?

13

A

I ' ve i nd icated t ha t, yes, we're well aware t ha t t he

14

model sen sitivity does iden ti f y t h at recharge is

15

s ign i f ican t i n terms o f t he model outputs with respect

16

to base f low .

474.

The SRK model is already predicting a 10-20% reduction in baseflow contribution in 7
out of 10 reaches assessed for Blairmore Creek and Gold Creek; see 17Tr, p.3529, L.1723.

475.

In Table C-20, if R is reduced by 50% (i.e. less recharge), Gold Creek’s baseflow is
reduced by 33-36% depending on the reach. Ms. Grainger’s evidence on this important
point was as follows at 17Tr, p.3529:
24

Q

Okay .

So using t h is sen sitivity analysis, using -- so

25

if we go to reduction -- reducing the -- t he recharge

26

by 50 percent -- so t h is is t he t h ird - last li ne o f
Tab e C- 2 0 , sen s "t ivi ty ' R '
takes

2

3

0

using 50 perc e n t l ess recharge takes tha

o 2 0 perc e n

reduct i on dmm another 33 percen ,

cor r e c , f o r U e Gol d Creek r eaches?

4
5

e duc ed by SO percent , i

A

No ..

T'hat ' s - -

ha ' s i n.correct .

So

his is a re ati v e

6

perc e n

di fference · hat ' s

"d entified i n this t able .

7

So wha

doe s that d o -- so , f o r i n s t ance , on GC13, i

8

36 percent; GCO 9 , 33 percent ; GC 04 , 3 _ p erc ent ; what

9

d o es t h at mean in

erm.s o f -- what effe c , t hen , does
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10

i t have on t he base f ow con r i bu ti ons i n s ev en out o f

11

the t en r eache s as ses sed?

12

A

Wel , as I said , I thi nk wha ' s s igni f ica nt about thi s

13

inf or mat i on i s i t shows a -- tl e s i mi a r e f fe ct i f

14

r e char ge

15

bu t

s or r y ..

I 'm not s t a · ng t hat v e r y c lea r l y,

The perc ent reduct i on bas e fl o\!l' from pre - mini ng

16

evel s doesn • · c hange s i gni f ic ant l y i n t he sen se t hat

17
18

we see the same cha nge -- i f rec harge is i ncreased

19

ac r oss t e board and t hen we appl y t he -- t he e f f e c t of

20

the pro · ect, \lie s ee a s ame change i n base f lor,..r as we do

21

i n -- i n

22

s i mul a ion t hat we ' v e prese

he ba se case -- or our -- our -- the
e d her e ..

476.

Ms. Grainger spoke about an increase in recharge. My question was directed at a 50%
decrease in recharge as shown in Table C-20.

477.

At 17Tr., p.3533, Ms. Grainger gave a further response:
10

Do you agree tha t the 55 percent recharge appl ie d to

11

the - - of the MAP appl ied t o t h e midd l e r eache s of the

12

Gold Cre e k Va l ley wil l ma k e the dra wdown exten t

13

ca l c u l ated for the mi ne deve lop me n t smal l e r?

14

478.

Q

A

We l l , the - - the r ec h arg e was i ncreased in certa i n

15

a r e as i n o rde r tha t the mode l was a bl e to rep roduce

16

with i n an accept ab l e ran ge the base fl o w tha t is

17

obs e r ved along Gold Creek.

First of all, the baseflow was not observed. It was estimated using a particular method
that “infers” based on a number of assumptions. A different method of baseflow
separation would provide a different result. And unfortunately, Benga did not do any
direct measurements of baseflow, which are not difficult to do. From the answer
provided, the Coalition understands that the SRK model needs to have 55% of the MAP
applied to the Gold Creek Valley in order to create the predicted 10-20% reduction in
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baseflow contributions in 7 out of 10 reaches assessed for Gold Creek. Dr. Fennell has
given evidence that 28% of MAP as an average is already too high when compared to
documented values, which is further evidence that the SRK model is seriously flawed and
is likely under-representing the impacts that will ultimately occur.
479.

As Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 18 in CIAR 875 (see black text) in relation to Table
C-20 above ~ discussed at 23Tr, p.4887, L.8 to p.4888 L.26:
PDF pg. 261 of CR#3: "It is conceivable that recharge values, and hence, base flow could vary by as much as
50% higher or 33% lower than currently estimated values, hence base flow reductions due to mining could vary by
a similar amount. "

Reducing recharge by 50%, which is more reasonable given documented values (i. e. less than 11 % }, results in a
decrease of 33-36% in modelled projections. This prod uces a fu rth er red uction in baseflow estimates provided in
the im pact assessment (e.g. -20% becomes -27%).

480.

The Coalition believes the sensitivity analysis for the groundwater modelling is
inconsistent. How can you have a relative 50% increase in baseflow when the recharge is
increased by 50%, but only a relative 33-34% decrease in baseflow when the recharge is
reduced by 50%. Where is the additional baseflow coming from to make the reduction
less? This again speaks to the strangeness of this model.

481.

Leaving Ms. Grainger aside, Benga’s SRK Consultants even admit it themselves at PDF
pg. 261 of CR#3 in the Groundwater Numerical Model report that baseflow could be
reduced if less recharge is applied (see red italicized quote above). This would be a more
reasonable worst-case scenario (and more in line with expected recharge conditions based
on documented values).

482.

Table 3-6, Monthly Base Flow Reduction, Baseline to LTC; PDF pg.250 of CR#3 in
CIAR 42:
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Table 3-6: Monthly Base Flow Reduction , Baseline to LTC

Month

D1

BLOJ

BC07

BL02

BCOJ

BL01

Bl airmore
Creek

GC 13

GC09

GC04

GC02

GC01

Gold
Cree k

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

Percent

Percent

Percent

Percent

Percent

Percent

Percent

Percent

Percent

Percent

Percent

Perce nt

Percent

Change

C han ge

Change

Chang e

Change

Change

Ch ange

Ch ange

Chan ge

....

Change

Ch ange

Chan ge

Change

-10.0%

-7211,

~--

January

........

11.31111,

-13.5%

-1 6.8%

-111.ft

-e_l'I,

-11.7'1.

February

0.1 4..

0.29%

-13.5..

-16.ft.

-11.ft

-10.0%

-9.7'1.

-11.7'1.

March

0.14 ..

0.29%

-13.4%

-16.7%

-11.1%

-10.1%

-9.8%

-11.3%

-10.2"'

-7.4%

April

0.12%

0.23%

-12.9%

-16.0%

-11.4..

-10.4 ..

-10.0%

-9.1%

-11 .9%

-8.8%

May

0.12%

0.20%

-t2A

-15.1'1,

-11.3%

-10.2%

-9.8%

..a

-12.S-.

June

0.12%

0.21%

-12.8%

-16.0%

-11.1%

-10.1%

-9.7%

-9.6%

-12.5-.

July

0.12%

0.21%

-13.1%

-16.2%

-11.1%

-10.1%

-9.7%

-10.3%

-12.2%

-9.2%

-18.6%

-8.3%

-8.2..

August

0.12%

0.21%

-13.2%

-16.3%

-1 1.1%

-10.1%

-9.7%

-10.8%

-11 .9%

-8.9%

-17.9%

-6.2%

-6.1%

-1 5211,

-5211,

-5.1..

-14.ft

-6.&

-lift

-15.8%

-5.3%

-5.2 ..

-1 8.62

-5.9%

-5.8%

-9.S-.

-20.0%

-6.3%

-6.2%

-9.5%

-19.3%

-~u-.

-8.3..

September

0.12%

0.21%

-13.3%

-16.5%

-11.0%

-10.0%

-9.7'1.

-11.1%

-11 .5%

-8.6%

-17.4%

-6.0%

-5.9%

October

0.12%

0.21%

-13.4%

-16.6%

-11.1%

-10.1%

-9.8%

-11.4%

-11 .2%

-8.2%

-16.8%

-5.8%

-5.8%

Novem l>er

0.12%

o.1a-.

-13.5%

-1 6.7%

-11.1%

-10.1%

-9.8%

-11.6%

-10.8%

-7.9%

-16.3%

-5.7%

-5.6 %

De cem ber

0.11-.

0.21%

-13.5%

-16.8%

-11.1 %

-10.1%

-9.8%

-11 .7'1.

-10.6%

-7.8%

-16.0%

-5.6%

-5.5%

0.12%

0.23%

-13.2%

-16.4%

-11.1 %

-10.1%

-9.8%

-10.7%

-11 .3%

-8.4%

-17.2%

-5.8%

-5.7%

-0.03%

-0 .02%

-13.1%

-16.2%

-10.7%

-9.6%

-9.2%

-9.5%

-11 .3%

-8.5%

-17.5%

-6.0%

-5.9%

Averag e
Trans ient
Cha nae
Stead y State
Cha nge

483.

The locations of the Gold Creek monitoring stations in Table 3-6 are shown on Figure 28 at PDF pg.184 of CR#3.

484.

As Dr. Fennell noted on Slide 16 in CIAR 875 in relation to Table 3-6 above ~ discussed
at 23Tr, p.4883, L.21 to p.4885 L.10:
Benga's reliance on "average" conditions under-represents the higher magnitude modeled impacts that occur to
certain stream reaches during critical times of the year (i. e. July to March low flow period).

485.

It is pretty clear that Benga and its consultants have not modelled the worst-case scenario
for Blairmore and Gold creeks, given how SRK has set up their model. In fact, they are
likely underestimating the % decrease in baseflow, which is already quite high in some
months and reaches at over -10% (and as high as -20%). If the presence of west-east
faults and a more reasonable recharge input (e.g. 11%) would have been applied to the
model, Benga would have produced very different results and unfavourable to their
Project.

486.

If you reduce recharge by 50%, it will take the monthly baseflow reductions at LTC
shown in Table 3-4 down by another 33-36%.

487.

Put another way, SRK is already using an average of 28% of MAP across the entire
model domain for annual recharge (with some areas of higher and some areas of lower
recharge). If one reduces the 28% MAP by 50% to 14% MAP recharge, this would result
in a 36% to 33% reduction in baseflow at the Gold Creek monitoring stations listed in
Table C-20 and Table 3-6. This was confirmed by Ms. Grainger at 17Tr, p.3536:
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So, Mr. Secord, my u nderstand i n g o f t he data is t h at i f

13

rech arge was reduced by 50 percent, t h at across t he

14

board

15

30 percent to t he se n umbers or 35 as stated i n t he

16

table .

- -

a nd I

- -

it results i n a reduction o f

488.

It is worth noting that 14% of MAP as the recharge input for the model may still be high,
and this does not address the areas of highest recharge (up to 55% or more) in the central
Gold Creek valley. If these areas or recharge are reduced by 50%, the resulting 27% or
so of MAP is still difficult to justify based on documented values. Therefore, the SRK
model does not capture the worst case scenario for Gold Creek (or Blairmore Creek) at
LTC.

489.

The SRK groundwater numerical model is very sensitive to the recharge values used. In
fact, a reduction of 50% of the recharge used in the model results in up to a 36% decrease
in baseflow estimates from the base case model (see Table C-20) which already projects
10-20% decreases in 7 out of 10 reaches assessed at LTC (see Table 3-6).

490.

The SRK numbers are already detrimental to Gold Creek in some of the drier months at
LTC and they are very likely to be even worse than predicted. GC02 shows a 17.4%
reduction in base flow in the month of September based on the SRK model. If you apply
a 33% decrease to that prediction, you get a 23% reduction in flow at GC02 based on the
Table C-20 sensitivity analysis. And, September tends to be a lower flow month coming
out of the summer low flow season (see Figure 28 in CR#4 of CIAR 42 in paragraph 128
above). During cross-examination, Ms. Grainger suggested that this was extending the
analysis beyond its useful purpose; see 17Tr, p.3548, L.4 to p.3549, L.2. However, the
sensitivity analysis does provide the JRP with a glimpse of a grim scenario, which is very
different from the one being communicated by Benga in its application.

491.

It is very concerning to note that there are already dried out reaches of Gold Creek such
as a portion of the bed near GC02 in September 2016. Mr. Bettles also indicated that
there is another dried up portion of the creek bed one kilometre upstream of GC02. Mr.
Bettles also indicated that there a was another dried up portion of the creek upstream of
Caudron Creek in the vicinity of GC09; see 17TR, p.3542, L.20 to p.3545, L.8.

492.

Dr. Fennell noted that not getting the recharge parameter correct will have serious
ramifications. See his Slide No. 17 in CIAR 875 in relation to Table 3-9 ~ discussed at
23Tr, p.4885, L.11 to p.4887 L.7:
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Model sensitivity
Tab le 3.s: Sensiti vity or Baseline " Li nea r" Model
Effect on Hydraulic
Head % NRMSE

Paramete r variati on

Parameter

Reduced by 50%

Null

Increased by 50%

Null

K&R

Reduced by 50%

From Table 3-9, PDF pg . 258
of CR#3 in CIAR #42

K

Increased by 50%
Reduced by 50%
Recharge

and

Increased by 50%
1sotrap1c (K.,
K anisotropy

Geological

= K,, K ., oriented honzontally)

lsolfopic with in layers: K decreasing with
deplh No 1nnuence rrom bedd ing and coal
seam onentalion

Null

Amsotrop1c: pnmary K (K. and K,) parallel to
bedding . No influence from thrust faults

Null

Null

Low K Thrust faults (barrier to flow) · 2.5 order
of m agnitude Jower than background

Null

Null

Low

Null

Tab le 1, PDF pg . 74 of CIAR
#553

Slfucture
Low K T hru st faults {CCN1dud. to flow) , 2 .5

order of magnn ude lov1er 1han background

Benga 's model is highl y sensitive to recharge so not gettin th is parameter correct will have serious ram ifications
for the water balance calcu latio s aseflow reduction estimates, and resulting water quality modelling .

493.

Dr. Fennell stated at 23Tr, p.4886:
20

And so Be nga's model i s h ighl y sensi t ive t o

21

recharge, a nd we ta l ked abou t this ear l i e r , and t his i s

22

a paramete r that i f you don' t ge t i t corr ect, i t can

23

have seve r e - - seriou s r amifi ca t ion s f or t h e water

24

b al ance and the b ase - f l ow r educ t i on es t i mates a n d how

25

t hose project t o th rea t s to - - to -- to aqu atic

26

h abitat , bu t a l so to -- t o t he wa t e r qual i ty mode l l ing,

1

becau se we're -- now we're talk ing abou t contaminants

2

that may be load ing into a system, a n d there needs to

3

be this d i l u ti n g e f f ect.

4

the r e t o di l ute i t, the conversat i on -- the

5

con cent ra t ion s are obvious l y go ing to be high er becau se

6

they ' re not gett i ng mixed with l ow - concentration water,

7

so there's -- there's serious r a mif icat ions ther e.
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494.

It appears to the Coalition that Benga was being selective in picking 28% of the MAP as
an average annual recharge rate. If the impact assessment results in the SRK model are so
sensitive to recharge, why didn’t Benga conduct any refined investigative work to
identify more appropriate or realistic values to constrain this parameter better?

495.

This is yet another example of why the SRK model is flawed and not very useful for
decision-making.

496.

The project is located in a structurally complex and active region in the Rocky Mountains
of Alberta. Although north to south trending thrust faults are acknowledged in the
application and included in groundwater model, there is no mention or inclusion of west
to east trending faults, yet their presence is inferred from the trellis-style drainage pattern;
see Figure 1, PDF pg. 72 of CIAR 553 and identified in Benga’s own documentation (see
figure in paragraph 96 above).

497.

How does the absence of these west-east trending pathways for groundwater flow affect
the groundwater model results and drawdown extent modeled?

498.

If west to east faults were added into the groundwater model, how would this influence
the extent of drawdown projected from the mine development, which in the model is
indicated as only 400 m from the pit extent boundary out to the 5 m drawdown limit?
And what about out to the 1 m or less drawdown limit? How far would that be?

499.

It is likely that the extent of the drawdown would expand further to the west and east –
likely reaching Blairmore and Gold creeks, further depriving them of even more baseflow
contribution and possibly capturing and pulling in water from those two creeks. This
would be a reasonable worst case scenario.

500.

PDF pg.78 of CIAR 553 from Dr. Fennell’s report:
The SRK groundwater numerical model projects that drnwdm,vn effects will be limited to within 400 m of
the mine pit extent (Figure 3. left image). This is a difficult conclusion to align with considering t11e
concerns related to the model configuration, and results of empirical formula calculations indicating impact
dis tances an)'\\·here from about 1500 m u to 2400 m oYer a 50-year time span (using a K value consistent
with the geometric mean ofreadings reported for the Mist Mountain Fonnation. i.e. 1.1 x 10-7 1n/s)8•9 . If
greater variability in K values and more reasonable recharge had been used in the various model
simulations. the results would have been ve1y different (i.e. a greater spatial extent and magnitude of
drawdown impact). The same would be expected for the simulated transit times of groundwater repori ed.
which have been stated to be generally in excess of 50 years . It is worth noting that much sho1i er transit
times (0-10 years) are noted in some parts of the model domain. pa1ticularly along the south-east flank of
Grassy Mountain near the proposed Central and South Rock Disposal Areas (Figme 3 right image) .

501.

This passage was corrected by Dr. Fennell’s Errata Sheet CIAR 844:
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3. Pdfpage 8, 1st paragraph, 2nd sentence, should include co1Tected values for spreadsheet
eITor noted following review and the assumptions used in the calculations, as follows:
"This is a difficult conclusion to align with considering the concerns related to the
model configuration, and results of empirical fonnula calculations indicating impact
distances an)'\;vhere from about 860 111 up to 1880 111 over a 50-year time span (using a K
value consistent v,rith the geometric mean of readings reported for the Mist Mountain
Fonnation. i.e. 1.1 x 10-7 m/s). To co1Tect for the expected increase in hydraulic
conductivity following the removal of 430 m of overlying mountain. a value of 3.1 x
10- m/s was calculated using the depth relationship employed by SRK (pg. 38). along
with an effective porosity of 5% to emulate fracture porosity. and 40 m of sustained
drawdown from the mine pit) 8 9

502.

Estimates of the extent of drawdown from the pit boundary using analytical equations
indicate a much larger area of influence, indicating impact distances from 860 m up to
1880 m over 50 years. This is another flaw in the SRK groundwater model failing to take
into account a reasonable worst case scenario and only showing the drawdown extent out
to the 5 m mark and no less.

503.

PDF pg.194, Table 2-5: Summary of K Tests in CR#3 of CIAR 42:
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SRK C0115'Jlllng
Grourrdwater 1<1ume<1oaI Moll.el 2016

T able 2-5: Su mma ry of K Te-sts
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504.

Most of the hydraulic conductivity (K) values used to constrain the groundwater model
have focussed on the coal-bearing rocks, which are the rocks being mined and removed.
This is another flaw in the model as it does not give any indications of what the K values
of the underlying materials beneath the mine or on the outside where waste management
activities will occur.

505.

This leaves many of the other formations, including those below the mine footprint as
“unknown” or “unassessed”. This is another example of SRK not looking at a reasonable
worst case scenario. Ms. Grainger attempted to justify the limited data set and focus on
coal-bearing rocks at 17Tr, p.3554, L.26 to p.3555, L13:
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Q

All r ight .

Back to PDF page 19 4 .

So wou ld you

1

ag r ee t h at most o f t he hydra u lic conductivity k - values

2

used to con st r ai n t he groundwater mode l h ave f ocu sed o n

3

coa l - be ar i ng r ocks?

4

A

Yes, t h at's corre ct .

We 've st a ted t h at most o f o ur

testi ng f ocu sed o n t he coa l - bearing r ocks .

5

Q

6

And t h is le aves man y o f t he other f o rmation s, i n cl ud i ng

7

t h ose be low t he mi ne f ootp r i nt, as unk nown o r

8

unassessed?

9

506.

Okay .
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A

They' re n ot comp le tely unassessed, but t he re 's l imited

10

data f or the other un its .

Pa rt o f the reason we

11

focused o n t he coa l - be a r i ng -- or t he coal seams

12

t hemselves is 'cau se f requently t hey are t he more

13

pe r meable uni ts within the sequence .

As SRK noted in Section 3.4.3 Model Properties at pdf 209 of CR#3:
•

Hydraulic cond uctiviti es (K) in bedrock, pa rallel to bedding, range between 6x1 0- 10 to
1.7x10-7 m/s (Table 3-1). K values are constant within a given layer. As hydraulic testing
genera lly targeted coal seams, the K of the host rock is not completely characterized ;

507.

How can the JRP be confident that the groundwater model is accurately reflecting the
transmissive capabilities of the rocks, the extent of drawdown from the mine, the impacts
to baseflow contributions, and the presence of pathways for contaminant movement when
there is no local information to describe them?

508.

PDF pg.55 of CR#3 in CIAR 42:
Groundwater residence time (travel time to the creeks) from the LTC scenario is predicted to be
mostly greater than 10 years (Figure 5.3-9), except below sedimentation ponds and close to creeks and
tributaries. With.in the proposed ex-p it and in-pit rock fill footprint, groundwater residence time is
predicted by the model to be approximately less than 20 years (Figure 5.3-9). Th e groundwater
modelled with longest residence time (greater than_ 0 years) is close to the topographic highs and the
sh ortest less th an 20 ears are close to the toP.ographic lows. TI1erefore, most basal leakage from the
waste rock dumps would reside in the grow1dwater system for a duration that substantially exceeds
the critical residen ce time to attenuate any seleniwn. Areas with short residence time (i.e., less than
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PDF pg.112 of CR#3 in CIAR 42; Predicted Groundwater Travel Time to Creek
Discharge for LTC, Figure 5.3-9:
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510.

The travel time or mean lifetime expectancy of groundwater is stated as being in excess
of 50 years over most of the model domain represented by the turquoise colour, with
values of less than 20 years in the valley bottoms.

511.

The ponds on the east side of the mine footprint (the NESP and the ESP near Fran Gilmar
and the SESP located south of Fran Gilmar and north of the Donkersgoeds) are located in
areas where the travel times are short (listed as 0-10 years), leading to concerns that
seepage of contaminants to Gold Creek will occur.

512.

These 3 ponds NESP, ESP and SESP are located in the 0-10 years travel time zone. Is the
travel time 0 years or is it 10 years? Ms. Grainger had this response at 17Tr, p.3568, L.20
to p.3569, L. 5:
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20

Okay.

We can see in t he -- i n t h is f igure the areas

21

where t he t r avel times are zero to ten years .

22

areas t h at are sitti n g i n red, le t's say i n t he area

23

where t h e ESP a nd SESP were located, is t he -- is t h e

24

travel time zero years, or is i t ten years?

25
26

513.

Q

Benga Mining Limited
Grassy Mountain Coal Project

A

MS.

GRAINGER :

two val ue s.

The

I t ' s somewhe r e be t ween t h ose
So, I mean, t he -- t h is map is n ot

1

i ntended to s h ow precisely at every location what t he

2

travel time is.

3

t he a r eas where it is s h ort, as you pointed o u t, a nd

4

and oth er areas where it is mu c h longer under t h e

5

l o ng - term closure condition s.

It ' s i n tended to give a n i ndication o f

As noted by Dr. Fennell in his Slide No. 14 in CIAR 875 in relation to Figure 3-5.9 ~
discussed at 23Tr, p.4881, L.10 to p.4882, L.11:
Benga's Mean Life Time Expectancy (or residence time) of groundwater in the area of the Central and South
rock dum ps, Sedimentation Ponds east of the mine, and the En d Pit Lake is on th e order of 0-10 years,
meaning contaminants originating fro m these areas coul d reach Gold Creek in a relatively short period of time.

514.

Ms. Grainger agreed that hydraulic conductivity testing of monitoring wells only
provides an idea of the transmissive properties of the soil or rock in a very small area
around the well; 17Tr, p.3570, L.9-13. Ms. Grainger agreed that the accuracy of K values
is very important when modeling the effects of drawdown and residence times; 17Tr,
p.3570, L.14-18. Ms. Grainger agreed that when longer-term pumping tests are
conducted, the K values obtained are often higher - sometimes by an order of magnitude;
17Tr, p.3570, L.19-26. Ms. Grainger stated that Benga only did one pumping tests to
better constrain the K values used in the groundwater numerical model; 17Tr, p.3571,
L.1-8. Given that the accuracy of K values is very important when modeling the effects
of drawdown, groundwater residence times, and contaminant movement towards
receptors this is yet another serious flaw with the SRK model.

515.

PDF pg. 55 of CR#3 in CIAR 42:
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Grotmdwater residence time (travel time to the creeks) from the LTC scen ario is predicted to be
mostly greater than 10 years (Figure 5.3-9), except below sedimentation pon ds and close to creeks and
tribu taries. Within the proposed ex-pit and in-pit rock fill footprint, groun dw ater residen ce tim e is
predicted by tl1e model to be approximately less than 20 years (Figure 5.3-9). The grom ldw ater
mod elled w iili lon gest residence time (greater than , 0 years) is close to the topographic high s and the
sh ortest (less than 20 years) are close to tl1e topographic low s. Therefore, most basal leakage from the
,vaste rock dum )S would reside in the groundw ater system for a duration that substantially exceeds
the critical residence time to attenuate any selenimn. Areas w iili short residen ce time (i.e., less ilian
10 years) are of limited exten t (i .e., less than 5%) in comparison to areas w ith long residence time;

516.

The statement is made “Therefore, most basal leakage from the waste rock dumps would
reside in the groundwater system for a duration that substantially exceeds the critical
residence time to attenuate any selenium.” Ms. Grainger was asked to provide the
justification for this statement, given that no transport and fate modelling was done. Her
response was as follows at 17Tr, p.3572:
7

517.

The justi fi cation was b a s e d o n o b s erv a t i o n s from t h e

8

s i t e.

9

from h istor ical min i n g, like ol d r ock p ile s and so o n,

We coll e cted d at a at wa t er t h at was e manati ng

10

whi c h d i d n ot con tai n elevat ed con c ent r ation s o f

11

se len i u m, a nd fr om i nf o r mation from oth er sit e s .

12

t ha t's s u mma r i zed in t h e pre c eding t e xt .

So

Ms. Grainger was asked how does this statement apply to other constituents, such as
arsenic, chromium, mercury or cobalt, that might be mobilized. Her response was as
follows at 17Tr, p.3572:
16

518.

A

A

Wel l, in genera l , I me a n , fund amen tal l y , t h ose weren' t

17

specifica l l y looked a t wit h i n t h e assessmen t, as t h e r e

18

we r e n 't con ce rns i d e n ti f i ed wit h t h ose p a r ame te r s

19

spe ci f icall y , but me tals frequen t l y d o a b sorb -- absorb

20

t o p a rt ic le s dur i n g t r a n s p o r t and c an be a t t enuated in

21

a very general sense .

It is clear that Benga does not know what will happen when such contaminants are
released. This should have formed part of the assessment process knowing that they were
released from some of the rock subjected to the humidity cell tests, and that some of them
(among others) are already present in the baseline groundwater.
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519.

Benga indicates that the dominant pathways for groundwater flow in the Project area are
faults and fractures in the rock. Benga did do some fracture orientation assessments to
better understand these important features in the area of the proposed mine, but did not do
this in areas beneath the solid and liquid waste management areas; see 17Tr, p.3573, L.916.

520.

Benga only did one pumping tests to determine if there was evidence of hydraulic
connectivity between the areas where waste solids and liquids will be stored and local
water features; see 17Tr, p.3573, L.17-24. This is not sufficient enough given the
geologic and structural complexity of the area, and a greater attempt at refining this
understanding should have been made given the importance for an approval decision.

521.

Benga indicates that if faults are encountered that present a risk of acting as pathways for
groundwater flow and contaminant movement, the mitigation will be to seal them off.
The visual identification of faults in the mine workings may not be possible due to the
obscuring effect by residual fines and rock fragments. Similarly, on the outside of the
mine footprint, rock dumps and water management ponds will be established in areas
covered by soil, also obscuring any faults present. Accordingly, the placement of any
monitoring wells could miss these obscured features.

522.

Benga was asked how it will ensure that all faults and fractures are identified and
monitored accordingly so that no contaminants bypass the surveillance system and reach
Blairmore and Gold creeks. Ms. Grainger response was at 17Tr, p.3575:
25
26

523.

A

We l l, I -- I -- I t h i n k it would be imp r actical to
monitor a l l f a u l ts and fra ctu re s; h oweve r, t h e i n ten t

1

wou ld be to mon itor downgradient immediate l y i n t he

2

area o f t he rock disposal areas, f or example, a nd to

3

collect i nf o r mation t he re at a repre sent ative n umbe r o f

4

l oc ation s a nd also to mon itor up stream o f t he

5

recepto r s .

6

additional detail a nd description o f t he mon itor i n g

7

p l a n s.

And , agai n , we've -- we ' ve provided

Sealing off faults and fractures is a very difficult activity and, if successful, can actually
result in changes to local groundwater flow patterns. This could alter contaminant
movement patterns and reduce the effectiveness of monitoring wells positioned to detect
releases from mine-related structures and waste management areas.
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524.

Benga’s unlined surge and sediment ponds, as well as waste rock dumps, are to be
established in upslope locations to provide a suitable setback from Blairmore and Gold
creeks. Being situated at a higher elevation will result in a driving head of water that will
push any mobilized contaminants downward through the base of these structures and into
the underlying rock and fractures systems; 17Tr, p.3585, L.1 to p.3586, L.5.

525.

Benga was asked if it is unclear how deep contaminants will migrate before moving
laterally and whether there is considerable risk that they will eventually reach the creeks
undetected. Ms. Grainger’s responded as follows at 17Tr, p.3586:

6

Q

Do you agree t h at it is u n c lear h ow deep con tami n a n ts

7

wi ll migrate be f ore moving la terally so t h ere is

8

con siderable risk t h at t h ey will eve n t u ally reac h

9

Bl airmore Creek a n d Gold Creek u n detected?

10

A

MS. GRAINGER :

Gen erally speaki n g,

11

Mr . Secord, t h e -- a n y con tami n a n ts wou ld migrate

12

down wards towards t h e water table a n d t h e n migrate i n

13

t h e water table f ollowin g t h e grou n dwater f l ow path , so

14

t h at wou ld be a combi n ation o f down wards a n d latera l .

15

I t ' s n ot j u st down a n d t h e n straigh t across .

16

wou ld move t h rou g h t h e u n satu rated zon e, i f t h ere is

17

such a n u n satu rated zon e ben eath t h e stru ctu re, s u c h as

18

t h ere is at some o f t h e rock disposal areas , f or

19

example, a n d t h e n o n ce reach i n g t h e water table, wou ld

20

move i n a comb i n ation o f down wards a n d l ateral .

It -- it

526.

Ms. Grainger did not address whether there was considerable risk that contaminants will
eventually reach the creeks undetected. In fact, it is not as simple as Ms. Grainger has
indicated. In the presence of faults and fractures that cut across formations the
groundwater could penetrate much deeper than the water table and into other formations
connected to local creeks. If monitoring wells do not intercept these deeper formations, or
the nature of the faults and fractures are not understood well enough, the development of
an effective monitoring system will be extremely difficult leading to enhanced risk.

527.

PDF pg.126 of Section E in CIAR 42:
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Potential Changes in Water Quality

As the mine progresses through operations there's the potential for d1anges to sediment and water
quality variables that may h ave chronic or lethal (acute) effects on aqu atic biota if they h ave the
potential to enter the aquatic ecosystem. Water quality effects on the Aquatic H ealth VC has been

528.

PDF pg.216 of CR#3 in CIAR 42:
3.5

Model Ca libration

Model calibration involves vary ing the hydrau lic parameters within a reasonable range defined by
the conceptua l model, in order to find the best match between simulated and observed data , and
to identify areas where further inform ation is needed. Frequently, the ca libration process requ ires
re-exam ination and changes to model structu re (i.e. , to the conceptual mode l) The ca libration
process undertaken on this model involved a two-step procedu re :
1.

Steady-State calibration to the pre-mining hydrau lic head and base flow measurements
collected between 20 14 and 20 16. Ca libration was focused on:
•

Estimating of the K to re charge (K/R)7 ratio based on the hydra ulic head distribution;

•

Ca librating of recha rge va lues by matching the measured base flow flux ; and

•

Determining K with recha rge constra int using the K/R ratio.

The steady-state ca libration provided the initial hydraulic head distribution for subsequent
tra nsient mode ls.
2.

Transient calibration to seasona l hydrau lic head and base flow fluctuations observed
between 2014 and 2016. The transient calibration provides an estimate of the diffu sivity (K/S )
of the groundwater system, wh ich can be used to constra in the abso lute specific yield (Sv)
and specific storage (Ss) based on the calibrated K va lue identified from the steady-state
calibration .

Th is overa ll ca libration approach provides an estimate of the regiona l K, storativity, and recharge
values. However, although ca libration is considered reasonab le for larger- sca le approximations
models may exh ibit large uncertainties at the local sca le due to loca lized heterogene ities not
recog nized or incorporated into the large r model.

529.

It is stated that “This overall calibration approach provides an estimate of the regional K,
storativity, and recharge values. However, although calibration is considered reasonable
for larger-scale approximations, models may exhibit large uncertainties at the local scale
due to localized heterogeneities not recognized or incorporated into the larger model.”

530.

Benga was asked how does this caveat provide confidence to the JRP that the SRK model
is generating accurate and reasonable results that significantly influence ramifications for
baseflow reductions and waste assimilation calculations, both during mine development
and post-closure?

531.

Ms. Grainger responded at 17Tr, p.3588:
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23

MS .

A

Mr. Secord, I can just speak

to t h e model a nd t h e l ocalized h eterogeneities a nd --

25

and t h at spec if ic piece.
So my understand i ng is your con cern i s:

Ho w d o we

1

have conf i d e n ce i n t h e mode l given t h at t h ere are some

2

u ncertainties at speci f ic l ocation s?

3

f u n ction o f t h e

4

represe nt -- it is a -- a n y mode l is a simpli f ication

5

o f a very c omplex s y s tem.

6

understanding, a nd we be l ieve it ' s representative i n

7

terms o f t h e base - f l ow reductions t h at are predicted .

8

Co u l d t h ere be variation s at a speci f ic l ocation ?

9

Potentially .

t h e mode l .

And t h at's a

It cannot accurately

It provides u s a n overal l

Bu t t h e overall understand i n g a nd

a nd

10

p rediction s, we believe, are i nformative a nd do give u s

11

conf iden ce i n comp le t i n g t h e assessmen t .

532.

If the SRK Groundwater Numerical Model contains large uncertainties at the local scale
and does not generate accurate and reasonable results that take into consideration the
level of variability known to exist in the area, then Benga’s application should be denied.

5.4.1.4

Groundwater-Surface Water Interaction and the SRK GoldSim Model
There is no indication in Benga’s application of how areas of groundwater contribution to
stream flows were identified and quantified in Blairmore and Gold creeks. Ms. Grainger
stated at 17tr, p. 3592.
9

534.

GRA INGER:

24

26

533.

Benga Mining Limited
Grassy Mountain Coal Project

A

From my perspec t ive, the r e were

you're correct i n

10

t ha t there were not speci fi c

we didn't map exactly

11

where and how much base - f low rec ha rge was occurr i ng

12

along Bl ai r more and Go ld Creek s .

13

es timated by reac h .

The base flow was

PDF pg.236 of Appendix 10B in CIAR 42; Water and Load Balance Model:
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3

Model Description

3. 11

IMlodell P'llatfo,rm and Times,c alle
The water balance and quality model for the Grassy Mountain Proj,ect was developed using the
GoldSim softw are package (version 11.1 Go dSim Tectrnology Group 20 14 }.
F ow inputs to 1he model are monthly averages . The model used a daily time step and results
(flow and quality}, were reported as monthly averages.

535.

Mr. Jensen made the following comments about SRK’s GoldSim model at 17Tr, p.3595:
10

536.

A

So I wou l d -- I wou l d r espon d to t h at b y sayi n g t h at

11

t h e GoldS i m model is r eally n oth i n g oth er t h a n a

12

graph ica l u se r i n te rf ace o n

13

I t ' s n oth i n g we cou l d n 't do i n a s preadsh eet t h at --

14

t h at -- o r t h e r e's n oth i n g you can do i n GoldSim t h at

15

you cou ldn 't do i n a sp r eadsh eet.

16

a matte r o f , you k n ow, I -- I -- t h e -- t h e assu mption s

17

we've sta t ed , t h e i n p u ts we've u sed , a n d t h e model

18

assu mption s we've u sed to a r rive at o ur model res u lts

19

a r e stated.

20

t h em .

21

f o r distribu tion , but , you k n ow, a n expe r ien ced

22

modeller wou l d b e ab l e to look at o ur i n p u ts h e r e

23

and -- a n d r eplicate o ur r esu lts.

o n a sp r eadsh eet mode l .

So it really is mo r e

You k n ow, so we're h app y to -- to discu ss

We didn 't p r epa r e t h e -- t h e model code itsel f

Mr. Jensen was then asked if the fate of WSCT was based on a spreadsheet. His response
was as follows at 17Tr, p.3596:
23

Q

MR . SECORD :

So , Mr . J e n sen , a r e you sayi n g

24

we are u si n g a s preadsh eet to unde r stan d wate r q u ality

25

and t h e f ate o f t h e westslope c u tth roat t r o u t?

26

A

MR . J ENSEN:

Wel l , i n as f a r as we' r e u si n g
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1

ma t h , I mean , t h e -- t h e -- t h e t ype o f comp uta t ion s

2

t h at go i n t o t h is model you cou ld do equ ally well i n

3

the spreadshee t as you -- as you can i n a Gol d S im

4

model , t h e me c h a n i cs -- t h e con c ep t u a l mode l a n d t h e

5

me c h a n ics o f t h e comp u tation s a re all t h e same,

6

wh eth er --

7

Q

Do y o u a gree ?

8

A

I rre s pe ctive o f -- o f i f you c al c u la t e i t b y h a n d o r i n
a s preads h ee t o r -- o r i n Gol dSi m.

9

10

537.

Benga Mining Limited
Grassy Mountain Coal Project

It

i t does n ' t

make a di ff eren ce .

PDF pg.236 of Appendix 10B in CIAR 42; Water and Load Balance Model:
3.2

Scenarios
3.

Worst Case fo r wa ter qua lity: The "Worst Case" predictions was run using the upper lim it
source terms with ave rage hydrolog ica l conditions. The Worst Case was meant to screen for
pa rameters tha t would be potentially problematic in the event that actua l load ing ra tes are
higher than the base case . The resu lts are intended as estimates of concentrations that are
very unlikely to be exceeded.

538.

The Water Balance and Load Modelling work done by SRK to support Benga’s
application indicates that the “Worst Case” predictions were based on upper limit source
terms and “average” hydrological conditions”.

539.

Benga was asked how is using “average” hydrological conditions considered “Worst
Case” when extreme, or upper limit, conditions would be more appropriate? Initially Mr.
Day was going to answer the question but then Mr. Jensen gave the response; see 17Tr,
p.3592, L.14 to p.3594, L.25. From his response it would appear that SRK never
considered using extreme, or upper limit, hydrological conditions. SRK’s use of average
hydrological conditions indicates that the GoldSim model does not represent a reasonable
worst-case scenario.

540.

PDF pg.203 of CR#3 in CIAR 42; Table 2-6: Mine Plan:
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Table 2-6: 2016 Min e Plan
Component
Mine life

Mine Plan , April 7, 2016
23 years - Comm issioning & Operation: Late 2018 - 204 1

Distu rbance area

1387 ha

Total pit footprint

6.2 km 2

Pit shell

1-2 pits

Maximum depth
of the pits

• About 430 mbgs, to a base elevation of 1,590 masl.
• Base of the pits will extend, in some places, up to approximately 110 m below
Blairmore Creek, 40 m below Gold Creek, and up to 430 m below the estimated
water table .

541.

Benga considers that the impacts from their Project will be “not significant” in terms of
changes to the groundwater and surface water regimes. The removal of Grassy Mountain
will result in a permanent decrease and alteration of the local water table. The mine will
remove up to 430 vertical metres of a mountain, with a hole in the earth extending up to
110 m below Blairmore Creek, and up to 40 m below Gold Creek; see Table 2-6 above.
This will produce a permanent “sink” or depression in the water table that will cause
groundwater to be drawn inward towards that depression. And, this will intercept flow
that would otherwise have reported to certain reaches of Blairmore Creek and Gold
Creek. How can this not “significantly” affect the flow conditions in the Blairmore and
Gold Creek watersheds and associated drainage courses?

542.

Numerous upland springs, wetland areas and seepages supporting habitat on the mountain
as well as along the remaining upland areas around the mine pit will inadvertently dry up
and be lost forever. How can this, in any way, be considered “not significant”?

543.

CIAR 251, Addendum 10, PDF pg.121-122:
The Water and Load Balance Model indicates that baseflavvs provide almost all of creek total
flow for the majority of the annual hydrograph, except for May. June and July when snowmelt
and higher rainfall sums contribute potentially large surface/overland flow contributions to creek
flow. In addition, large rainfall and mnoff events are not uncommon in late summer or fall.

544.

PDF pg.250 of CR#3 in CIAR 42; Table 3-6:
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Table 3 -6 : Mont hly 8.1se Flow Reduction, B.1Sel ine to LTC
01

Month
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-9.7"'

-10.8 %

- 11.!1%

-&.!1%

- 17.9 %

-6 .2 %

sept:emllEr

11.12%

D.21%

-1J .J %

- 1E,_.S%,

· 11.0%

· 10.11%

-9.7"'

-1 1.1 %

· 11. 5%

¼ 6%

-17.4%

-6 .D%

-6 _9 %

October

11.12'!1
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-1H %

- 16,6%

- 11. 1%

- 111.1%

-9'6%

-11-"%

- 11.2'%

-&-2%

- 16.8 %

-6 .8 %

-6 .8%

November

11.12%

D.111'1,

· 13.5%

- 16.7"'

- 11. 1%

- 111.1%

-9'6%

· 11.6%

- 111.6%

-7.!1%

-16.3%

-6 .7%

-6 .6 %

De~

0.11'1,

0.21%

- 13.5'1,

- 16.11%

- 11. 1%

- 111L I %

-!'-6%

- 11.7'1,

- 111.6%

-7.6%

- 16 .0%

-5.6%

-6 .5%

11.12'!1

D.23%

-1J.2'l\,

- 16.4%

- 11.1%

- HI.I %

-9'6%

-10.7%

- 11.3%

- &.4%

- 17.2½

-5.8½

-6 .7%

-0..02%

-13_1'!\,

- 16.2%

- 111.7%

-9_6'!\.

-9.2%

-9 .5 %

- 11.3%

-&.5%

- 17.5½

-6 .D½

-6 _9%

e:r

A \t&rag&

Translemt
Chana&
St8"dy Stat&

Chana•

-0..03%

545.

Benga indicates that the average reduction in baseflow in Gold Creek will be in the order
of 6%. Table 3-6 shows that the maximum reduction in baseflow calculated during
modelling extends as high as 17-19% during lower flow periods, when baseflow is
critical for aquatic species. How can this be considered “not significant”?

546.

The reduction on baseflow is obviously different for different reaches of Blairmore and
Gold creeks. As such, the impacts to smaller order tributary reaches is anticipated to be
much more than the impacts to larger drainage features receiving input from multiple
tributaries.

547.

How did Benga select the reaches that they wanted to model to ensure that the full
spectrum and magnitude of baseflow decreases could be assessed? Are there some
reaches of Blairmore Creek and Gold Creek that could see a decrease of more than 20%?
Given the previous concerns regarding how the model has been constrained it is highly
likely.

548.

The GoldSim model identifies some constituents in Blairmore and Gold creeks
approaching or exceeding AEP’s 2018 chronic guidelines for protection of freshwater
aquatic life (FWAL). These include aluminum, ammonium, cobalt, selenium, and
mercury.

549.

PDF pg.259 in Appendix 10B of CIAR 42:
Concentrations of dissolved coba lt, selen ium and zinc show similar patterns of increase above
background concentrations as the mine development expands . Concentrations of these
parameters reach the ir maxi mum in closure when increased leakage rates from the SZs is
predicted (SRK 2016d). They also reach stead y state soon after closure , as the site is reclaimed .
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PDF pg.415 in Appendix 10B of CIAR 42:
The water quality model developed for the Project was used to evaluate potential water quality
effects in the downstream creeks as we ll as requirements for wa ter quality mitigation measures _
Resu lts of the evaluation are summarized as follows
•

Selen ium leaching from waste rock is the primary water quality parameter of concern in terms
of protecting downstream water qua lity_Selen ium concentrations expected in waste rock
seepage and in the mine wa ter are up to three orders of magn itude greater than generic
guideline concen trations for fres hwater aquatic life _

•

Estimated waste rock seepage concentrations for a number of dissolved metals, includ ing
coba lt and zinc, are expected to be 5 to 50 times higher than applicable aquatic guideline
concentrations.

551.

It is unclear why Benga considered that selenium is the primary water quality parameter
of concern when there is direct evidence that other equally harmful trace element can be
mobilized from the waste rock materials (as evidenced by the humidity cells tests and
baseline groundwater in the Project area).

552.

The D3 August 2016 Blairmore Creek Water Quality Projections from August 2016 are
set out at PDF pg.309-334 of Appendix 10B.

553.

The D4 August 2016 Gold Creek Water Quality Projections are set out at PDF pg.335360 of Appendix 10B.

554.

The D5 August 2016 Saturated Zone and Ponds Water Quality Predictions are set out in
PDF pg.361-436 of Appendix 10B.

555.

The 2016 Water Quality Projections for Blairmore Creek and Gold Creek were updated
in the March 2020 Addendum 11 as a result of Benga shelving its original proposal to
have the End Pit Lake outflow into Gold Creek; see 17Tr, p.3606, L.21 to p.3607, L.20.

556.

The new graphs (dated February 2020) replacing some of the D3 and D4 graphs from
2016 are set out in CIAR 313, Addendum 11, PDF pg.250:
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a) Provide modeled estimates of mean monthly concentrations of contaminants of
concern in Blainnore Creek and Gold Creek using available hydrographs and
reasonable assumptions given the hydrologic period-of-record and the proximity of
gauging stations. The use of synthetic hydrographs may be required. Conduct the
modeling for the mine operation, at closure and post-closure. The post-closure
period should include effects of climate change on variability of seasonal water flows .

Response:
Figure 6.25-1 and Figure 6.25-2 show updated hydrology for Gold Creek and Blain nore Creek
on a mean monthly basis with climate change incorporated in the updated hydrological inputs.
Modelled estimates of mean monthly concentrntions of contaminants of concern in Blaim10re
Creek and Gold Creek for this flow scena1io are graphed in Appendix 6.25-1.
Figure 6.25-3 shows model results for total selenium concentration in Blailmore Creek under
mean monthly flow scenarios over the 20-year time span during operations to illustrate the
seasonal variation while Figure 6.25-4 and Figure 6.25-5 show the same results data for
Blainnore and Gold creeks respectively but for an 80-year time span.
As indicated by the graphs, selenium concentrations in the creeks, modelled on a mean monthly
basis, are significantly more variable than those that had been previously calculated based on
annual average flows . Peak selenium levels in Blainnore Creek under this flow scenario are
approximately 9 µg/L, which is slightly higher than the annual average calculation of 7 µg/L but
still lower than tl1e proposed Project-specific guideline for selenium.

557.

Addendum 11 (CIAR 313) did not result in any changes to SRK’s D5 August 2016
Saturated Zone and Ponds Water Quality Predictions in Appendix 10B of CIAR 42; see
17Tr, p.3622, L.19-23.

558.

Whether some of the elements are at, slightly over, or approaching guideline values, you
have to consider the accuracy of the modelling given the lack of hydrologic variability
that has been modelled by Benga, including the effects of climate change and longer low
flow periods anticipated. This will influence the magnitude of dilution that occurs when
water is released to the local creeks and hence their projected concentrations.

559.

At PDF pg.315 in Appendix 10B of CIAR 42, the 2016 SRK prediction for cobalt
concentration at BC03 was as follows:
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560.

Using a water hardness of 250 mg/L (as CaCO3), which is consistent hardness values
reported in CR#5 of CIAR 42, Table A3.1 (pdf page 148) and Table 9 (pdf page 48), the
2018 AEP long term chronic guideline for the protection of freshwater aquatic life
(FWAL) is 1.5 μg/L or 0.0015mg/L for cobalt; see CIAR PDF 850, PDF pg.42. The 2016
SRK prediction shows BC03 exceeding AEP’s long term chronic guideline for cobalt
starting around 2037.

561.

Benga’s new graph (Figure 8 dated February 2020) at CIAR 313, PDF pg.1175 shows
certain reaches of Blairmore Creek exceeding AEP’s long term chronic guideline for
cobalt starting around year 25:
Figure 8 - Mean Monthly Hydrology Model Resu lts
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562.

Benga has used the wrong guideline shown by the green line in Figure 8. The guideline
is based on an equation. For a hardness of 250 mg/L, the long-tern chronic guideline
should be 0.0015 mg/L. The actual hardness ranges for the baseline samples are:
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Blairmore Creek: 44-255 mg/L (PDF pg.148 and 151 of CR#5 in CIAR
#42); and
Gold Creek: 30-307 mg/L (PDF pg.154 of CR#5 in CIAR #42).

•
•

At PDF pg.319 in Appendix 10B of CIAR 42, the 2016 SRK prediction for selenium
concentration at BC07 was as follows:

564.

The 2018 AEP long term chronic guideline for the protection of freshwater aquatic life
(FWAL) is 2 μg/L or 0.002 mg/L for selenium; see CIAR PDF 850, PDF pg.35:

565.

AEP also has an “alert” concentration of 1μg/L or 0.001 mg/L. Exceedances of the “alert”
concentration are of concern to AEP.

566.

The 2016 SRK prediction shows BC07 exceeding AEP’s 2018 long term chronic
guideline for selenium starting around 2029.

567.

At PDF pg.357 in Appendix 10B of CIAR 42, the 2016 SRK prediction for selenium
concentration at GC02 was as follows:
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568.

The 2016 SRK prediction shows GC02 exceeding AEP’s 2018 long term chronic
guideline for selenium starting around 2043.

569.

Benga’s new graph (Figure 24 dated February 2020) at CIAR 313, PDF pg.1191 shows
all of the stations of Blairmore Creek exceeding the AEP’s long term chronic guideline
for selenium of 0.002 mg/L starting around Year 13. However, if the SSWQO guideline
shown in green in Figure 24 is used, exceedances of the guideline will occur around Year
27 and around Years 47-54. For the SSWQO, Se levels are tied to sulphate
concentrations.
Figure 24 - Mean Monthly Hydrology Model Results
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570.

Mr. O’Gorman questioned Benga about its request for a SSWQO for selenium in 19Tr,
pg.4113-4129 and requested Undertaking No. 21 which required Nautilus to redo their
Figures from the Appendix in CR#5. Benga’s proposed SSWQO shown by the green
lines in Figure 24 goes up and down like a yo-yo and will not be simple to implement.

571.

At 19Tr, p.4115, Mr. O’Gorman had the following exchange with Mr. Davies:
8

se l eni u m a c ts v e ry d i fferent y

9

c hemical s ' h a t we have con c e r n s about and we have

han mo st o t h er aqu a t i c

20

g u i de l i nes f o r , t e - - t h e 2 - mi c r o gra m- p er - i t r e

21

g u i de l i ne i s e s se

22

b e gen era l y prot e ct i v e o f env i ronme n s

i a l l y a g ener a l y - - it "s meant t o
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23

sen s "t ive · o s e enium accumu a t ion i n

he f ood chain.

.2 4

And s o i f you ' re l ooki ng at asse ssing ' h e p r o ject and

25

he effects o f seleni um in B a i r more Cree k , i t ' s not

26

r ea l y an effective way o f -- o f ace rat e l y as ses s i g

1

say, but I t h i n k you'd agree t h at t h is was a pretty

2

i mportant piece o f work t h at you d i d i n terms o f

3

a t tempting to support your position or request f or a

4

s ite- speci f ic water qua l ity ob jective f or t h e project;

5

i s t h at righ t?

6

A

For selen ium, obvious l y.

I'd agree, but o ne t h i n g I would q ua li f y t h at with

7

i s t h at t h ere's -- t h ere's two reason s to develop

8

s i te - speci f ic t h r esh olds.

9

perspective, a nd o n e is f rom a n operation al

On e is f rom a n assessmen t

perspective .

10

572.

In 21Tr, p.4454-4476, Mr. O’Gorman questioned Benga further on the requested
SSWQO for selenium and Benga’s response to Undertaking 21 marked as CIAR 878.

573.

At 21Tr, p.4455: Mr. O’Gorman asked the following question:
21

574.

Q

Okay .

I t h i n k we' ve agreed t h at you are -- t h rough t h e

22

con versation we j u st h ad a fe w mi n u tes ago, but I'll

23

ask you to be clear .

24

t his -- t h ese resu l ts end up wit h a s ugge sted

25

su l p h ate - ad justed, se l enium site - speci f ic water quality

26

ob jective .

Are you proposing -- so a ll o f

Are you aski n g t h is pane l to accept t h is

1

SSWQO or a WW -- SSWQO, i . e . , t h ese particular numbers

2

or t h e con cept o f o ne ?

Mr. Houston responded to that question at 21Tr, p.4457:
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MR. HOUSTON :

If I coul d, Mr . O 'Gorman,

I

We

20

tend t o ag r ee with my -- my col l eague Mr. Davies.

21

u n de r s t a n d t h a t t h is -- t h e scien ce t h a t demon s tra t es

22

t h e p ro t ec t ive n a tu re o f wh a t we're proposi n g n eeds t o

23

be t ran s l a t ed i nt o some t h i n g t h a t cou l d be u se fu l both

24

f rom a n operati n g man ageme nt perspective a n d -- a n d a

25

regu l ar -- r egu latory pe r spective.

26

expect t h a t t h ere wou l d be some i nt e r p r e t a t ion o f t h e

1

resu l ts a n d t h e n some t h i n g -- some ob j ec t ive se t down

2

t h a t 's pe r h aps simple r t o implemen t.

575.

What exactly is Benga asking for?

576.

Benga stated in CIAR 571 PDF pg.21:

So we wou ld fu l l y

Benga notes that ECCC states in its submission to the JRP 57 that "Benga has proposed a 15 ~1g/L site-specific
water quality objective (SSWQO) for selenium" . This is inconect. Benga has proposed a 15 ~1g[L Se limit for
effluent released to Blaitmore Creek; the proposed site-specific benchmark for Se in Blainnore Creek varies
with waterborne sulphate concentrations. with predicted values of 2 to 14 pg/L Se. depending on background
sulphate. over the life of the project and in closure and post-closure phases. Over this time, Se concentrations in
Blaitmore Creek downstream of effluent discharge (at site BC-03) are predicted to ran ge between approximately
4 and 9.5 pg/L .

577.

Is Mr. Houston saying this variable SSWQO will be difficult to implement?

578.

Shouldn’t Benga be telling us exactly what interpretation of the results it is looking for?

579.

Shouldn’t Benga be telling us exactly what it is applying for or hoping for from the JRP?

580.

Is Benga asking the JRP to establish an SSWQO which is “perhaps simpler to
implement” than the one shown in Figure 24 above?

581.

The JRP should not be approving Benga’s requested SSWQO for selenium. The Nautilus
Report relied on studies based on plants and algae that are not present in the creeks at
Grassy Mountain. An SSWQO for selenium in this case should not be permitted because
WSCT will have to be regularly captured and killed over the next 80 years in order to
have the fish tissue available to check for and verify selenium uptake. This is not in
keeping with the SARA requirement for the protection of the WSCT.
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Toxicity testing would be the responsibility of Benga as noted in the following passage
from the 2018 AEP Guidelines CIAR 850, PDF 15
b1 all ca es. additional toxicity testii1g may be required and would be the responsibility of the proponent. Sitespecific guidelines can only be developed from full guidelines. Caution should be exercised in the decision to
delive acceptable scientifically-ligorous ite-specific guidelines due to the significant amount of tinle and
re ource required to develop an acceptable guideline. bi many case . the development of a ite-specific water

583.

There is only one page dealing with the SSWQO for selenium in Benga's final argument.
It reads as follows in CIAR 962, PDF pg.89:
335 .

As noted in Benga 's October 5, 2020 submission, ECCC reviewed the proposed SSWQO and concluded:

"A sulphate-adjusted guideline for selenate is based on sound science, since sulphate and selenate compete
for the same active (satmable, energy-requiring) transporter in algae". 472 Benga agrees with that
statement.

584.

The Coalitions notes that in CIAR 542 at PDF pg..41, ECCC actually said this:
ECCC 's Conclusions
ECCC is of the opinion that the SSW QO developed by Benga, which has been derived using
pre-mining (baseline) conditions , contains several assumptions which decrease confidence in
the degree of protection to aquatic organisms that the Objective can achieve. While ECCC does
not object to the derivation of site-specific environmental quality guidelines, in this instance the
site-specific risk assessment and its derived SSWQO may not accurately characterize the risk
to receptors from exposure to selenium during and following mine operations.

585.

Benga appears to have missed this statement of “Conclusions” from the ECCC in its
discussion of the SSWQO in Section 5.6.4 of its Final Argument above.

586.

The Coalition agrees with the ECCC’s statement regarding assumptions that decease the
confidence in the SSWQO being proposed for the following reasons:

587.

Benga did not use local species of algae and plants, so it is unclear how well the species
used in the Nautilus experiments represent (or correlate with) those in Blairmore (and
Gold) creek.

588.

Sulphate (SO42-) will be released to Blairmore Creek as a result of the mine activities. It
is therefore a contaminant that will have values higher than AEP’s FWAL of 429 mg/L
for very hard water (181-250 mg/L as CaCO3). In fact, Benga is modelling that SO4
concentrations are projected to increase as high as 1250 mg/L or so. Therefore, SO4 will
have the ability to adversely affect WSCT. However, Benga has not focussed any
attention on this SO4 issue, and that it will need to be treated down to a more appropriate
level. What we find interesting is that Benga is justifying a higher Se level using another
contaminant that should not be present at such high levels anyway.
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589.

The assumption is being made that the primary species of Se will be the selenate (SeO42) ion versus selenite (SeO32-) in the river water; however, that has not been substantiated
with any chemical speciation of the Se (as pointed out by ECCC and others). In fact, no
speciation work on selenium (or any other harmful trace elements identified) has been
done on any water samples from the local creeks, wetlands, porewater of the river
sediments, etc. If the Se is not 100% selenate ion then this will likely affect the SSWQO,
but Benga has not assessed this aspect.

590.

The assumption is being made that the SO4 ions will out-compete the selenate ions for
active transporters in algae, but this again assumes that something else will not react with
the SO4 ions first to make them unavailable to block active transporter site, for example a
cations like calcium (Ca2+), magnesium (Mg2+), strontium (Sr2+), cadmium (Cd2+)
cobalt (Co2+), copper (Cu2+), lead (Pb2+), manganese (Mn2+), etc. It is possible that
ion-complexes will form between the SO4 ions and the other cations but Benga does not
appear to have assessed this interference effect either.

591.

Also, if SO4 ions are taken out of solution by precipitation reactions to form minerals like
amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC), also called vaterite, or more pure forms of minerals
like gypsum (CaSO4), it will not be available to out-compete the selenate ions for active
transporter sites, and therefore the selenate will bioaccumulate more in lower food chain.
Intuitively, this should lead to a lower SSWQO. It does not appear that Benga did any
modelling to evaluate this potential effect either.

592.

Then there are all the other trace elements that are likely to be released, which again seem
to be getting overlooked. It needs to be made clear, based on what is being seen at Teck’s
Elk Valley operation, that the release of other harmful trace elements (including
radioactive ones like uranium) is highly likely, and that treating for Se in the SBZs could
actually enhance their release – change conditions to mitigate one trace element and
create conditions conducive to mobilizing another (i.e. geochemical whack-a-mole).
Benga is playing chemistry as Dr. Fennell stated in his evidence and have not done an
appropriate level of geochemical modelling, or transport and fate assessment work, to
adequately assess this risk and facilitate an informed decision by the JRP.

593.

Benga’s new graph (Figure 51 dated February 2020) at CIAR 313, PDF pg.1219 shows
GC02 in Gold Creek exceeding the FWAL alert guideline for selenium in Year 20 and
GC02 reaching the 0.002 mg/L long term chronic guideline around Year 53:
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Figure 51 - Mean Monthly Hydrology Model Results
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594.

The SRK Water & Load Balance Model (PDF pg.361-411 of Appendix 10B in CIAR 42)
indicates contaminant levels in the sedimentation and surge ponds, as well as the EPL,
that approach or exceed levels above the AEP’s chronic guidelines for the protection of
freshwater aquatic life. Benga has also failed to consider the seepage of water from these
ponds into the groundwater, and the transport of entrained contaminants to those
receptors. How, then, can the impacts from the Project be considered “not significant” if
they have not even been assessed?

595.

There will likely be a discrepancy in what the SRK GoldSim model is providing for
anticipated contaminant levels in the water management structures and receiving creeks
and what may actually occur. In fact, there is a likelihood that the contaminant levels
will be higher than reported in the SRK model if mitigation techniques are not as
effective as reported, or the ranges of hydrologic variability to result in the projected
dilution effects have not been properly considered.

596.

How will Benga guarantee that discharges of contaminants from the water management
structures do not exceed chronic levels for aquatic life, and how will that be ensured
under extreme conditions such as excessive precipitation and necessary pond discharge?
How will this also be guaranteed well into the future?

597.

If the extent of drawdown simulated by the model is grossly under-represented and the
drawdown actually does propagate out further than anticipated (intercepting more
groundwater contribution to Blairmore and Gold creeks than currently modelled), how
will this affect the baseflow reduction calculations?
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598.

The inability to accurately simulate the monthly baseflow variability indicates that the
SRK model is not providing results that give comfort that Benga understand how their
Project will influence the local environment. Given the importance of this modelling
exercise for the decision to either approve or deny this application, how can the JRP
make an informed decision if the model cannot reasonably simulate what is actually
occurring?

599.

If the monitoring is unsuccessful at detecting contaminants seeping or leaching from the
waste management structures, and contaminants are detected in Blairmore or Gold
Creeks what will Benga do to mitigate this situation? It is worth noting that remediation
of any contaminant plume by groundwater recovery wells will create even more
drawdown and intercept groundwater that would otherwise report to the creeks. This will
inadvertently reduce the amount of baseflow contribution to the creeks in addition to that
already being modelled by SRK. This possibility, and the associated ramifications for
Blairmore and Gold creeks, been not been assessed in the application.

600.

PDF pg.85 in Section E of CIAR 42:
The only true loss of water from the Pro·ect area is the moisture associated with the clean coal that is
shiRped off site to market CR #4 Section 5.1). However, within the Project area there are changes to
surface water flows as water is collected, diverted, treated, and discharged, and changes to the
inventory of water stored in various reservoirs such as ponds, saturated zones, and groundwater.
Changes to surface characteristics of the developed mine areas are expected to result in higher runoff,
which is a net gain in terms of the water balance. Estimated net change to discharge from Blairmore
Creek and Gold Creek is provided in CR #4 Figure 41.

601.

Benga’s statement that “[t]he only true loss of water from the Project area is the moisture
associated with the clean coal that is shipped off site to market” is a very misleading
statement, given that the mine development will result in removal of vegetation and soil,
expose otherwise covered rock, and establish rock dumps and water management
structures to manage solid and liquid wastes. In fact, the loss of water from evaporation
will increase from natural conditions and could be significant. These aspects were not
considered in the overall mine water balance.

5.4.1.5
Geochemistry
602. Benga chose to only model “dissolved” concentrations of contaminants and not “total”
concentrations. The use of “total” concentrations would have been more conservative
and reflective of the effluent that will be discharge from the mine water management
structures. Benga was asked why it decided to use this less conservative approach. The
response was as follows at 17Tr, p.3614:
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So, yes, it -- it wou l d be more con servative to -- to

15

assume some so l ids l oad, but wh at -- wh at we

16

ef f ectively assumed is t h at t he -- t h at t h e

17

sedimen tation st ructure s ope r ate as designed.

18

Q

to u se t h is less - con se r vative approach ?

19
20

So wh y did Benga decide to u se -- or wh y did SRK decide

A

Again, t he -- t he purpose o f t he assessmen t here is

21

to - - is to evaluate what sor t o f mitigation 's

22

requ i red .

23

i nco rporated t he -- t he ope r ation o f sedimen tation

24

ponds i n to t h is assessmen t, it

25

i t 's con sisten t, I t h i nk , with t h e f act t h at o u r

26

assumption s , as clear l y stated i n t h is -- i n t h is model

And given t he f act t h at, you kn ow, we have

you k n ow , it -- it

1

report, t h at we ass umed t ha t t he mitigation measure s

2

t h at are ref lected he re a re effective.

603.

It is highly likely that colloids with associated trace elements will be mobilized into the
groundwater under the waste rock areas and water management ponds. Their movement
will be facilitated by the presence of fractures and faults which are highly likely to exist
as well. This is another example of how Benga is not taking a more conservative
approach and failing to model a reasonable worst-case scenario.

604.

Table B8: Dissolved Metals Results is set out at PDF pg.137-142 of CR#3 in CIAR 42.

605.

The presence in Table B8 of some contaminants at levels above established Canada
guidelines for the protection of drinking water and AEP guidelines for the protection of
freshwater aquatic life has been confirmed in some of the monitoring well samples
assessed by Benga. These have also been noted in some of the springs, creeks and
existing ponds sampled by Benga. In addition to selenium, this includes aluminum,
cadmium, chromium, copper, mercury, nickel and zinc. Table B8 results indicate the
natural presence of these contaminants in the waters of the Project area. Therefore, there
is a risk of these contaminants being mobilized as a result of Benga’s mining and waste
management processes including the altering of redox conditions in the SBZs; see 17Tr,
3618, L.11 to p.3620, L.18.

606.

PDF pg. 112 of Addendum 10, Package 5 in CIAR 251:
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identify all plam1ed source locations, i.e. rock pile areas, and any other potential
sources of contamination including sources that may m·ise due to extreme flood
events;

Response:
As listed in CR#3 Section 5. 1 (CEAR #42), sources that could affect groundwater quality and
potential receptors include the surge ponds (n01thwest surge pond, southwest surge pond and
southeast surge pond), sedimentation ponds (n011heast se<linlentation pond, east sedimentation
pond, west sedimentation pond, plant site sedimentation pond and rail loadout sedimentation
pond), the satmated fill zones, raw water pond, diversion ditches and drainage controls, and rock
pile m·eas (n011h rock disposal area, central rock disposal area and south rock disposal area) . To
a lesser degree, facilities within the CHPP handling or storing waste oil, lubricants a11d gas &
diesel for the site 's vehicles m·e also considered as potential sources.
The end pit lake is not identified as a potential source as the ,..vater stored in the lake is located in
its own groundwater catchment area.

607.

Benga’s response to IR 5.18(v) on PDF pg.112 of Addendum 10 states that the EPL is not
identified as a potential source of contamination to the groundwater and potential
receptors. This statement is incorrect. Mr. Jensen said the reason for this was because
there had been a misinterpretation made by the author of the response to IR 5.18(v); see
Tr, p.3626, L.11-26. Mr. Houston said the reason why the IR response was incorrect was
because the question in IR 5.18(v) was confusing; see 17Tr, p.3627, L.2-11. Benga has
indicated that the EPL will be partially filled with groundwater. This means that it has to
have the ability to seep in through pathways like faults and fractures. Once the EPL has
filled the hydraulic gradient will reverse and water will seep back those same pathways.
Therefore, how can it not be a potential source considering that some of the elements
modelled for it are being shown at concentrations above FWAL? (see CIAR 42,
Appendix 10 - Water and Load Balance Report, D5 pdf pages 361-411).

608.

At PDF pg.380 in Appendix 10B of CIAR 42, the 2016 SRK prediction for mercury
concentration in the EPL was as follows:
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At PDF pg.404 in Appendix 10B of CIAR 42, the 2016 SRK prediction for selenium
concentration in the EPL was as follows:
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609.

This graph shows that from 2042 to 2099, the EPL will exceed the 2018 AEP long term
chronic guideline for total mercury for the protection of freshwater aquatic life (FWAL),
which is 0.005 μg/L or 0.000005 mg/L; see CIAR 850, pdf 33:
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At PDF pg.410 in Appendix 10B of CIAR 42, the 2016 SRK prediction for zinc
concentration in the EPL was as follows:

This graph shows that from 2042 to 2099, the EPL will exceed the 2018 AEP long term
chronic guideline for the protection of FWAL, which is 2 μg/L or 0.002 mg/L for
selenium; see CIAR PDF 850, PDF pg.35.
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As noted, the results provided in Water and Load Balance Model for the EPL and the
ESP (PDF pg.362-411 of Appendix 10B in CIAR 42) show that some constituents are

614.

This graph shows that from 2042 to 2099, the EPL will exceed the 2018 AEP long term
chronic guideline for the protection of FWAL, which is 30 μg/L or 0.03 mg/L for zinc;
see CIAR 850, PDF pg.37.

613.
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projected to reach values well in excess of the AEP guidelines for the protection of
freshwater aquatic life.
615.

At PDF pg.370 in Appendix 10B of CIAR 42, the 2016 SRK prediction for cadmium
concentration in the ESP was as follows:
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616.

Using a water hardness of 250 mg/L (as CaCO3), the 2018 AEP long term chronic
guideline for the protection of FWAL is 0.34 μg/L or 0.00034 mg/L for cadmium; see
CIAR 850, PDF pg.42. This graph shows that from 2019 to 2097, the ESP will exceed the
2018 AEP long term chronic guideline for the protection of FWAL for cadmium.

617.

This graph also shows that the ESP will quickly exceed the Canadian Drinking Water
Maximum Acceptable Concentration for cadmium which is 0.005 mg/L; see Table B8:
Dissolved Metals Results at PDF pg.137 of CR#3 in CIAR 42. Ms. Gilmar’s residence
and water supply is inside Benga’s proposed Mine Permit Boundary and directly south of
the ESP and therefore is at high risk to being impacted.

-- -

.,

618.

As noted by Dr. Fennell in Slide No. 29 in CIAR 875~ discussed at 23Tr, p.4911, L.14 to
p.4912, L.26:
Unlike the groundwater numerical model , Benga has not provided a satisfactory explanation of how the GoldSim
model was configured , or how hydrologic and climatic variability has been included. Contaminant capture
efficiencies are also overly optimistic. Elevated levels of some harmful elements are noted for the water
management ponds, w ith levels approaching harmful values in the creeks.
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PDF pg.255 of Appendix 10B in CIAR 42:
5.4

Concentration Lim its
A solubility limit for su lphate was applied globally in the model. Su lphate is constra ined to
2030 mg/L under Base Case cond itions and 2740 mg/L for Upper Case cond itions.
Elevated concentrations in pit lake wa ter may occu r due to potential acidity. Pit lake wa ter leaves
the project area via two pathways :
1. As overflow to the NESP, and subsequently to Gold Creek , via horizontal dra ins after
reach ing the flood elevation
2.

As leakage once the pit lake begins to fill. Pit lake leakage reports to Gold Creek at prediction
node GC-I 0.

Pit lake water will be neutralized as it fl ows th rough groundwater pathways and enters the creek
with su fficient neutra liza tion capacity. Concentration limits are applied for aluminum and iron at
pred iction node GC10 to rep resent assumed precipitate at neutra l pH .

620.

Benga was asked how it determined that the EPL water will leave the lake via leakage
once the lake begins to fill and that the leakage would report to Gold Creek at prediction
node CC10. Benga’s response was as follows at 17Tr, p.3524:
18

621.

A

MR . J ENS EN :

So that was determi n ed based

19

on sort o f t h e gen eral direction o f t h e grou n dwater

20

f l ow i n

21

t h e grou n dwater model assessmen t

22

appropriate assu mption to apply i n t h is case.

i n t h at area .

We looked to -- we looked to
f or some i n p u t to wh at

PDF pg.253 of Section C in CIAR 42; Figure C.5.3-7:
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622.

The EPL will be up to 75 m deep, or more. It is likely that the lake will stratify and that
the bottom portions will become oxygen deficient (i.e. sub-oxic or anoxic) given the
presence of organic substrate, such as residual coal fines and other organics in the bottom
sediments.

623.

As noted by Dr. Fennell in Slide No. 28 in CIAR 875 ~ discussed at 23Tr, p.4909, L.2 to
p.4911, L.13:
Benga has not assessed the dynamics of the water management ponds & end pit
lake in relation to nutrient cycling (e.g. nitrate and phosphorous), stratification and
the creation of sub-oxic to anoxic conditions (i nclud ing generation of GHGs), shift
in trophic levels, and potential mobilization of redox-sensitive (and harmful) trace
elements .

624.

The risk of mobilizing trace elements exists, yet Benga has not modelled or addressed
this risk.

625.

PDF pg.1-216 of Appendix 10A in CIAR 42 contains the Geochemical Characterization
Report prepared by SRK.

626.

Waste Rock Humidity Cell Test Charts can be found in Appendix H starting at PDF
pg.117; see for instance PDF pg.118:
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627.

The Waste Rock Humidity Cell Test Charts mimic what is going on in a rock dump and
what contaminants may be mobilized. The rock dumps are 100 m or more above the
creeks and there are strong downward gradients and the likely presence of faults and
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fracture networks, so the contaminants will have the potential to migrate to Gold Creek
and Blairmore Creek.
628.

The Humidity Cell Tests (HCTs) conducted by SRK show that oxidation-reduction
potential (ORP) values increased to 500-600 millivolts (i.e. oxic) during the multi-week
testing period. And, with the exception of two formation rock types (Adanac and
Cadomin), a relatively stable pH between 6.5 and 8.0 was noted. Following a period of
equilibration, other constituents that increased during testing included (mainly from
Adanac and Cadomin rock samples):
•

sulphate, arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, mercury, molybdenum,
phosphorous, silver, tin, uranium, vanadium, and zinc.

629.

This is evidence that harmful trace elements can be mobilized from the native rock based
on both the natural groundwater quality measured in the area and the HCT results. How
will this be successfully monitored for in any leachate that originates from the waste rock
dumps, or in the sedimentation ponds receiving coal and rock fines from the mine
disturbance?

630.

There are a number of factors that complicate the use of HCTs. These include sample
representation (does it accurately reflect reality), the amount of time it takes for microbial
oxidizers to grow, sample alteration during storage prior to testing, geochemical reactions
that add or remove constituents, and the results chosen for use in impact modeling. Other
things that will influence how useful laboratory data is to describe what will actually
happen at field-scale include:
•
•
•
•

actual onsite geochemical processes at play;
the mineralogy of the rock or rock mixtures (including secondary mineralogy, like
iron oxyhrdroxides formed from mineral weathering and precipitation reactions);
available surface area of the rocks for reactions, and
the influence of hydrologic and hydrogeologic processes on leachate
concentrations.

631.

Has Benga incorporated these factors into their impact analysis to ensure the most
conservative assessment of contaminant generation, migration, and assumed attenuation?
And, was the HCT testing long enough to reach an equilibrium to address any kinetic
effects for certain constituents and understand the full magnitude of constituent
increases?

632.

Most of the HCT tests were for 40 weeks, and some of the constituents (i.e. arsenic,
cadmium, chromium, copper, molybdenum, phosphorous, uranium, and vanadium) were
still increasing in concentration, meaning the system had not reached an equilibrium
state.
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PDF pg.127 of CR#3 in CIAR sets out Table B6; Field Measured Parameters:
Table 8 6. Fie ld M easured Param eters.
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634.

Benga only constructed 19 monitoring wells with some wells nested in the same locations
and some of them dry. Table B6 contains data for 13 of these monitoring wells. The
Table shows that the groundwater from some of these 13 monitoring wells has significant
dissolved oxygen concentrations. This would generate more oxic conditions which could
possibly mobilize selenium and other contaminants assessed in the humidity cell tests.

635.

As Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 27 in CIAR 875 in relation to Table B6 above ~
discussed at 23Tr, p.4906, L.21 to p.4908, L.24:
Benga has identified that the groundwater is quite oxygenated (oxic), and that there are already elevated
concentrations of harmful trace elements present in the area _ Th is is an indication of their ability to be mobilized
under the right geochemical cond itions_

636.

Dr. Fennell stated at 23Tr, p.4907:
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I want to point you to some o f t hose numbers.

You

10

can see numbers in the - - in the order o f

anywhere

11

r ang ing fr om, you k now, 2 . 8 t o 1 2 mi l l igrams p e r lit re

12

of d i ssolved oxygen.

13

into those 5, 6 , 7, 1 0 milligrams-per-litre oxygen,

14

that's a l ot of dissolved oxygen .

15

your -- your groundwater systems are going t o be in an

16

oxyge nated state.

17

when, you know, everything's done and -- and the SBZs

18

are covered u p and the groundwate r is flowi ng back in

19

and everything's going back t o normal and you've got

20

oxyge na ted water going into these SBZs, we can n ow

21

convert that elemental selenium back into selenate back

22

into the environment .

I mean, when you sta rt getting up

That means tha t

So let ' s think abou t down t he road

So tha t -- that's a concern.

Dr. Fennell stated at 23Tr, p.4908:
4

and the legend is down i n the bottom there .

You see

5

that you have things already present in the water

6

nat u ra l ly occu rr ing, aluminum, barium.

7

chromium, coppe r, iron, maganese, mercury , selen i um.

8

We 've got, l ooks li ke, zinc, urani um, silver.

9

these things are act ua lly already in the wate r, wh ich

We've got

All o f

10

is tel ling you that they' re already able t o be

11

mobi l i zed .

12

disturbance, and I don't know wha t cou ld happen.

13

so I'm quite surprised that none of t he se things

14

these are harmful trace elements

15

looked at a litt le bit more closely.

And so place on t op of tha t a geochemical
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638.

Benga says it is going to create a Permanent Selenium SBZ Landfill on the mine site and
keep it anoxic or suboxic forever; see 17Tr, p.3465, L.10-15.

639.

Given the information in Table B6 that the groundwater is already in an oxic state, and
that any infiltrating precipitation will also be oxygenated due to its contact with the
atmosphere, Benga may not be able to keep its Permanent Selenium SBZ Landfill anoxic
or suboxic, leading to the risk of remobilizing any sequestered selenium at some time in
the future.

640.

PDF pg.251 in Appendix 10 of CIAR 42:
5.2

Groundwater Qual ity

Due to limited data ava ilab ility , certain parameters have not been analyzed for in groundwater
includ ing beryllium , bismuth, lithiu m , mo lybdenum , ammonia, phosphorus, tin, strontium , titanium
tha llium , va nadiu m an d zirco nium. For these parameters no source term was included for
groundwater and the concentrat ion was assumed to be O mg/L. The data was assumed to be of
good quality, and SR K did not perform any additiona l QA/QC procedures on the data. T he data
set has the limitation of conta ining a short data record with few sam ples that may not refl ect the
complete range of conce ntrations in the area.

641.

Benga states in Appendix 10 of CIAR 42 that “Due to limited data availability, certain
parameters have not been analyzed for in groundwater including beryllium, bismuth,
lithium, molybdenum, ammonia, phosphorous, tin, strontium, titanium, thallium,
vanadium, and zirconium. For these parameters no source term was included for
groundwater and the concentration was assumed to be 0 mg/L”. Some of these elements
are considered toxic to aquatic life.

642.

The 2018 AEP long term chronic guideline for the protection of FWAL for ammonia is
listed in CIAR PDF 850, PDF pg.36.

643.

The 2018 AEP long term chronic guideline for the protection of FWAL is 73 μg/L for
molybdenum; see CIAR PDF 850, PDF pg.34.

644.

The 2018 AEP long term chronic guideline for the protection of FWAL is 0.8 μg/L for
thallium; see CIAR PDF 850, PDF pg.36.

645.

When faced with no data for chemical constituents, it is common to use some percentage
of the respective method detection limits (e.g. 50%) so that impact modelling can be done
in a conservative manner. Mr. Jensen agreed with that approach at 17Tr, p.3629, L.19-24.

646.

SRK choose not to employ this common conservative approach in its impact modelling
because Mr. Jensen said it was “completely irrelevant” to the outcome of the model; see
17Tr, p.3629, L.25 to p.3631, L.3. This is another example of SRK and Benga failing to
model a reasonable worst case scenario.
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647.

The speciation of trace elements like arsenic, chromium, selenium, etc. will determine
their mobility and toxicity characteristics. Coal consists of carbon, which is an organic
substrate and a food source for native bacteria. Coal fines will be part of the sediment
loading to the ponds and EPL. The influence of this organic substrate has not been
incorporated into the assessment of geochemical conditions and the influence on element
speciation and mobility in those containment structures has not been assessed.

648.

As noted above, the sedimentation ponds are designed to receive coal fines and other
particulate matter from the mine workings and contain them from the surrounding
environment. These fines will have elements associated with them that may be harmful if
released later on by geochemical reactions in the ponds.

649.

Conditions in the saturated backfill zones SBZs will be reduced to suboxic and possibly
anoxic to promote precipitation and sequestration of selenium. The creation of these
anoxic or suboxic conditions increases the risk of mobilizing other harmful trace
elements (like arsenic). Benga has not assessed this risk, which is a serious deficiency in
the assessment process that could lead to unintended consequences. So much attention
has been placed on selenium that other harmful elements have been completely
overlooked by Benga.

650.

As Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 26 in CIAR 875875 ~ discussed at 23Tr, p.4905,
L.20 to p.4906, L.20:
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Appendix 10, Append ix H, PDF pg. 117-216 of CIAR #42

Benga 's testing of the various bedrock formations indicates that mobilization of harmful trace elements is possible
under oxic conditions , but they did not investigate mobilization potentia l under sub-oxic or anoxic conditions. They
also did not assess mobilization potential from formations beneath the mine footprint, unlined rock dumps and
water management ponds.

651.

This is another example of Benga failing to consider a reasonable worst-case scenario.
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652.

Mr. Day confirmed that it is clear from the HCTs that when oxic conditions exist
selenium, and other harmful trace elements, increase in concentration; see 17Tr, p.3631,
L.4 to p.3632, L.3. The success of the SBZs to sequester selenium is dependent on the
conditions in those structures remaining anoxic or suboxic. How will Benga ensure that
the SBZs remain anoxic or suboxic in perpetuity after Benga is gone from the scene?

653.

Mr. Jensen confirmed that dosing of the SBZs with an organic substrate will likely have
to occur to promote the reduction in redox conditions necessary to precipitate and
sequester the selenium. Benga has not looked into how this will affect the mobility of
other harmful elements like arsenic, chromium, cobalt, copper, lead, mercury,
molybdenum, nickel and is taking a wait and see approach; see 17Tr, p.3634, L.14 to
p.3635, L.13.

654.

Monitoring conducted in 2018 by Teck Resources Limited (Teck) in the Elk Valley to the
west of Benga’s Grassy Mountain project has identified the presence of elements such as
cadmium, cobalt, chromium, nickel, uranium and zinc which exceed the guidelines for
the protection of freshwater aquatic life. The same can be expected for Benga’s project
given the similarity of the formations. This begs the question why would we want to
create another problem area in a very sensitive watershed in the Rocky Mountains when
we are already dealing with one a few valleys over to the west.

655.

In Teck’s Monitoring Report for 2018, LC-WLC is listed in Table 4 on PDF pg.25 of
CIAR 895 as “Receiving Environment – West Line Creek”. Blairmore Creek and Gold
Creek will be the receiving environment for Benga’s project.

656.

In Teck’s Monitoring Report for 2018, exceedances the guidelines for the protection of
freshwater aquatic life for cadmium (pg.4856), mercury (pg.4860), selenium (pg.4862),
uranium and zinc (pg.4864) were reported at Station LC_WLC. The data for LC_WLC
starts at PDF pg.4856 of CIAR 895.

657.

Teck’s LC_WLC monitoring station is located at the south end of the Teck’s mining
operation. See the lower left inset panel of Map 3 on PDF pg.160 of CIAR 895:
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658.

Benga has not assessed the risk that their operation might have on the concentrating, and
potential release, of naturally occurring radioactive materials (NORM) or technically
enhanced naturally occurring radioactive materials (TENORM) into the local
environment. Mr. Houston said Benga did not think it was important; see 17Tr, p.3641,
L.12-21. Yet, we know this is occurring at Teck’s operations. This is another example of
Benga failing to model a reasonable worst case scenario.

659.

Mr. Houston also said that he did not know if the rocks in Teck mining operation were
the same as the rocks that Benga would be mining on Grassy Mountain; see 17Tr, p.3641,
L.22 to p.3643, L.10. This is a strange response given that both mining operations are in
the Mist Mountain formation.

660.

As noted by Dr. Fennell in Slide No. 30 in CIAR 875 ~ discussed at 23Tr, p.4913, L.1 to
p.4915, L.17:
Benga has placed considerable focus on Se, and less so on others. However, there is direct evidence at other
nearby metall urgical coa l operations mining the same rocks (Mist Mnt. Fm .) that the release of other harmful
trace elements is occurring , and at concentrations exceeding freshwater aquatic guidelines (including NORMS).

661.

There is a lot of faith being place in the SBZs to attenuate selenium. The retention
factors are being communicated by Benga very high at 95% and it is likely that this
capture efficiency will be much less given some of the expected geochemical
complications (e.g. pH, CO2 levels, redox conditions). What will be the time lag
between when Benga finds out that the SBZs are not working as planned and when
suitable water treatment can be deployed?
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As Dr. Fennell noted in his Slide No. 25 in CIAR 875 ~ discussed at 23Tr, p.4903, L.16
to p.4905, L.19:

Influence of redox conditions on element
speciation, mobility, and toxicity
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Benga proposes to create and maintain sub-oxic conditions in the SBZs to sequester Se with high effi ciency), but
they have not considered how th is might mobilize other harmful trace elements that will eventually discharge to
local water bod ies. They have also not explored how Se mitigation success might be hampered by lower than
anticipated redox, or Eh, conditions (e.g. HSe-, hydrogen se lenide).

663.

Dr. Fennell stated at 23 Tr, p.4905:
And so -- you know, Benga has proposed to create

9

10

thi s

this -- the se SBZs to sequ ester the se l enium

11

with

wi th high eff i ciency, whic h I - - whi ch I h ave a

12

ha rd t i me believing that tha t 's the e f fic iency that's

13

actual l y go ing to occur, and they haven't cons i dere d

14

how t h ey might mobi l ize othe r h armf u l e l e ment s, l ike

15

a r senic o r chromium o r coba l t o r uranium or any of

16

these other things, and when -- when these r eox

17

cond i t i on s are chan ged.

18

SBZs; th is i s i n the ponds that - - as wel l as at the

19

base of the rock dumps.

And that ' s no t just i n the

664.

This is another example of Benga failing to consider a worst-case scenario.

665.

Benga has no intention of lining the areas beneath the surge and sedimentation ponds to
ensure that leakage of contaminants does not occur into the groundwater that ultimately
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discharges to springs, tributary streams and Blairmore and Gold creeks. If Benga can use
geomembrane liners under rock (for the gravel bed reactors), it should also use
geomembrane liners under the surge and sedimentation ponds. This, of course, does not
deal with the large waste rock areas, which are also planned to be unlined and in direct
contact with bedrock that is likely fractured.
666.

Adaptive Management seems to be the over-arching solution to contaminant issues that
are not completely understood at this point in time. This is a reactive stance with no
guarantee of success and not appropriate given the unique features and risks associated
with the Project area.

5.4.1.6 Conclusion on Models used by Benga to support its application to remove the top of
Grassy Mountain
667.

Dr. Fennell discussed Models in the context of decision-making in Slide No. 3 in CIAR
875 ~ discussed at 23Tr, p.4843-4847:

Models in the context of decision-making
1. Models are a gross simpl ification of natural geological, hydrogeolog ical , hydrological, and
geochemical cond itions (it is hard to mimic nature with high degree of accuracy) .
2. Models requ ire a suitable amount of base information to reduce assumptions and lead to
better results (less data = less accuracy).
3. Model outputs are highly influenced by complexities in actual conditions , and are subject
to propagating errors where cond itions are not well-known or constrained .
4. Models produce non-unique results, with simi lar results being achieved using different
combinations of input parameters (i.e. curve-fitting) .
5. Models can be helpful in determining the direction things may go, but are challenged
when trying to simu late absolute magn itude.
6. Models are on ly as good as the ind ividuals build ing them , and are not meant to replace
human intell igence (different results will be obtained by different modellers, and some modellers
are better than others).

668.

In relation to point no. 5 above Dr. Fennell stated at 23Tr, p.4846:
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Next , models can be hel pfu l in determining the

22

direction that things may g o , but they're challenged

23

when trying to s i mu l a te abso l ute magni t ude.

24

we' r e t alking about thi ng s l ike base fl ow or dra wdown ,

25

t hat ' s import a n t, because tha t has i mp l i cat i o n s f or

26

water bodies.

And when

A d r awdown o f half -- hal f a me tre may

1

n ot seem like mu c h, but it cou l d be quite a lo t fo r --

2

f or a water body that is hav ing grou ndwater discharging

3

into it.

4

l ike 5 me tre s, that's -- that is huge, and so t hat

5

can -- that h as se r ious ramifications.

6

t his i s an i mp o rt a n t aspect.

When you 're talk ing about magnit udes h ighe r ,

So t h is i s

Dr. Fennell discussed the model assumptions used by Benga in Slide Nos. 4 and 5 in
CIAR 875 ~ discussed at 23Tr, p.4848-4853:

Model assumptions used by Benga
•

(CR #3 , pdf pg. 36, CIAR #42)

"For the purposes of the assessment, the entire rock/sediment package may be treated effectively
as a homogeneous, anisotropic medium".
an understandable assumption; ho wever, the complexity of the strata and likely presence of active and
open faults and fractures will adversely affect this condition

•

"The system will largely behave as a confined aquifer, although it can effectively represent
unconfined conditions where these occur".

o a reasonable assumption
■

"On the scale of the assessment, groundwater system flo w, which is expected to occur dominantly
via fracture flo w, can be approximated by an Equivalent Porous Media (EPM) model".

a reasonable assumption
•

"K (hydraulic conductivity) is largely anisotropic, with highest K parallel to bedding planes/coal
seams and to thrust fault strike with lowest K perpendicular to bedding. In general terms, K, in all
orientations, decreases with depth, according to the model proposed by Wei et al. 1995".

o the presence of faults and fracture networks acting a groundwater flo w pathways will adversely affect this
assumption
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"Apart from preferential flow parallel to fault strike, there is no major fault acting as a significant
conduit and no major regional deep flow influences".
this is an unrealistic assumption; there is no proof to substantiate this claim as no investigation was
conducted

■

"Recharge follows the same spatial trend with elevation as precipitation. The precipitation,
evaporation and evapotranspiration mechanisms are not explicitly modeled but assumed to be
integrated as "net recharge". It is assumed that this approach will not unduly bias the model".
o

■

the assumption of recharge has not been substantiated with any documented or field-based evidence

"Water level data and creek flow data collected between late 2013 and early 2016 are
representative of the pre-mining steady-state conditions and long-term trends".
o the time horizon used is in no way representative given th e extreme variability noted in creek flows as
evidenced by the Water Survey of Canada gauging station "Gold Creek near Frank"

670.

Some of the model assumptions relied on by Benga are simplistic, unrealistic,
unsubstantiated and unrepresentative.

671.

Benga relies on SRK’s Groundwater Numerical model results and SRK’s GoldSim model
results to suggest that the project’s adverse environmental effects will be “not
significant”. As noted above in the Water Section of this argument, the models are
seriously flawed, reasonable worst-case scenarios have not been assessed, and the SRK
model results should not be relied upon by the JRP to assess the risks posed by this
Project.

672.

The Coalition does not agree with Benga’s use of the SRK Groundwater Numerical
Model 2016 to evaluate a worst-case scenario for the groundwater flow and baseflow
reduction impacts in the Grassy Mountain area.

673.

Coalition does not agree with Benga’s use of the SRK GoldSim Model to evaluate a
worst-case scenario for the groundwater and surface water quality impacts in the Grassy
Mountain area.

674.

Dr. Fennell came to a number of conclusions about Benga’s application as set out in
Slides Nos. 31 to 33 in CIAR 875 ~ discussed at 23Tr, p.4915, L.18 to p.4918, L.13:
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Major conclusions
1. Benga's conceptual models of the Grassy Mountain area are not consistent with
actual cond itions , which are much more complex and variable than considered .
2. Benga's fi ndings are predicated on model simulations that are subject to many
assumptions and limitations that substantially affect the final results (e.g. overly
optimistic capture efficiency for Se in SBZs).
3. Benga's physical and chemical models are constrained with limited information
(i.e. control points), and do not honour the range of variability expected for the
geologic, hydrogeologic, hydrologic, and climatic conditions of the area.
4. Benga's models have concluded that the effect of drawdown from the mine
development, and release of contaminants to the local water bodies, will not
resu lts in adverse impacts. This is predicated on overly optimistic conclusions.
5. Benga has not used a su itable range of variability in their assessment of
hydrology and climate consistent with historically-measured values or paleorecords .
6. Benga has not fully assessed how geochemical conditions will influence the
mobility and toxicity (i. e. speciation ) of metals and trace elements likely to be
released from the mine development and closure landscape.
7. Benga has rel ied on "average" conditions in many cases and has not sufficiently
provided conservative , or "worst-case" scenarios to support the decision-making
process .
8. Benga is overly confident that their monitoring will be successful in detecting
contaminants originating from the mine and closure landscape, and that
mitigation measures will be successful well into the future .
9. Benga has rel ied too heavily on "Adaptive Management" to deal with a limited
understanding regarding irreversible changes to the water table, water balance,
and geochemistry that will permanently impact area ecosystems .
1O. Benga's consistent imp act ratings of "not sign ificant" are inconsistent with the
removal of a mountain , re-d istribution of the waste rock , creation of large Se
management areas, and permanent disturbance to the local watersheds.
11. The risk of creating another "Elk Valley" situation , where attempts are sti ll being
made to mitigate the impacts, is "sign ificant" and needs to be considered in any
decision regarding this Project.
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Dr. Fennell stated at 23Tr, p.4918:
6

And f i na lly , you k n ow, I t h i n k t h is is someth i ng

7

we really need to

to take to he art .

The risk o f

8

creati n g a n oth er Elk Valley situ ation , wh ich is very

9

l i kely i n t h is case, where -- you kn ow, Teck h as been

10

spend i n g a lot o f e ff ort tryi n g to mitigate -- to

11

understand a nd mitigate t he impacts .

12

s i g n i f ican t risk a nd -- and certai n ly n eeds to be

13

con sidered i n a n y decision regardi n g t h is project.

Th is is a

676.

The risk of Benga creating another Elk Valley situation at Grassy Mountain is very real
and cannot be discounted based on the flawed modeling results used to support
conclusions that the Project will not create significant that will propagate well into the
future.

677.

The JRP should come to the conclusion that in the event of a reasonable worst case
scenario, the project as proposed by Benga cannot assure the safety of Gold Creek and
the WSCT, and that the risks to Gold Creek and the WSCT are unacceptable. Therefore,
Benga’s application should be denied.

678.

The Coalition also relies on Dr. Fennell’s closing comments on Benga’s Water Topic
Block evidence at 23Tr, p.4921, L.16 to p.4926, L.18.

5.4.1.7

Comments on Benga’s Final Argument relating to Dr. Fennell

679.

Reading Benga’s comments in their Final Argument, they are basically just re-stating
what they had in their EIA documents. Nothing new.

680.

It seems their main tactic is to try and discredit reasonable and supported evidence by
deflecting. For example: “Dr. Fennell reached far beyond his expertise as a
hydrogeologist and hydrochemist when he spoke of Canada’s climate commitments…”.
The Coalition does not believe this is pertinent to concerns regarding Benga’s application
and the lack of sufficient evidence to back up their arguments. In any event, Dr. Fennell
has climate-related expertise. As noted by Dr. Fennell at 23Tr, p.4840:
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I h ave sat o n a number o f boa r ds a n d

21

pan els to p r ovide s u ppo r t o n water a n d climate - r elated

22

i ssu es a n d h ave appea r ed a numbe r o f times be f o r e

23

review pan els s u c h as t h is , both o n t h e i n d u st r y a n d

24

public side, providi n g eviden ce a n d testimon y to assist

25

wi t h p r o j ect r eviews a n d app r oval decision s .

681.

With respect to the trellis-style drainage as evidence of west-east faulting, it seems the
Undertaking No. 23 (CIAR 924) that Dr. Fennell provided did not educate Benga or their
counsel sufficiently and was just inconvenient information (backed up with references).
It is clear that the drainage pattern in the study area is complex and controlled to some
degree by fracturing and faulting…. a hybrid system as documented in Undertaking No.
23. It is obvious Benga does not understand or does not want to understand this
conclusion due to its inconvenience.

682.

When presented with clear evidence from their own work on fracture patterns in the area
(which clearly indicate a west-east fault pattern), they impose tilting as a mechanism to
remedy and reduce impacts to a larger extent of drawdown. Very convenient but
certainly not a valid argument to deal with the limitations of their models to reflect actual
conditions.

683.

Benga’s position that mountain front and mountain block recharge assessed somewhere
else in the world will not follow the same laws of physics in the study area is simply
wrong. It is clear they do not understand, or do not want to understand, this concept as
they continue to express a position that is unsupported by any clear evidence.

684.

It is clear that they do not understand what their model is doing regarding recharge. The
28%, as stated by them, is an “average” over the entire model domain, and the values we
noted in the high recharge area of the Gold Creek catchment are on the order of 55% or
greater using their information. That level of recharge is unheard of, and certainly not
documented anywhere in the world.

685.

The fact that they did not indicate the full extent of drawdown from mine dewatering, by
only showing where the 5m drawdown contour exists, is another crafty tactic on their
part. The fact is, drawdown will obviously extend further out to a 4-, 3, 2 and 1 m isoline
and at some point a zero effect. This has not been acknowledged. Any amount of
drawdown reaching Gold Creek will intercept groundwater that would eventually get
there to form baseflow and will inevitably capture, or pull in, water from the creek itself.
As such the combination of excess recharge and muted drawdown due to lack of westeast faults in the model reduces the impact to baseflow reduction in the creeks. Another
convenience to Benga’s benefit. If the model had been properly constructed we would
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have seen even more baseflow reduction, so what they are presenting is understated and
unrealistic.
5.4.1.8
686.

Comments on Mr. O’Gorman’s Wrap Up Questions to Benga
Mr. O'Gorman asked Mr. Houston the following “wrap up” questions at 21Tr, p.4595:
23

Th is one is f o r you, b e cau s e it's a big overall

24

wrap - up question, a nd t hose a re your -- t hose a re your

25

ba i liwi ck, as I understand .

26

So i f I t h i nk abou t t h e whole r a nge o f sort s o f

1

water and aquatic h ab i ta t i ssues that we've heard about

2

t h i s week and throu gh four years o f regulatory process,

3

we've got some u n certainties abou t poten t i a l impacts at

4

leve l s o f sele n i u m and wh a t the i r impacts may be alon g

5

with -- tha t' s been d i scussed a l ot .

6

uncertain t ies a r ound potent ial for su l p h a t e t o xicity ,

7

predi c ted con cen tra t ion s .

8

a l l t h i s reaching in excess o f a t h ou san d mi l l i grams

9

per l i t re.

We've got some

Some of the mode l l ing used

We've got some exceedan ces o f water qua l i t y

10

g u idel ines fo r some o ther i tems , which we haven' t even

11

tal ked abou t today, b u t I'm a ctua l ly goi ng t o come back

12

t o in my real, f ina l wrap - u p qu estion for this pane l .

13

So maybe t h i s is a bi t out of order .

14
15

Again, i t ' s late in the day.
We ' v e go t , you know, con c e r ns a b o t

16

sh "f , ma y b e , in " he pho s p o r ou s con c e trati o n s · n

17

Bl airmore Cr ee

18

ha

creek; t h a

" ha

mi g ht sh if

My apologies .

o tent .: al

he tr op hi c s ta · us o f

111as ra.i s e d i n s o me o f t h e h eari ng
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W,e h ave n ' t

t alk ed! abou

·t i

t ii s par

of

h e h e a r i g so far , b u t it ' s been said .
There ' s

o en "al f or ca l c: e depos i tion , you

22

k now , i f - - in l "g h

23

h a r dness.

24
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o f p redi c ted h ard -- inc reases

I guess we ' re c u r i o s abou

whe her you conduced ,

25

from your perspe c

v e , a real ,

h orou h cumu lat ive

26

e ff ec t s a ssessme n

o f a l l o f t ese issue s on wes s l ope

1

cutt h roat trout a n d h ow, l ooki ng at a ll t h ese

2

uncerta i n ties , we can h ave conf iden ce as a Pa n el about

3

what t h e possib l e impacts to t h e trout a n d t h eir

4

hab i tat are goi ng to be?

Mr. Houston had a long answer, part of which was at 21Tr, p.4597:
19

So I t h i n k f rom -- f rom wh ere we sit , t h e

20

westslope cutth roat trout in Go l d Creek are going to

21

ben e f it f rom t h is pro j ect, ben e f it i n t h e

22

i mplemen tation o f t h e o ff setti ng p l a n , c l ean i ng up

23

the -- or getting t h e creek back i n to t h e -- t h e

24

origi n a l creek bed, addi ng some overwi n teri ng h abitat,

25

replaci ng t h e riparian h abitat t h at we -- we wi ll h ave

26

t o take out as a part o f t h e -- t h e mini ng pro j ect.

688.

The Coalition would like to comment on Benga’s response. The Panel needs to seriously
question the efficacy of Benga’s work to assess the cumulative effects of all these issues
on the WSCT survival. To date the main focus has been placed on Se and a few other
constituents, at the expense of all the other contaminants and potential effects you have
pointed out. That shows Benga’s lack of understanding about how their project is going
to affect the region, during operation and into perpetuity.

689.

It is apparent Benga has not done any work to understand synergies between
contaminants or project effects and how those aspects will increase the risk to WSCT
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survival, not to mention the overall health of both Blairmore and Gold creek watersheds.
Benga remain convinced that they are going to “improve” the conditions for the WSCT
via engineered solutions with very little to show, if anything at all, that what they are
proposing will work. We also don’t know what their manipulations of the environment
will do to create conditions that work against their stated goals. This speaks to Benga’s
over-confidence and arrogance that they actually know what is going to happen and they
will be able to deal with it sufficiently.
690.

It is abundantly clear that Benga has provided no substantive evidence to their claims of
how Se mitigation will work other than pointing to Teck’s operations. The fact is, their
proposed approaches are only conceptual notions based on unsubstantiated assumptions.
If we look at what is going on in the Elk Valley today, there is a good chance that we will
create the same situation here decades down the road. No sufficient reason, or reasons, to
believe otherwise have been provided by Benga. If we knew then what we know now
would we have approved all those projects in the Elk Valley? At the very least it seems
appropriate that an applicant that wants to take down a mountain and permanently alter
the landscape do a full, holistic assessment of the risks to species like WSCT before the
decision is made to destroy some of the last remaining habitat for these listed species.
That is not an unreasonable request.

691.

Mr. O’Gorman then had some “final questions” for Benga which started at 21Tr, p.4600:
JI.

Al berta gui de line s for c h r omi u m, cob alt, a mmon i a, a n d

2

ni '-ra te a 1 d t_ e Can a dia

e n v iron me n'- al q a lit y '-r:gger

3

va l u e f o r 12hos12horous i

o li qo t rop hi c systems .

4

a. re ady poi n ted ou

5

mode l lir g o f selen i um a Ld s u l p ha'-e co_ce t rati ons : n

6

ha

a.I

,ve ' v e

d we ' ve discussed t hat t e

a pper d i x produces p red i c t ed mean mo t h.l y

7

concer trat i ons wh "c h are hi gfe r " han t h ose r e fe re n ced

8

b y Be1 g a in it s der:vatio

9

s : e - specifi c wa e r gualit

o f t he p roposed
o b jec :ve f o r se len : u m.

JLO

I

' s h i g h e r tan con c e tra ti ons us ed i r s l p at e

11

'- ox:c ity tes t s con d u c te d by Benga..

Jl.2

you ' v e al so p r od u c ed Be Lga ' s p r odu c ed p re d i c t ed wa er
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ua l "ty i 1 t h e end - p "t lake.

Pred "c ed c on c e n tra

ons

14

o f vari o s contarn · nants i

15

con c e rr .

16

exc eed g i de li ne s , some times subs a n iall y , i n c l u d "ng

17

se l eni m, arsen.:. c,

18

z.:.nc.

L9

t h ere are a c a u s e f o r

Se v era l predi cted con ami n ai t concentra ions

admi m, cobal"", copp e r , n ick e l , a _d

And I wil l clarify -- I sa i d I was n ' t g oing to

20

f ree styl e -- but we a r e saying you p r edi cted for al l o f

21

t hose var i ous cont aminan t s a - - you know , con s t a nt

22

e xc eed a n ces b u t exc eedances that vary at po i nts i n

23

t i mes a bove guidelines .

24

So this mo r ni n g i n r e spon se t o one o f my

25

q u e s t ion s, we -- we l l , in var iou s ways we heard Benga

26

express some reserva t i o ns a bout the model l ing used to

1
2

roduce t he g red.:. c · o s i
, wh i c h was subm "

t hat a pendix in Addendum

ed just i n ear li er 2020 .

3

as we ' ve

4

bas.:. s f o r o u r de 1 .:. be r at i o1-s i n

5

wou d lik e to as k

6

p r eambl e, and I wi 11 re a d t .e m bo h

Howe v er ,

o ted be fo re, co serva"".:.sm · s t h e underl y "ng
h .:. s pr ocess .

So I

wo questions now , wi t h t h at
oge t h e r.

7

How confiden"" are yo, b ased on yo r model l .:. ng

8

r esult s i 1 Addendum 1 1 f o r Blai r rnore Cree k a nd Gol d

9

Cr ee k , t h at t e p r edicted concentra· irns , especi a ll

10

ammonia a i d p o sphorous -- b ut a so a ll t h e

ll

conce n tra tions, sinc e a ll of t_ ,e con a mi a n ts will b e
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12

p r esen t t og,e t e r

13

con f i d e t a r ,e you

hey wil l no t re p rese _t a s i gn.:.f.:.ca1 t

14

adverse ef f ec t

he a quati c e nv.:. ronme_t, p articu larly

15

o wests l oge cu

n

o

h e re c ei v ing env ironme n t

-- h ow

hroat trou t , during t h e yea r s of

16

operat i o1 a nd in o

17

Tha ~ •s Part 1 .

18

he fi rs t years of post - c l osure?

How conf ident a r e you , based on your model l ing

19

resu l ts that we've j ust discussed , f o r the - - i n

20

Addendum 11 -- sorr y , f or the end - pi t l ake tha t the

21

predi c t ed con cent ration s o f con t ami n ant s o f po t ential

22

con ce r n wi l l not rep r ese n t a signif icant adve r se e ff ect

23

to the aqua t i c l if e in t h e end - p i t lake that mi ght, you

24

know , be t here in t h e f oreseeab l e futu re?

25
26

692.
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And Part 3 :

Give n uncerta inties assoc i ated wi t h

t he predicted conce n trations and the p otent i al

1

con sequ ences to aqu atic li f e, notab l y to the wests l ope

2

cutthroat t r ou t , wou ld Be nga deploy t r eatmen t fr om t h e

3

sta r t f o r t hese addition al con tami n a n ts o f poten tia l

4

con ce rn that are predicted to exceed gu idelin es, a nd I

5

mean f rom the start o f operation s?

6

metals a n d metal l o i ds, s u ch as arsen ic, c h romi u m, a nd

7

cobalt , as well as ammon ia a nd phospho r ou s.

Th is would i n cl ude

The Coalition would like to comment on Benga’s answers or non-answers to Mr.
O’Gorman’s final questions. The lack of attention to the other harmful trace elements is
frankly appalling. Any proper risk assessment to support a regulatory decision on such a
destructive project would have addressed all of this before such final questions. In fact,
the final questions should never have been needed in the first place if the proper work had
been done. Instead, Benga has provided a very narrow window of assessment that
provides a false sense of security that they actually know what will happen when they
take down a mountain, redistribute the waste rock across the landscape, permanently alter
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the water balance of two watersheds supporting sensitive fish species and their habitat,
permanently change the groundwater flow conditions, and create large Selenium
management areas that will likely require perpetual care and maintenance.
693.

It is clear that Benga has not taken a conservative approach despite their rhetoric to the
contrary. They have used unrealistic constraints in their physical and chemical modelling
and have failed to accommodate the degree of variability in conditions that seriously
affect model outputs. What they have presented is the opposite of worst-case…they have
presented an optimistic case to advance their application.

694.

All of this this undermines the confidence that Benga is sophisticated enough pull this
project off with “not significant” effects. The fact that Benga is resistant to investing in a
metals plant from the “get-go” (to use Mr. Houston’s words) when we know that metals,
trace elements, and even NORMS will be, or are likely to be, an issue is appalling. This
type of attitude does not deserve to be reinforced by a project approval. If they really
want to develop this project, they should do the work necessary to convince decisionmakers and local stakeholders that they know what they are doing and have all the angles
covered.

695.

The blanket use of Adaptive Management to address their ignorance regarding project
effects that will propagate into the future is totally unacceptable. Frankly, the fact that
these many questions remain after so many years of studies and documentation is an
indication that this project is ill-conceived, overly optimistic, and unrepresentative of the
site conditions, and therefore stands a good chance of creating another Elk Valley here in
Alberta. The decision to approve such a poorly assessed project today will resonate into
the future. The decision to deny the application should be an easy one, given the lack of
supporting evidence to provide comfort that the project will be successful from an
environmental and overall sustainability point-of-view.

5.4.2

Aquatic Resources including Fish and Fish Habitat and Fish Species At Risk

5.4.2.1

The Coalition evidence

696.

Mr. Allan Locke’s pre-filed evidence entitled “Environmental Flow Recommendation
Approach to Blairmore and Gold Creeks, Alberta” is set out in Appendix E of CIAR 553,
PDF pg.134-146. His direct evidence was given at 22Tr, p.4818-4824. There is no
mention of Mr. Locke’s pre-filed evidence in Benga’s Response Submission CIAR 571.
There was no cross-examination of Mr. Locke by Benga; see 22Tr, p.4824, L.22-24.
Benga’s Final Argument addresses Mr. Locke’s evidence in paragraphs 415 and 416. In
paragraph 416 Benga said it generally agreed with Mr. Locke’s recommendation.

697.

Mr. Lorne Fitch’s pre-filed evidence entitled “Grassy Mountain Coal Mine Review, with
particular reference to possible impacts on “Threatened” Westslope cutthroat trout” is set
out in Appendix G of CIAR 553, PDF pg.161-198. His direct evidence was given at
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23Tr, p.4926-4952. There is no mention of Mr. Fitch’s pre-filed evidence in Benga’s
Response Submission CIAR 571. Benga’s cross-examination of Mr. Fitch was less than
14 pages of transcript; see 23Tr, p.4997, L.8 to p.5010, L.26. Benga’s Final Argument
addresses Mr. Fitch’s evidence in paragraphs 417-426.
698.

Dr. John Post’s pre-filed evidence entitled “Submission from Dr. John R. Post, Professor,
University of Calgary” is set out in Appendix J of CIAR 553, PDF pg.219-221 and in his
PowerPoint marked as CIAR 874. His direct evidence was given at 23Tr, p.4958-4987.
There is no mention of Dr. Post’s pre-filed evidence in Benga’s Response Submission
CIAR 571. Benga’s cross-examination of Dr. Post was less than 11 pages of transcript;
see 23Tr, p.4987, L.25 to p.4997, L.7. Benga’s Final Argument addresses Dr. Post’s
evidence in paragraphs 412-414.

5.4.2.1.1
699.

Mr. Allan Locke

Mr. Locke was very clear in his pre-filed evidence in CIAR 553. His Executive Summary
was as follows at PDF pg.136:
Based on the review of t he Propone nt's report, it is recommended that add it ional assessment
be carried out using t he existing data. Recommendat ions for fu rthe r ana lysis include :
•
•

•

in addition to micro-habita t da ta , include mesa-ha bit at dat a to develop a percent of
flow reduct ion crit eri on,
develop severa l met rics and t hres holds to assess effects of changes in fl ow for chronic
{long-te rm) impacts, intermed iat e (medium-term) impacts, and acut e (short-te rm)
impacts, and
develop an ecosystem baseflow criterion t hat will be included in t he environment al flow
recommendat ion for Blairmore and Gold Creeks using bot h micro- and mesa-habit at
data.

Public involve ment and su pport are crit ical elements of environmenta l flow st ud ies . The public
has a vest ed interest in natural resou rces ma nagement because t hey are t he ones for who m
nat ural resources are he ld in t rust. The pu blic has a legit imat e right and responsibi lity t o be
involved in t he water manage ment decision-making process. It is further recom mended that all
discuss ions for developing a fully prot ect ive environmenta l flow reg ime for Blairmore and Go ld
Creeks includes: t he Proponent, t he prov incia l and federal regulators, t he Coa litio n, and any
other int erested party.

700.

Mr. Locke was not cross-examined by Benga. As noted in paragraphs 415-416 if its Final
Argument (CIAR 962, PDF pg.107), Benga “generally” agreed with Mr. Locke’s
evidence and recommendation.

701.

In paragraph 380 of Benga’s Final Argument, Benga is of the opinion that pools are
needed for over wintering and they will build them. But of course, all the other habitat
types are also required. The Coalition notes that if an intervener’s expert witness states
something that fits the narrative of Benga, the witness is judged in Benga’s eyes to be
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“correct”. If an intervener’s expert witness states something that does not fit the narrative
of Benga, the witness is judged by Benga to be “incorrect”.
702.

With respect to paragraph 414 of Benga’s argument, Mr. Locke’s statement regarding the
lack of over wintering pools was generic regarding all east slope streams based on five
references. Dr. Post’s evidence was specific to Gold Creek. Benga has over-simplified
the situation. The Coalition believes Benga is “not correct” in describing these two
statements as being contradictory. Mr. Fitch and Dr. Post have already addressed
specifics about creating over-wintering pools in Gold Creek and whether they are
“needed” and, whether they will persist over time.

703.

With respect to paragraph 414 of Benga’s argument, “This ecosystem base flow,
combined with the percent of flow reduction factor, can then be used to set an
environmental flow recommendation for Blairmore and Gold Creeks which will address
the low flow periods in late summer and winter.603 Benga generally agrees with Mr.
Locke’s recommendation.” The Coalition does not know how to interpret “generally
agrees”, but its best guess is that Benga means “no”. As Mr. Locke stated in his written
and oral evidence, he recommends a complete Environmental Flow analysis be carried
out, one that fully protects the creeks. The incomplete analysis that was done by Benga
has been used as the base upon which all the other ground and surface water aspects of
the project have been evaluated. The Coalition cannot guess at how different the results
of these analyses will be relative to a complete environmental flow determination, but it
is reasonable to assume they will be different.

5.4.2.1.2
704.

Mr. Lorne Fitch

Mr. Fitch was very clear in his pre-filed evidence in CIAR 553. His Executive Summary
was as follows at PDF pg.161:
The proposal! dletaiils a n ope n-pit,. mountain-top ,c oal strip mine, on top of a legacy
co a ll mine on Grassy Mounta iin, north of IBla irmore , Alberta. Watersheds. on ,e ither
sid e of Grassy Mountain w ill be im pact,e dl by Hiis d evelop me nt. Go lld Creek.
contains the llast, major conce ntration of pure-strain Westsl!ope outtluoat trout in
the Crow.snest River w ate rshe d. Blla irmor,e Creek h as, pot,e ntiial for recov,e ry efforts
to me et requirements for Wests l!o pe outthroat trout ,. a fe die ra lly an di p rovi n oia Illy
listed "Thre atened" spe oies at r1isl<. W,e stsllope outthroat trout have decliin ed
precipitouslly throughout th e ir range in the Olld man and Bow w atersh e d s, for a
va riety of reasons, most notably the im pact of cumulatirve effe cts .
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The proposed mine wi ll negati ve ly im pact t he ex isting Wests lope cutt hroa t t rout
population of Go ld Creek and the potential of Bla irmore Creek fo r recovery
effo rts. Monitoring proposed by the prop one lilt is lilot rigorous, robu st or sensitive
e lilough to det ect changes alild impacts ilil a timely manner for coirr,e ction .
Mitiga ti on/comp ensat ion acti ons proposed a re un t ested, unproven, unsu itable,
theoretical and ove r ly op ti mistic to ensu re Westslope cutthroat trout population s
persist and are allowed to r ecover.
The Wests lope cutt hroat trout popu lation is current ly vulne rable t o ex isting land
uses, which are beyond the range of nat ura l va riation th ese native trout evo lved
with and adapted to - t he m ine p roposa l puts the pop ulation at even g reater risk.
The potent ial for an irrev ersib le loss of a pu re-stra in pop ul at ion of W ests lope
cutthroat trout, local ly adapt ed to Gold Cree k is of such significance that th is m ust
beco m e a dom inant cons ide rat ion in evaluating the ad vi sab ilit y of the coa l m ine
proj ect.

705.

Benga’s cross-examination of Mr. Fitch did not put any dents into the conclusions that he
reached in his pre-filed evidence which was based on his 50 years of experience; see
23Tr, p.4927:
25

By way o f background, I' m a pro fess iona l

26

b i o logis t , a re t ired provinc i a l f ish and wil d l ife

1

b "o og i st, and a former a djunct prof e ssor with

2

Unive rs i t y of Calgary .

3

of experi ence in na ural resource mana gement.

4

I

av,e approxi ma te ly 50 y e ars

I n my ti me w· h the A berta F "sh and Wildlif e

5

d · v · s i o , f rom 197 1

6

wi ... h i nve tory and r e se a rc

7

he

o 1 98 0.

o 2 0 06 , I was a f i sheries b iolog · s t
r ,e sponsibili t i es from 1 973

A signif "ca.nt p a rt was unde rt ak i ng biolog · c al

8

· nve ntori es of E:as e m

Sl ope trou

s re a ms , inc ud ' ng

9

d e ai l e d phys i cal habi t a t measure me n s, wa ter - qual ' y

10

ass e ssment s , aqua · c i nvertebra e popu la t i on

11

· nve st i g a ti ons ; and f i sh pop ula · on ,. a ge , growth , and
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12

d i s r i b u t i o n stud · e s .

This i ncluded a L i _v ent ory of

13

- h e Cr ows1 est River water s ed , i ncl usiv e o f Bla ir ore

14

and Gol d Cree s : n _ 976 .

706.

Contrary to what Benga has stated, seasonal dry channels are not a significant limiting
factor for WSCT. Actually, these are not “dry” but only lack surface flow. These occur
on many streams and because these are seasonal, they do not preclude movement of trout
in other times. Benga has not provided details on how, in their offsetting plans, they
would “correct” these seasonally dry channels.

707.

As noted by Mr. Fitch, the restoration of damaged riparian areas is problematic since it is
very difficult to re-establish suitable riparian plants on sites with invasive plant
establishment, compacted soils, poor soil development, unstable stream banks and lack of
shallow ground water.

708.

With respect to paragraph 356 of Benga’s Final Argument, it is one thing to assert Gold
Creek has “suboptimal habitat”, but it is another to actually provide any evidence, from
other Westslope cutthroat trout streams to support that assertion. Benga has not done that
basic level of comparison.

709.

With respect to paragraph 357 of Benga’s Final Argument, in a similar fashion, to assert
Gold Creek “is not good habitat”, without defining what “good” or “bad” habitats are, is
an empty gesture.
With respect to paragraph 369 of Benga’s Final Argument, Benga does not acknowledge
that one primary reason for trout declines in Gold Creek are related to the 2015 event that
allowed legacy mine spoil to spill into the stream, turning the stream black to the
confluence with the Crowsnest River and possibly causing either a large fish kill, or
interfering with successful spawning for several years afterwards.

710.

711.

Whether using Hatfield’s population estimates or those of Jim Rennie, there has been a
loss of Westslope cutthroat trout in Gold Creek related to the July 2015 legacy coal spoil
pile failure. Benga was the property owner at the time of the legacy coal spoil pile failure.
Benga’s reliance on modelling to predict effects, like “negligible effects are anticipated
on surface water quality from sediment related impacts”, did not include information
from the July 2015 event, even though it would have been useful (and honest)
information. In Mr. Fitch’s evidence he pointed out the disturbing trend in mountain coal
mine failures of settling ponds and other erosion events, despite the use of engineering
principles based on modelled results. The July 2015 event should emphasize the risk to
aquatic resources from coal mining activity, both legacy and proposed, that cannot be
mitigated.
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712.

With respect to paragraph 372 of Benga’s Final Argument, more recent reviews of what
constitutes critical habitat for WSCT by the Canadian Science Advisory Council
(referenced in Mr. Fitch’s pre-filed evidence) provide detailed advice on identification of
critical habitat that include all of the floodplain or riparian zone. See the reference to
Caskenette, Durchak and Enders (2020) at PDF pg.173 of CIAR 553.

713.

At PDF pg. 174 of CIAR 553, Mr. Fitch stated:
Last ly, the authors' revi ew of W ests lope cutthroat trout habitat concludes that,
" this suggests the wi dth of the meander belt sho uld be considered as Critical
Hab itat. Due to its mountainous habitat, for Wests lope Cutthroat Trout, slope in
the rema ining floodplain wi ll determine the extent of the riparian features to be
cons idered Critica l Hab itat, with sediment and vegetation playing lesser roles.
Where slope is greater than 8%, the entire floodp lain to the up land ledge wi ll
need to be protected to control eros ion. Features that hold water and al low for
infiltration (e .g., dense vegetation, wetlands) with in the groundwater recharge
area shou ld be considered Critica l Hab itat to maintain areas of upwe lling. In
addition, riparian features adj acent to upstream hab itat of aquat ic Critica l Habitat
may be cons idered Crit ica l Habitat to protect w ater qua lity, level , and fl ow .
Final ly, riparian hab itat adj acent to m igrat ion and movement corridors connecting
aquatic Critica l Habitat may need protect ion to ens ure w ater qua lity and fl ow. "

714.

With respect to paragraph 380 of Benga’s Final Argument, Benga provided no evidence
that wintering pools were lacking and hence limited the trout population in Blairmore or
Gold creeks. They seem to have ignored the work by Benson 2019 (referenced in Mr.
Fitch’s pre-filed evidence at PDF pg.138, 141 and 145 of CIAR 553).

715.

With respect to paragraph 381 of Benga’s Final Argument, Benga’s site selection for the
artificial creation of wintering pools and the techniques for construction indicate these
will not be successful in creating permanent features useful to WSCT. These sites will be
subject to bedload movement, infilling and channel shifts as Mr. Fitch indicated in his
pre-filed evidence.

716.

With respect to paragraph 418 of Benga’s Final Argument, Benga has confused restoring
riparian areas subject to livestock grazing with remediation of industrial/mining sites.
Grazing related restoration is a function of changing livestock intensity, timing of grazing
and introducing rest when declines in riparian health are noted, where the essential
pieces of riparian health still exist and will respond naturally. These include the presence
of native plants, deep-binding roots from trees and shrubs and a stream channel that has
not become deeply incised. This is contrasted with attempts to rebuild a riparian area
where all the essential pieces have gone missing and the site is compromised by a
combination of invasive plant species establishment, compacted soils, poor soil
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development, unstable stream banks and a lack of shallow ground water. The latter is not
the arena in which Cows and Fish operates and to conflate the two is erroneous.
717.

Additionally, the quote in paragraph 418 of Benga’s Final Argument about “hoof power”
was taken out of context by Benga. This points out the effects of cattle grazing on
riparian areas when they are wet, as in the spring. This becomes management advice to
avoid riparian areas in such times, not an indictment about cattle grazing at other times of
the year.

718.

With respect to paragraph 420 of Benga’s Final Argument, nowhere does Benga mention
they would undertake changes to livestock grazing to benefit riparian areas on Blairmore
and Gold creeks. All they have suggested is some remediation efforts on a few sites
impacted by mining and the evidence is these will not materially add to WSCT trout
habitat, even if they are successful.

719.

With respect to paragraph 422 of Benga’s Final Argument, up to the early 1970s riparian
areas were considered “sacrifice areas” for livestock grazing and these areas suffered as a
result. However, with better research, education and demonstrations of changes an
appreciation of the ecological processes and service provided by riparian areas has
changed grazing management practices. These practice changes have improved soil and
water conservation, water quality, biodiversity and primary productivity. Mountain-top,
coal strip mines remain “sacrifice zones”, using the same techniques of removal of
overburden, disposal in stream valleys with resulting change in hydrological response and
water quality. To suggest mountain-top coal strip mines have evolved parallel to shifts in
riparian grazing management practices is ludicrous.

720.

With respect to paragraph 426 of Benga’s Final Argument, noise, to a trout is vibration
that can come from above the water surface, or below, transmitted through bedrock by
nearby blasting, heavy equipment usage and truck traffic.

5.4.2.1.3
721.

Dr. John Post

Dr. Post was very clear in his pre-filed evidence in CIAR 553. His Conclusions were as
follows at PDF pg.221:
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Conclusii,ons
West sllope Curtth roat Trout oftihe East Sl opes of sou h em Allberta are a SARA I.Jist:,ed Threatened
speoies that has u ndergone,subst ant iall range oont iract ion due, to ant h rop<)geniic t hreat s. Of he
app rol(]irnat ely 274 abundant st ream populations t hat ooourred hiiStoricallly in Allberta, only 50
small ire mna t pu re populatJi ons remain ( many of t hese po pullatlio ns cont ain l ess t hat 100
i ndliviidua1s). Province w ide abu nda nce has been esti mat,ed t o be less · hat 5,000 mature WSCT.
Unlless cu rr,e nt th reat s a re effecUveliy amel'iorat ed,. t he species wil II beoome Endan:ge red or
Extirpat ed (COSEWIC 20 16). This mi ning d evelopme t p ropo sa l will f urther des ro Cri ical
Hab i at for t he species . Although offsett ing is ropo sed, t here is no evid ence t ha i w ill be
effective i sup po rt ing t Fie short or long- erm persis en ce oflhe species . The propo nen is
comm ittea o a su s a t ial mo it ori g pla , but1,1.ri h ou· evidencetot!he cont irary, i w il l Ii ely
be usefu l onl as document ation of a fu rt er red uct ion i n he viabil ity of one of m e largest of
t he remaining locally a ap e i:! Op ulat io s of WSCT in Aloerl a.
is ab it at aes ructio w il l
li kely re.sul in, what was.at one t ime the most widely dist ribut ed natiive t rout i n Alberta, WSCT
beco ming E da gered in ese i cremen al losses of Cri ical Habi at are all owed t o cont i ue.
1

722.

Benga’s cross-examination of Dr. Post did not put any dents into the conclusions that he
reached in his pre-filed evidence which was based on his many years of relevant
experience; see 23Tr, p.4959:
12

A

Cert a i n ly .

I obtained a Ph D i n 1 9 8 7, wh ich seems li ke

13

y e a r s a g o -- it is -- from Yo rk Un i ve rsit y in To r o n to

14

deal i ng wi t h popula tion d y namics o f fre s h wa t er fi s h e s .

15

Since 199 1 , I've been a professor a t t h e

16

Univers i ty of Calgary fo c using on fis h e c ology,

17

conservation, and management.

18

I'm i n my 11th ye a r o f an appointment a s a member

19

of t h e Commi tt ee o n t h e Statu s o f Enda nge r ed Wi ldl i fe

20

i n Canada t h a t , a s I gue ss everyo ne k n o ws , make s

21

r e commendat i ons t o t h e federa l mi n i s t er of Env i r o n ment

22

a n d Cl ima t e Ch a nge a b o u t at -r isk s pe ci e s, a ll s pe ci e s

23

i n Canada, fr om moss e s and l i c h ens , to wh ale s.

24

primary dut y on COSEWIC is as co - c h air t o Fresh water

25

Fish es Spe c ia l ist Subcommittee t h a t reviews s c ienc e

26

dea l ing wi t h at-risk fis h species in -- in Canada,
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1

makes re comme n d a t i o n s to COS EWI C t h at t _en take i t t o

2

the federal minister .
I 'm a l so a former a ssociate edi t or o f

3
4

Canadian

ou:rna

5

whi c h is a l eading i n e r n.at i ona l journal

6

and aquat ic science .

of Fisheries and .A quat i c Sci e nce ,

As a fisheries sc ientist , I

7

he

i

f i sher i es

_ave about

8

1 O peer -_ e v iewed p ub _ i c a ti ons i n nati o na l an

9

internat i ona

0

wr i t t en and o ra

1

j ourna l s a nd b ooks , and many o t l er

hes e are a l l l is t ed in my CV ,. whi ch is _0 - p l us pages ,

2

and

3

I f oe s e d h e r e on

4

commun i c a t i o n s in fisheries sc ienc es .

"m more than happy t o t a l k about any of t hat.
h e pr i mary r o l es t hat

payed t ha t are per inent

But

I have -- t h at

o our discuss i ons today.

723.

Benga stated in paragraph 412 of its Final Argument, “It is not clear whether Dr. Post
reviewed the EIA at all. The brevity and lack of specificity in Dr. Post’s report suggests
that at best, Dr. Post undertook a cursory desktop review of just enough documentation in
the EIA to support the conclusions he had drawn before ever looking at the Project’s
details”. This assertion is inaccurate. Two months is plenty of time to do a deep-dive into
the EIA and clear and concise is the gold standard in science. In fact, Dr. Post conducted
a thoughtful overview of the EIA and its conclusions.

724.

Benga stated in paragraph 413 of its Final Argument, “Dr. Post introduced new evidence
in a PowerPoint presentation, including calculations not included in his report.” In fact,
Dr. Post provided two simple divisions (fish divided by pools for each creek) as evidence
in the oral presentation that were not in the written submission. These individual
estimates were reported in the EIA and discussed on multiple occasions during the course
of hearing, so it was not new information. The remainder of the Dr. Post’s oral
PowerPoint presentation was a description of the evidence and conclusions from his prefiled written submissions. It is ridiculous for Benga to argue that “The Panel should give
this evidence very little, if any, weight, given its inappropriate introduction”. It appears to
the Coalition that Benga did not find Dr. Post’s evidence favourable to approving their
development proposal, and therefore they felt that they needed to discredit Dr. Post’s
expert witness submissions.
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725.

The Coalition notes that Benga’s cross-examination by Benga of Post was strictly
procedural, and there was no questioning of the veracity of scientific evidence presented
by Dr. Post, in either the written submissions or PowerPoint presentation. The logical
conclusion from Benga’s cross-examination is that Benga had no counter evidence, and
that Dr. Post’s opinions are correct.

726.

Many times in the EIA, and in the oral hearing, Benga asserted that the Gold Creek
habitat was of “poor quality”. This was repeated in the Benga’s Final Arguments – for
example, paragraphs 356, 357, 379 and 380. Evidence presented in COSEWIC (2016),
and reiterated by Dr. Post, was that Gold Creek had the 6th largest pure WSCT
population in Alberta. This is consistent with the Alberta FSI, although as referenced, the
FSI is at a scale larger than individual creeks. The proper conclusion to be drawn is that
the current habitat of Gold Creek is clearly capable of supporting a large and robust
WSCT population.

727.

Construction of overwinter pools is presented as a primary offsetting measure to
counterbalance the elimination of critical habitat in Gold Creek (see paragraphs 380-381
of Benga’s Final Argument). In fact, there is no evidence presented in the EIA, or during
the hearing, that overwinter pool habitat is limiting WSCT in Gold Creek and therefore
no evidence that constructing more overwinter pools is an effective offset. In fact, the
available data collected by Benga, and the MSc thesis by Benson, suggests that it is not
limiting in Gold Creek. In addition, there is no evidence presented in the EIA that
artificially constructed pools will function as winter refuge, with sufficient upwelling to
reduce frazil ice, and that they will persist beyond the next freshet. The proper conclusion
to be drawn is that there is no evidence that creating artificial overwinter pools in Gold
Creek will enhance threatened WSCT and therefore it is not a viable offsetting proposal.

728.

Mr. Locke’s statement re: overwinter pool habitat is correct as a general statement about
trout in creeks in the temperate zone – shortage of deep complex habitat can limit trout
abundance. But Dr. Post’s opinion is that overwinter pools appear to be relatively
abundant in Gold Creek, and this is one of the reasons why Gold Creek has maintained a
relatively large population, in contrast to most other WSCT streams in Alberta. There is
no evidence that Mr. Locke’s general statement about trout streams pertains to Gold
Creek.

729.

Re-establishing connectivity in 1-3 sites in Gold Creek is the second primary offsetting
method proposed by Benga (see paragraphs 382-383 of Benga’s Final Argument). But
the EIA provides no evidence that the intermittent seasonal barrier is limiting WSCT
abundance and persistence in Gold Creek. The Creek is open for most of the time in most
years and trout persist up and downstream of the intermittently separated sections. The
general observation is that WSCT do most of their longer-range movements associated
with the ascending limb and peak of the spring freshet when the creek is free flowing and
are rather sedentary most of the rest of the year. The proper conclusion to be drawn is that
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there is no evidence that this manipulation will enhance the abundance and persistence of
threatened WSCT in Gold Creek and therefore is not a viable offsetting technique.
730.

Benga’s Final Argument did not raise the issue of Brook Trout removal as an offsetting
method, so Dr. Post’s testimony must have been convincing.

731.

In summary, the EIA documents and Final Argument provided by Benga provide no
credible evidence that the proposed offsetting methods will be effective in replacing the
loss of critical habitat, and therefore will not protect or enhance the persistence of WSCT
in Gold Creek.
The net impact of the project will be a reduction in the critical habitat of WSCT and
compromise the long-term persistence of this threatened species in Alberta.

732.
733.

Benga states that WSCT and their habitat will be monitored, and that they will develop an
“Aquatics Resource Management Plan” and “Aquatic Effects Monitoring Plan”. But
monitoring and paper plans do not replace critical habitat, and likely will do nothing
other than document the further incremental erosion of viability of WSCT in the East
Slopes of Alberta.

734.

The JRP should reach the conclusion that Benga’s project will involve a net “harmful
alteration and disruption or destruction of fish habitat” and therefore fails to “ensure the
distributional and population objectives for this SARA listed species” and will
“jeopardize the survival or recovery of the species”.

5.5.

Dust, air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, noise, and light

735. Various members of the Coalition gave evidence regarding their concerns about air quality
and dust impacts that would arise from the Project. Ms. Shirley Kirby’s evidence on air
quality concerns is set out in her submissions at CIAR 553, PDF 492 to 498 and in her
direct evidence starting at page 1352 of CIAR 782.
736. The Coalition provided an expert witness on noise. Mr. Farquharson’s pre-filed evidence
is set out in Appendix M of CIAR 553. His direct evidence was given at CIAR 941, 28Tr,
p.6129 – 6145.
5.5.1

Noise

737. The noise generated from the Project will adversely affect the use and enjoyment of the
Coalition’s members’ residences that are east of the mine pit. The members east of the
mine pit include the Donkersgoed, the Watmoughs, Ms. Gilmar and Mr. Emard
(collectively, “Landowners East of the Mine Pit”).
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738. The noise generated from the conveyor belt, the rail loadout station, and from blasting
operations will increase the noise levels for residents in Crowsnest Pass such as Shirley
Kirby, Rae and John Redekopp, and Kari Lehr and David Rothlin. These members of the
Coalition expressed concerns about potential increase in noise levels and their impacts on
them in their written and oral submissions. 348
739. Mr. Farquharson noted that the conveyor system would be a significant noise source to the
community. In view of the distance covered by the conveyor system and the fact that table
of source sound power levels recorded the conveyor’s noise levels on a per metre of length
basis, Mr. Farquharson recommended that Benga require potential suppliers to supply
mock-ups or to direct Benga to sites where the installed conveyor system emits lower
noise levels or satisfies the noise limitations on the conveyor as per Benga’s Consultant
Report #2b. 349 Mr. Farquharson also recommended that an independent review of the
noise emissions of the final design of the conveyor system be conducted. 350
740. Mr. Farquharson noted that the proposed coal rail loadout system would also be a
significant noise source to the community. He recommended that third party noise
emission studies be conducted on the proposed coal rail loadout system. 351 This will
ensure that the noise levels emitted by the rail loadout system remain within acceptable
levels.
741. The Coalition requests that should the Panel decide to approve the Project, the Panel
should require as conditions of approval that independent third-party noise emission
studies be conducted on the proposed coal rail loadout system and on the conveyor
system. The Coalition further requests that the reports from these studies be filed with the
AER and the Municipality of Crowsnest Pass in a format that can be accessed by the
residents of Crowsnest Pass.
5.5.1.1 Noise Environment for Residences East of the Mine Pit
742. The current noise levels are very quiet and could be considered pristine as per the
definition in Directive 38. 352 In comparison to other places that Mr. Farquharson has been
to in his over 30+ years of monitoring noise in Alberta, the area east of the mine pit where
the members of the Coalition reside, represents a “pretty quiet area and is probably as
close to the definition of “pristine” as we can with having homes still present.” 353

CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1309 – 1363.
CIAR 553, PDF 342.
350
Ibid.
351
CIAR 553, PDF 342.
352
Directive 38 defines “pristine” as a “pure, natural area that might have a dwelling but no industrial presence,
including energy, agricultural, forestry, manufacturing, recreational, or other industries that already impact the noise
environment”. Directive 38,PDF 35.
353
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6140, L. 8-22.
348
349
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743. As confirmed by Mr. Bilawchuk during cross, there are no industrial development, roads,
energy producing equipment or other industrial noise sources within or in close proximity
to the Residences East of the Mine Pit. 354 The use of the area by recreational vehicles such
as ATV is very limited and insignificant. 355
744. Given the current noise levels that could be considered pristine, the introduction of the
Project would cause the noise levels to increase significantly. As Mr. Farquharson noted in
direct evidence, there is a good chance that the noise levels east of the mine pit could get
well into 20dBA. 356
745. It is important to the Coalition members residing east of the mine pit that pre-construction
noise survey be conducted to determine the actual noise levels in the area. Preconstruction noise survey would provide the baseline noise conditions and could show that
the area east of the mine pit is in a very quiet noise environment such that a cumulative
noise level of 40dBA would be very significant and far above what would be considered
acceptable levels of noise impact. Acceptable level of impact is 5dBA above background
noise levels. 357
746. The Coalition requests that should the Panel approve the Project, there should be a
condition of approval requiring Benga to conduct pre-construction noise survey in the area
east of the mine pit and to provide copies of the noise survey results to the Coalition
members residing east of the mine pit and file it with the AER.
747. If the results of the pre-construction noise survey show that the area east of the mine pit
meets the definition of pristine in AER’s Directive 38, the Coalition submits that the Panel
require Benga to recomplete its NIA to include an A2 ambient adjustment as per Directive
38.
5.5.1.2 Mining Equipment
748. If the results of the pre-construction noise survey show that the area east of the mine pit
meets the definition of pristine in AER’s Directive 38, the Coalition submits that the Panel
require Benga to recomplete its NIA to include an A2 ambient adjustment as per Directive
38.
749. As confirmed by Mr. Bilawchuk, Benga’s noise impact assessment (NIA) predicted the
noise levels for the Project using assumed sound power levels of typical mining equipment
used in other mining projects and based on mine plans that were available at the time. 358
CIAR 907, 24Tr. p. 5333, L. 7-10.
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6140, L. 19- 22.
356
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6140, L. 23-26; p. 6141, L.1-2.
357
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6141, L. 3-7.
358
CIAR 907, 24Tr. p. 5312-5314
354
355
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Benga provided the list of mining equipment and the sound power levels used in the NIA
at PDF 52 of Consultant Report #2. 359
750. Mine plans do change as more information become available. It is likely that different
equipment with different sound power ratings may be used in the Project considering that
Benga has not selected any equipment for the Project. The Coalition notes that Benga
committed to including equipment noise specifications as a requirement to the mine bid or
tender process and to having a program or policy in place that will contain the assessment
criteria for selection of mining equipment. 360 While these commitments are good
commitments as noted by Mr. Farquharson, 361 follow through is equally important. The
Coalition requests that the Panel include in its decision that Benga’s commitments are
binding and enforceable by the AER.
751. Since the sound power levels of the equipment used in the assessment aided in the
permissible sound levels being in compliance with AER’s noise guidelines, the Coalition
submits that Benga’s first year noise impact assessment should be conducted using the
actual sound power levels of the mining equipment selected for use at the mine.
752. The Coalition notes that Benga has committed to doing a reassessment of noise after one
year and every five years after that during the mine operations. 362 Mr. Houston clarified
during cross that the Benga would “do a noise – noise study that mimics the noise study
that was done for the original assessment”. 363
753. At paragraph 469 of Benga’s Argument, Benga refers to conducting “noise monitoring
studies”. In the Coalition’s view, noise monitoring study is different from “reassessment
of noise” or “noise study that mimics the original assessment”. The original assessment is
a prediction of the sound level from operations. Mimicking the original assessment means
that another NIA will be completed. The Coalition submits that Benga should be required
to conduct a noise impact assessment using sound power levels from actual mining
equipment and incorporating the other elements discussed in this Argument within one
year of commencement of operation.
754. Noise monitoring studies should be in addition to the noise impact assessment. Mr.
Farquharson recommended in his direct evidence, that the noise monitoring program
include a reasonable sample of the area, be of a long duration to cover the impacts of
different weather conditions, notification of the community about the start of operations
and when operations may be considered normal, and incorporate input based on noise
complaints. 364
CIAR 42, CR#2.
CIAR 907, 24Tr. p. 5319, L. 12-22.
361
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6139, L. 1-9.
362
CIAR 907, 24Tr. p. 5317, L. 3-8, p. 5318, L. 4-9.
363
CIAR 907, 24Tr. p. 5318, L. 4-6.
364
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6139-6140.
359

360
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755. Subject to the Coalition’s submissions regarding requiring Benga to conduct a noise
impact assessment within one year of operation, the Coalition agrees with Benga’s
proposals at paragraph 469 of Benga’s Argument.
756. Contrary to Benga’s assertion at paragraph 471 of Benga’s Argument, Mr. Farquharson
recommended that Benga should complete “noise impact assessments” at 5-year intervals
and to file those with the AER.
757. The Coalition submits that Benga should be required to do both a noise impact assessment
and to conduct noise monitoring studies within 1 year of operation and at 5 year intervals.
5.5.1.3 Residential Receptors
758. AER’s Directive 038 provides guidance on how receptors are selected for the purposes of
a noise impact assessment. Residences are defined based on whether they are
“permanently occupied dwelling” or “seasonally occupied dwelling”.
759. “Permanently occupied dwelling” is defined as “a fixed residence occupied on a full-time
basis”. 365 A “seasonally occupied dwelling” is defined as:
A fixed residence that, while not being occupied on a full-time basis, is
occupied on a regular basis. A regular basis does not imply a scheduled
occupancy but implies use of six weeks per year or more. The residence
must not be mobile and should have some sort of foundation or
features of permanence (e.g., electrical power, domestic water supply,
septic system) associated with it. Summer cottages or mobile homes
are examples of seasonally occupied dwellings, while a holiday trailer
simply pulled onto a site is not.
760. The residences of Mr. Emard, Ms. Gilmar, the Donkersgoed, and the Watmoughs are
seasonally occupied dwellings.
761. The Coalition notes that Benga agrees that Mr. Emard and the Watmoughs’ residences
qualify as receptors because they are permanently occupied dwellings that meet the
definition in the AER’s Directive 038. 366 Both Benga and Mr. Bilawchuk are wrong in this
regard. Mr. Emard and the Watmoughs’ residences are not permanently occupied dwelling
as that definition is used in Directive 38.
762. The Watmoughs submission confirms that the primary use of their land was for grazing
cattle, for family social events and or recreation. 367 The Watmoughs also confirm that they
have a “seasonal residence and various camping stalls on SE 19”. 368 It is clear from the
AER Directive 038, PDF 35, https://static.aer.ca/prd/2020-07/Directive038_0.pdf
CIAR 919, 25Tr. p. 5355-5356.
367
CIAR 553, PDF 383.
368
CIAR 553, PDF 384.
365
366
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Watmoughs submission, which it does not appear that Benga or Mr. Bilawchuk reviewed,
that the Watmoughs residence on SE 19 is seasonally occupied and is a receptor for noise
modelling consideration.
763. Mr. Emard’s submission confirms that his home on SE ¼ 30 is a “second home or
vacation retreat” that has become a retirement home. 369 Mr. Emard further confirmed the
recreational use of his home in his oral evidence wherein he stated that he visited his
property every weekend; sometimes turning his visits into a 4 days a week visit. 370
764. Benga does not agree that Ms. Gilmar’s and the Donkersgoed’s residences qualify as
receptors under Directive 038 even though there is ample evidence on record that confirm
that their residences qualify as receptors and should have been included in the noise
impact assessment.
765. Starting with Ms. Gilmar. Ms. Gilmar states in her submissions that she has “a residence,
barns and corrals on SW 30”. 371 Ms. Gilmar further stated that as often as she could, she
would go up to stay at her residence and enjoy the beauty that Grassy Mountain offers. 372
766. In her oral testimony, Ms. Gilmar explained how she and her husband used their property
for 30 years. They would go up to SW 30 every day, graze their cattle on their grazing
lease and would always return home to SW 30 every night. 373 Ms. Gilmar also testified
about how they installed a water well on their land and how she drank from Gold Creek
for 58 years. 374 Ms. Gilmar confirmed that she frequently visits her property and was there
the day before November 2, 2020 (i.e. November 1, 2020). 375
767. The Coalition submits that Ms. Gilmar’s residence on SW 30 qualify as a seasonally
occupied residence based on her use of the property. Further, the water well that Ms.
Gilmar has on her property that supply water to her residence suggests permanence as
required by Directive 38. Mr. Houston confirmed in cross that Ms. Gilmar’s residence (a
cabin) has a foundation and is “nailed down” to the ground, although he prefers to call it
“rustic”. 376 All these confirm that Ms. Gilmar’s residence on SW 30 qualifies as a
receptor and should have been included in the noise impact assessment that was done.
768. Ed and Larry Donkersgoed state in their submission that they have a cabin on their lands
at SW 19 that they often make use of and that they have used their cabin many times a

CIAR 553, PDF 487.
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1282, L. 12-20.
371
CIAR 553, PDF 422.
372
CIAR 553, PDF 422.
373
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1233
374
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1235-1237.
375
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1238, L. 7-11.
376
CIAR 928, 26Tr. p. 5724-5725.
369
370
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year. 377 In their oral testimony, the Donkersgoed provided further description regarding
their property and its use as follows:
22· ·A· ·Sure.· We've got -- we've got a mobile home on there,
23· · · ·and it's -- it's powered, and we got propane to it.
24· · · ·We've got several outbuildings.· It's -- it sits in a
25· · · ·meadow that -- that has peaks both to the west and to
26· · · ·the east and Grassy Mountain to the northwest.· So it 378
1· · · ·sits in place that you can literally sit on the deck
·2· · · ·there and -- and stare for hours and just feel like
·3· · · ·you've -- you've got a very relaxing place. 379
19· ·Q· ·And in terms of utilities, you have electrical.· I take
20· · · ·it electricity?
21· ·A· ·Correct.· We've got power there, and we've -- we use
22· · · ·Gold Creek as our water supply.· And outside of the
23· · · ·spring runoff time of year, that water is crystal clear
24· · · ·and safe to drink.
25· ·Q· ·And you also have propane for heat?
26· ·A· ·Correct. 380
769. It is clear from the quoted transcripts of the Donkersgoed’s testimonies that the
Donkersgoed’s mobile home qualifies as a seasonally occupied dwelling pursuant to
Directive 38 and as such, should have been included in Benga’s 2016 NIA.
770. The Coalition notes that Benga is aware that the Donkersgoed and Ms. Gilmar’s
residences are mobile homes and cabins that are affixed to the ground 381 and yet chose to
instruct its consultant, Mr. Bilawchuk, to exclude these residences in the NIA or to assume
that there are no residences within the MPB. 382
771.

Mr. Bilawchuk, who should have confirmed if it was appropriate to exclude Ms. Gilmar
and the Donkersgoed’s residences from the NIA, did not bother to verify if these
residences were properly assessed for exclusion. He did not even bother to visit the Project
site. 383 Of note is Mr. Bilawchuk’s testimony that in other projects that he has worked on,
he would undertake independent verification or assessment after instructions have been
given. 384 Mr. Bilawchuk failed to do this and attempted to justify this failure by stating
that he relied on information provided to him by Benga.

CIAR 553, PDF 403.
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1266.
379
Ibid., p. 1267
380
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1267.
381
CIAR 928, 26Tr. p. 5724, L. 20-26; p. 5321, L. 14-16.
382
CIAR 907, 24Tr. p. 5327, L. 15-19, p. 5328, L. 1-4.
383
CIAR 919, 25Tr. p. 5355, L. 17-22.
384
CIAR 919, 25Tr. p. 5351, L. 4.
377
378
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772. Benga takes the position that their assessment of whether Ms. Gilmar and the
Donkersgoed’s residences qualify as receptors was based on usage i.e. whether the
properties were being used for more than 6 weeks in a year. 385 When asked how they
arrived at that assessment, Mr. Houston could not provide further details other than to say
that they had not been monitoring usage but their assessment was they were not being
used 6 weeks in a year. 386
773. The Coalition submits that Benga’s assessment, which purports to be based on Directive
38 is flawed and unsupported by evidence. In addition, usage of 6 weeks or less is only
one indicator of seasonality of the residence as the definition in Directive 38 suggests. As
Mr. Farquharson points out in his direct evidence, the usage of 6 weeks or less is not
something that acousticians place significant value on considering that they have often
times, included trapper’s cabins in their NIAs. 387 In Mr. Farquharson’s experience (since
1989), the only kind of structures that they have omitted or disregarded in conducting
noise impact assessments were holiday trailers pulled into an area. 388 Mr. Bilawchuk
agrees that they have included trapper’s cabins as seasonal residences in other projects in
the past. 389
774. The Coalition further submits that the Panel should require Benga to recomplete its NIA to
include Ms. Gilmar and the Donkersgoed’s residences. As Mr. Farquharson pointed out in
his direct evidence, adding these two residences and producing a revised NIA should not
be difficult. 390
775. It is important that the NIA is recompleted to include these residences considering that the
noise contour map, updated by Mr. Wallis, show that the permissible sound level during
day time operations is exceeded in relation to Ms. Gilmar’s residence despite the
application of Benga’s mitigation and the Donkersgoed’s residence is close to the noise
sources. 391
776. An excerpt of CIAR 934 for daytime noise levels is presented below.

CIAR 907, 24Tr. p. 5325
Ibid.
387
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6136-6137.
388
Ibid.
389
CIAR 919, 25Tr. p. 5360, L. 1-4; CIAR 910, pdf 6.
390
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6137, L. 20-26, p. 6138, L. 17-24.
391
CIAR 934.
385
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777. Mr. Farquharson notes in his direct evidence that acoustic reflectivity of the northern
portion of the mine especially the mine pit and the rock disposal areas will change as
mining progresses. With the stripping of vegetation, the harder rock ground is exposed,
which tend to be acoustically quite reflective. 392
778. The Coalition notes that Mr. Bilawchuk has used a ground absorption factor of 0.5 in the
Coal Valley Mine Robb Trend Project, a similar open-cut top of the mountain mining
project in Alberta with similar vegetation cover (tall and dense vegetation) and similar
topography (hilly). 393 Yet, Mr. Bilawchuk applied a different ground absorption factor to
Benga’s Project.
779. The Coalition submits that using a ground absorption factor of 0.7 in the NIA, as Mr.
Bilawchuk has done, does not accurately represent the different acoustical reflectivity of
392
393

CIAR 942, 28Tr. p. 6141-6142.
CIAR 910, PDF 6 and 9.
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the environment during mining. It also underrepresents the actual noise levels generated
by the Project.
780. As Mr. Farquharson points out in direct evidence, different ground absorption factors can
be used to ensure that the best data is incorporated in the NIA and the results of the NIA
are accurate. This provides better assurance of mine compliance and reduces the time
spent dealing with complaints or waiting for complaints to arise to redo the NIA. 394
781. The Coalition submits that the NIA to be recompleted should reflect the ground conditions
that will be present at the mine during mining by adopting different ground absorption
factors to represent the different ground conditions that will be present at the start of
mining operations.
5.5.1.4 Summary
782. The Coalition submits that prior to the commencement of operations or within one year of
commencement of operations, Benga should be required to conduct a noise impact
assessment that will include Ms. Gilmar and the Donkersgoed’s residences and that
incorporates a varying range of ground absorption factors to account for the differences in
the reflectivity of ground surfaces during mining. The pre-construction noise impact
assessment should be provided to the Coalition and filed with the AER.
783. Benga should develop a community consultation program that includes noise issues and
noise complaint process. The Coalition notes that Benga has committed to developing this
community consultation program. Consistent with the recommendation of Mr.
Farquharson, information relating to noise generated from the program should be recorded
and followed up on. 395
784. Prior to commencement of operations and any time a noise complaint is received, Benga
should conduct a comprehensive sound survey at select residences that will include the
residences east of the mine pit and any other receptor deemed a critical receptor by the
AER. This should be included in a condition of approval assuming the Panel determines
that approval of the Project is in the public interest, although the Coalition does not
believe that the Project is in the public interest.
785. The Panel should require Benga to file with the AER its updated mine plan and NIA at
five-year intervals. The Coalition notes that Benga has committed to doing this but
requests that should the Panel determine that the Project is in the public interest, this work
should be included as a condition of approval.
5.5.2

394
395

Air Quality

CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6142-6143.
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6144, L. 11-16.
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786. Members of the Coalition have also expressed concerns about air pollution and dust that
will arise from Project’s operations.
787. Shirley Kirby, for instance, noted concerns with the air quality assessment that was done.
In Ms. Kirby’s views, the air quality assessment and the proposed mitigations of impacts
are unreliable, ethically questionable, incomplete and inadequate. It also lacks
commitment to the environment and to the people of Crowsnest Pass. 396
788. Ms. Kirby further noted that Benga’s Consultant Report #1 did not mention that
Crowsnest Pass was one of the regions in Alberta that has never had provincial air quality
monitoring. The closest monitoring station is at Lethbridge, which is a signal that the
entire southeast Saskatchewan airshed region must take actions to prevent air-quality
deterioration. Benga selected values for the assessment of Particulate Matter 2.5 and
Particulate Matter 10 from sites such as BC, which was a 100km away and in residential
communities. These sites cannot accurately reflect air quality conditions in CNP. 397
789. Ms. Kirby expressed concerns that baseline air quality data have not been established for
CNP. This should be established before any mining operations commence. 398 Ms. Kirby
noted that proper monitoring of air quality in CNP to ensure that the Alberta Ambient Air
Quality Objectives are being met is essential. 399 Ms. Kirby concluded that approval of the
Project would put the protection and the maintenance of the residents’ quality of life in
jeopardy and it would be contrary to federal climate commitments.
790. John and Rae Redekopp expressed similar concerns about air quality, coal dust, and the
increase in air pollution and their exposure to increased wind velocity due to the
destruction of the landscape that provides them with some shield from the northwest
winds. 400 They noted that while Benga provided plans on dealing with dust at the loadout
and other mine locations, Benga had not addressed how dust would be controlled at the pit
area. Having witnessed dust clouds rolling off the mines from B.C., they questioned
Benga’s ability to control the dust from the mine pit. 401 Preserving trees and bushes
around the mine pit to trap dust emissions will result in the forest being covered in coal
dust which can become dislodged and spread. 402
791. John and Rae Redekopp further noted that Benga had not provided them with the results
of the air quality monitoring that Benga commenced 3 years prior. 403

CIAR 553, PDF 492.
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1353.
398
Ibid. p. 1354.
399
Ibid. p. 1356-1357.
400
CIAR 782, 6Tr. p. 1337-1338.
401
Ibid.
402
CIAR 782 6Tr. p. 1338.
403
Ibid.
396
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792.

The impact of dust from the Project’s operations will also be experienced by the
landowners east of the mine pit. Project’s impacts on air quality has adverse health effects
where there are exceedances.

793.

The Coalition adopts the written and oral evidence of the Livingstone Landowners
Group’s experts on air quality and its health impacts on residents of CNP.

5.6

Wildlife, including migratory birds and species at risk, wildlife health, and human
health risk assessment

794. The Coalition has expressed concerns about the Project’s impacts on wildlife and their
habitats as well as impacts of the Project on biodiversity. For instance, Ms. Gilmar has
reported sightings of various wildlife such as Grizzly Bears, Golden Eagles and others
from her lands and the potential presence of snake hibernacula within the Project area. 404
795. The Coalition provided expert evidence on wildlife including species at risk. Mr. Wallis’
pre-filed evidence is set out in Appendix K of CIAR 553 and his opening presentation is at
CIAR 909. His direct evidence was given at CIAR 941, 28Tr, p.6105 – 6129.
796. As previously indicated, the Project area is in the Montane natural subregion, which Mr.
Kansas acknowledged is unique. 405 The uniqueness of the Montane natural subregion
differentiates it from the natural subregions in which the other mines in the mine examples
provided by Benga operate.
797. The Project will have a moderate impact on some wildlife of conservation concern. 406 For
instance, the Project will remove a variety of productive habitats for little brown myotis
for decades or longer. 407 Little brown myotis is a SARA listed wildlife.
798. Within the Project’s footprint, there are habitat complexes with mature forest along some
slow flowing open water and drainages that may be suitable habitat for Little Brown
Myotis. Some areas within the Project’s footprint that Benga has mapped as low or
moderate habitats suitable for Little Brown Myotis saw significant number of bat
passes. 408 A significant portion of the high and moderate suitability habitat west of the
Livingstone Range in southwestern Alberta occurs in the mine footprint. 409
799. Mr. Wallis noted that the Project’s impacts on Little Brown Myotis alone might not be
sufficient reason to deny the Project, but it adds weight to other valued components that

CIAR 553, Appendix A, Submissions of Fran Gilmar, pdf 44.
CIAR 907, 24Tr. p. 5262, L. 16 – 21.
406
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6106, L. 25-26.
407
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6107, L. 9-14.
408
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6107, L. 16-26, p. 6108-6109.
409
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6108.
404
405
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would be impacted by this Project which emphasizes the environmental significance of
this area. 410
800. Mr. Wallis emphasized that it was improper for Benga to universally characterize residual
effects as not significant considering that there would be significant impacts on Little
Brown Myotis and that the cumulative effects of the Elan South Coal mine was not
considered. 411
801. While the Coalition acknowledges that some wildlife species may return quickly to the
landscape following reclamation work by Benga, there are some species of conservation
concern such as Little Brown Myotis that may not return in significant quantities for
decades or longer. This risk warrants the classification of impacts on wildlife as
significant.
802. Similarly, the Clark’s Nutcracker relies on old Whitebark pine forests because of the
cones that they produce. As noted in the range-wide restoration strategy for Whitebark
pine referenced by Mr. Wallis, it would take 125 to 250 years for Whitebark pine to attain
good canopy volume to have high cone production. 412 Removal of the Whitebark pine
trees from the Project area will have an impact on the Clark’s Nutcracker.
803. At paragraph 486 of Benga’s Argument, Benga relies on the results of the wildlife
monitoring report for the Mercoal West-Yellowhead Tower Mine Extension Project
(“MY-YT Wildlife Report”) as support for the speed of wildlife’s return to a reclaimed
mine landscape.
804. Benga relies on the results of the MY-YT Wildlife Report despite the apparent
deficiencies and inaccuracies that Mr. Wallis highlighted during his direct evidence at
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6112 to 6118. Mr. Wallis evidence was clear that the claim of the
author of the MY-YT Wildlife Report that stated that more than 50% of the bird species
returned to the reclaimed landscape than the undisturbed areas was false. 413
805.

Mr. Wallis carefully explained that Ms. MacCallum:
a. Mixed up data. For instance, she included several decades of wildlife species data
at the Coal Valley mine compared with only a couple of years at the proposed
extension areas at Mercoal West and Yellowhead Tower. She also included data
from Mr. Wallis pre-disturbance wildlife surveys of 1970s and early 1980s in
addition to data from her own records. 414

CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6108.
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6109-6110
412
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6120.
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CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6112.
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b. Included data from undisturbed sites at the Coal Valley Mine in the list of the 142
bird species that were claimed as having returned to the reclaimed landscape415;
and
c. Listed birds that were nonbreeding migrants and accidentals, many of which were
associated with water habitats that were poorly represented in the predevelopment ecosystem; 416
806. Mr. Wallis further stated that when all the breeding bird species from Mercoal West and
Yellowhead Tower are added up, you get a total of 67 species and a total of 64 species for
Coal Valley including the undisturbed areas of Coal Valley. These numbers were a far cry
from the number of bird species associated with the Coal Valley Mine being 50%
higher. 417 Mr. Wallis further noted the absence of controls or comparisons by Ms.
MacCallum.
807. As Mr. Wallis explained, the truth regarding the presence of wildlife species following
reclamation work at Coal Valley Mine are:
a. none of the mature and old growth forests and rare wildlife habitats, like the fen
wetland complexes and the stream/valley habitat diversity has returned to the
Coal Valley reclaimed landscape after 30 years of completion of reclamation. 418
b. The reclaimed wetlands did not closely resemble natural regional wetlands and
the reclaimed wetlands had a relatively high proportion of non-native and/or
weedy species. The recovery of native plant species in natural habitats after a fire
is faster than the recovery after mining. 419
c. There is a lack of understory terrestrial species in some of the reclamation areas
and native plant species are still in small numbers. 420
808. The Coalition notes that Mr. Wallis’ critique of Ms. MacCallum’s work was not
contradicted by Benga or challenged through cross examination. The Coalition submits
that the Panel should accord significant weight to Mr. Wallis evidence in this regard. The
Panel should bear in mind that Mr. Wallis advised the owners of Coal Valley mine
regarding the mine in considering the evidence of Mr. Wallis.
809. The Coalition further submits that even if Benga is more successful in reclaiming the
landscape than the Coal Valley Mine experience which took 40 years post reclamation
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6114, L. 20-26.
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6115, L. 1-6. Mr. Kansas acknowledged this in cross.
417
Ibid, p. 6115, L. 7-16.
418
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6115, L. 17-22.
419
Ibid. p. 6116, L. 13-18.
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before any noticeable wildlife was seen 421, it will still take over a hundred years after
reclamation to get back much of the forest structure and old growth characteristics, and the
rarest and endangered wildlife that will be lost.422 There is no evidence on the record that
suggests the contrary.
810. During cross of Mr. Kansas, Mr. Kansas suggested that he would be discussing using
other types of agronomics with Benga because using native seed mixes to try to recreate
the landscape that is currently present at the mine would not attract large animal species or
“big game” as he called it because the grasses would not provide the kind of nutrition that
the large animal species need. 423 As Mr. Wallis warned, replacing complex and diverse
montane habitats especially on public lands with habitats dominated by longer-lived
agronomics is not only inappropriate but also does not translate to equivalent land
capability as we know it currently. 424
811. Benga assigned a low habitat suitability rating to mature and old-growth coniferous forests
because male Little Brown Myotis occasionally roost in conifer snags. 425 Mr. Kansas
supporting this rating stated that “coniferous trees don’t have the same kind of bark that –
that hide -- can hide this species except for Douglas Fir tree that occurs in the montane.”
426

812. Despite acknowledging that Douglas Fir tree, a coniferous tree in the Montane subregion,
could be roosting habitat for Little Brown Myotis, Mr. Kansas refused to acknowledge
that old growth coniferous trees could be an important roosting habitat for Little Brown
Myotis. 427
813. Mr. Kansas continued to maintain his denial even after he was referred to the 2018
Recovery Strategy for Little Brown Myotis, Northern Myotis, and Tricoloured Bats in
Canada that clearly identified “large diameter trees” as being used as roosting habitats.428
The Coalition submits that the Panel should accord no weight to Mr. Kansas testimony
and to Benga’s classification of old growth coniferous forests to be low suitability habitat
for Little Brown Myotis.
814. Old growth coniferous forests should have been rated high similar to the old growth
deciduous forests as they could provide a roosting habitat for Little Brown Myotis since
they are large diameter trees. Further, where conifers are dominant in the landscape, they

CIAR 907, 24Tr. p. 5278, L.1
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6118, L. 20-25.
423
CIAR 907, 24Tr. p. 5278-5279
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CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6119-6120.
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play an important role as roosts. Mr. Wallis gave some examples of where coniferdominated forests have acted as roosts for Little Brown Myotis. 429
815. At paragraph 492 of Benga’s Argument, Benga listed some mitigation measures that it
proposed to mitigate impacts of the Project on Little Brown Myotis and its habitat. As
discussed by Mr. Wallis in his direct evidence, the successful use of bat boxes/houses as a
replacement roosting habitat, especially for maternity roosts, is unproven and
uncommon. 430 The few successful uses of bat boxes for maternity roosts were in relation
to the replacement of the boxes on buildings. 431
816. Benga’s proposed mitigation of planning vegetation clearing to avoid the May to August
summer bat season may be effective in avoiding direct mortality to Little Brown Myotis
and other bats. It does not mitigate the loss of the habitat that occurs as a result of the
clearing. 432
817. The Coalition submits that there will be significant residual impacts, particularly on
species and habitats of conservation concern. The significance of that extended duration of
loss has not been adequately acknowledged in Benga’s assessment. 433
5.6.1

Reply to Benga’s Argument regarding Evidence of Mr. Wallis

818. Contrary to Benga’s assertions at paragraph 495 of Benga’s Argument, Mr. Wallis
engaged in an objective analysis of the Project and its potential effects. As stated earlier in
the vegetation topic block, being a director of AWA had no bearing on the evidence that
Mr. Wallis produced which was largely uncontradicted. Mr. Wallis stated on numerous
occasions during his testimony and in his report that his evidence was his professional
opinion; not personal opinion. Again, as pointed out in the vegetation topic block above,
Mr. Wallis is not opposed to “all resource development”. He has worked for resource
developers, government, industry representatives and landowners. He takes his profession
and work seriously and presents facts, not trumped up or non-accurate statements like Mr.
Kansas and Ms. Bauman.
819. If affiliation to an organization is used as the sole criteria for judging the objectivity of a
report produced by an expert, the Coalition would submit that most of Benga’s
consultants’ reports should be assessed in view of their affiliations to the Coal Association
of Canada (“CAC”), whose sole aim, as acknowledged by Mr. Campbell, 434 is to promote
the development, growth, and advancement of the Canadian coal industry. For instance, at
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6122 – 6126.
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6124.
431
Ibid. p. 6125, L. 19-22.
432
CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6158, L. 11-23.
433
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the time of the hearing, Millennium EMS Solutions Ltd. that prepared the wildlife and
vegetation reports was a member of CAC 435. Millennium EMS Solutions Ltd. authored
many of the reports that Benga relied on at the hearing.
820. Contrary to Benga’s assertions at paragraphs 496 and 497, Mr. Wallis evidence presented
the true state of facts, which would assist the Panel in making a determination in this case.
The Coalition notes that Benga has not provided any evidence that shows any inaccuracy
in the statements of Mr. Wallis. Benga had ample opportunity to provide such evidence or
to challenge Mr. Wallis’ assertions but chose not to do so.
821. It was important to refute assertions of Benga’s biologists that are simply not true or do
not present a fulsome picture. Puffery was a perfectly appropriate language to describe the
inflated and untrue claims of Mr. Kansas that there were more bird species on the
reclaimed mined lands at Coal Valley than on the surrounding unmined lands. Mr. Wallis
gave detailed explanations regarding why Mr. Kansas claims were wrong at CIAR 941,
28Tr. p. 6112 to 6118. Some of Mr. Wallis explanations have been summarized earlier in
this Argument.
822. Mr. Wallis’ evidence did not focus more on asserting that other experts were wrong. In
providing his evidence, Mr. Wallis indicated a number of areas where he agreed with
Benga or its consultants. The Coalition notes that Mr. Wallis agreed with Mr. Kansas on
areas where Mr. Kansas’ evidence were accurate such as the importance of creating a
structure in the development of plant and wildlife biodiversity. 436
823. As previously stated in the vegetation topic block, the authors of the Fiera 2014 report
identified deficiencies or limitations in their report. Mr. Wallis merely highlighted that but
also noted that the Fiera 2014 report is an additional tool that could be used in association
with others.
824. At paragraph 499 of Benga’s Argument, Benga referenced the Recovery Strategy for the
Little Brown Myotis as support for the use of bat boxes by Little Brown Myotis. The
Coalition notes that pdf 46 of the document cited by Benga relates to use of bat boxes in
urban areas and in commercial and industrial buildings. This is consistent with the
evidence given by Mr. Wallis at CIAR 941, p. 6125, L. 19-22 where he noted the limited
success of bat boxes in buildings.
825. The Coalition submits that Mr. Wallis’ evidence is clear, objective, truthful, non-partisan
and should be accorded significant weight.
6.0
435
436

Concluding Remarks

Ibid.
See for example, CIAR 941, 28Tr. p. 6118, L. 1-2.
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826. Mr. O’Gorman noted that Benga had expressed some reservations about the modelling
used to produce predictions submitted in Addendum 11 less than a year ago and that
conservatism is the underlying basis for deliberations in this process at 21Tr, p.4601:
24

So this morning in r e s p onse t o on e o f my

25

questions, we -- wel l, in various ways we hea r d Benga

26

expr ess some r ese r va t i ons about the mode l l i ng used to

1

produce t he p r ed i c t ions in tha t append i x i n Addendu m

2

1 1 , wh i ch was s ubmi t t ed just in ea rl i er 2020 .

3

as we've no t ed b e f o r e , conservat ism i s the u n der l y ing

4

bas i s fo r our d el i b e r at i ons in thi s p r ocess .

5

would l ike to ask two qu e stions now, wi th that

6

preamb l e, and I wil l r ead them bo t h together .

Howeve r ,

So I

827. It is unacceptable for a project of this scale and the models upon which the project relies,
to have so much uncertainty surrounding them, especially considering the fragile state of
the WSCT and its ecosystem which will be negatively impacted by Benga’s demolition of
Grassy Mountain.
828. The right thing to do in these circumstances is to deny Benga’s application.
829. There are several examples of the AER and its predecessors denying approval of
applications that have gone through hearing processes over the last 25 years. The reasons
for the denials are varied. Some of the denied applications involved projects on the eastern
slopes with the potential for significant negative impacts to the local environment. The
following list of “applications denied” is not exhaustive:
•

ERCB Decision 94-08 (Amoco Canada Petroleum Company) Whaleback region. In
that decision the ERCB stated:
“Finally, the Board, after hearing the evidence from experts for all
parties involved, is convinced that the Whaleback does contain
tremendously valuable and unique natural resources. These resources
are a living legacy both for today and in the future. While the Board
accepts that Amoco would attempt to develop the natural gas resources
of the Whaleback with as little impact as possible on the region, the
Board is not convinced that such development could be carried out in a
manner which would not seriously degrade those surface values."
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•

EUB Decision 99-30 (Stampede Oils Inc.)
https://static.aer.ca/prd/documents/decisions/1999/d99-30.pdf

•

EUB Decision 2001-09 (Shell Canada Limited) ~ discussed above in relation the use
of models to predict reliable worst-case scenarios.
https://static.aer.ca/prd/documents/decisions/2001/2001-09.pdf

•

EUB Decision 2003-024 (Petrovera Resources Limited).
https://static.aer.ca/prd/documents/decisions/2003/2003-014.pdf
In that decision, the Board denied one of the applications for a gas well. The Board
stated:
Petronra put fo1warcl nlitigatiYe measure!'. to preYent impact on the shallmv aquifer during the
drilling and production of the 2-3 well. Wllile Petrovera 's nlitigative measures are extensive, the
Board believes approval of a well site in the recharge area of this shallow, unconfined aquifer
with receptors (springs) located ± 500 m directly clown gradient and in close proximity to the
Lindbergh Group ' s domestic v. ater supply wells could pose an unacceptable level of risk.
Although the Board recognizes that the risk of an uncontrolled release in the south half of
Section 3 is low, the consequences to the hamlet's water wells or the springs, should this occur
would be sigilificant and potentially long term . On the basis of the e, ·idence before it. the Board
does not believe that this is an acceptable risk. and therefore it will not pemlit surfac e activity in
the south half of Section 3.

For “consequences to the hamlet’s water wells or the springs” substitute
“consequences for the WSCT and its ecosystem” in current case.
•

EUB Decision 2003-101 (Polaris Resources Ltd.) Whaleback region.
https://static.aer.ca/prd/documents/decisions/2003/2003-101.pdf
11

CONCLUSION

In considering whether to grant the well licence, the Board must retmn to the initial question:
Can this v. ell be drilled by this applicant in this location at tllis time in a manner consistent with
the public interest? After a careful review of all the evidence, the Board has concluded that it
must deny the well licence application.
First the Board repeats that the need for the well is solely to provide information. To gi·ant the
application. the Board would have to be satisfied that the well s inherent risks to the environment
and the public. were sufficiently mitigated as to not outweigh tl1e benefits for the well. The
evidence set out above has not provided that measure of satisfaction in tllis matter.

•

EUB Decision 2007-080 (Intrepid Energy Corporation)
https://static.aer.ca/prd/documents/decisions/2007/2007-080.pdf

•

ERCB Decision 2008-092 (Omers Energy Inc.)
https://static.aer.ca/prd/documents/decisions/2008/2008-092.pdf

•

ERCB Decision 2009-072 (Trilogy Blue Mountain Ltd.)
https://static.aer.ca/prd/documents/decisions/2009/2009-072.pdf
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AER Decision 2018 ABAER-002 (Bashaw Oil Corp)
https://static.aer.ca/prd/documents/decisions/2018/2018-ABAER-002.pdf

The Coalition submits that the evidence in this case does not and cannot provide the JRP
with the measure of satisfaction and conservatism needed in order to determine whether
approval of Benga’s coal mine application is in the public interest. Accordingly, Benga’s
application must be denied.

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED THIS 8TH DAY OF JANUARY
2021.

COALITION OF ALBERTA WILDERNESS
ASSOCIATION AND GRASSY MOUNTAIN
GROUP
by its legal counsel,

ACKROYD LLP
<Original signed by>
Ifeoma M. Okoye and Richard C. Secord
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